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ABSTRACT
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Introduction

Exastnat ion. of Workshop,

A three-week summer workihap in attacking the problem
of teaching mathemattos to the reluctant learner in secondary
schools was held at the University of Nebraska, Lincoln,
Nebraska, during the summer of 1971 under the direction of .

Milton W. Beckmann, Supervisor of Mathematics and Professor
of SecoRdary Education and all L. Beal, Graduate Assistant.

Purpose of the yorkstap

The purpose of the workshop was to:
(1) better prepare qualified secondary teachers

to teach mathematics tc low achievers
(2) collect, review, and develop new methodologies

and materials for teaching the reluctant learner in mathe-
matics

Units Developed

a. Competencies considered
Some time ago the directors of the National Council

of Teachers of Mathematics created a Commission. Its
assignment was to decide the basic mathematics needed for
personal use by every citizen....not just for those who -
planned to go to college or for those engaged in technical
professions and trades. Just recently the directors of
the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics selected a
Committee on Basic Mathematical Competencies. It is listing
what is believed to be the basic minimum matl,.ematical
competencies and skills needed by enlightened citizens.
We received the tentative list. The 29 competencies seem
to form a subset of the more recently proposed competencies.
The units were written to help students achieve these
competencies.

b. Units to be used as Supplementary Materisls
These units ape to be used to supplement the

teacher's regular presentations and are not meant to be
self-contained learning rackets. The units were designed
for but mt exclusively for students who score below the
30 percentile on a standardized achievement test.

c. Chanr?;es to made for Local Conditions
Realizing that all districts operate under

different conditions, thn teacher should feel free to
adapt these materials to his own ttudents.

.9,1%



d. 'Organizational Pattern
Units were organized around the following pattern.

Competency 4

Instructional Objectivee
Actixity 1

Suggested materials
Directions to the student
Suggested strategies

Activity 2
etc.

Attainment of the listed instructional objectives for any

one unit indicates the student possesses part if not all of the

competency. The teacher may find it necessary to use more than

one unit in order to help the student achieve the entire competency.

The instructional objectives will help the teacher dctermine that

part of the competency taught by the activities in the unit. It

should be posiible to uae one or all of the activities in a unit

independent of each other. For example, if Activity 1 requires

some materials that the teacher does not possess, then he may

choose to use Activity 2.
The directions to the students should be sufficiently

clear to be used by individual students with minimal directions

from the teacher. In fact we suggest that the teacher write

the directions to the students on 5 x 8 cards.

Under suggested strategies, the suggestion that students

work in small or large groups maybe found. It was not our

intent that all activities need to be done individually.

Therefore, we have also included small and large group work.

Final Editing Is Not Complete.
Participants of the workshop felt that these units

would prove exceedingly helpful to their students. Time was

a factor due to the larp:e nuMber of units that were developed,

consequently final editing is not complete for all units.
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Competency/Objective

1*

CCOTINTS

Ability to perceive patterns displayed by means
of sequences of specifia instances.

Identify Fibonacoi Sequence.

b. Identify interesting properties of Fibonacci
Sequence.

c. Given a sequence of events that illustrate a
pattern, the student mill be able to make
a generalization describing the pattern.

2. rescribe a gtven positive rational number using
decimal, percent, or fradtional notation.

Page

a. The student will be ible to change a percent
to its decimal equivalent, 12 - 19

3. Wite an equivalent fraction for given fractions,

such as 1/2, 2/3, and 3/5.

a. Given a fraction not in lowest terms, the
student will be able to write the equivalent
fraction in lowest terms.

b. Given a fraction, the student will be able

to write at least one equivalent fra,Ition.

4. Use the standard algorithms for the operations
of arithmetic of whole rational nuMbers.

a. The student will be able, to add single
digit numbers.

b. The student will be able to designate the
addends and slam.

c. The student will he able to state addition
facts of numerals 1 - 10.

d. The student will be able to state subtraction
facts of one digit numerals less than 20.

20 - 26

20 - 26

27 - 30

- 30

31 - 34

31 - 34
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The stiidtht LtiM tie produet of tiny
two nuldbers between 5 and 10, given the
nultiplioation facts up to 5 x 5 and the

addition facts.

f. Given a simple multiplication problem the
student mill be able to give an inverse
relationship and find the answer.

g. Given a simple division problem, the student
mill be able to give an inverse relationship
and find the answer.

h. Given a simple division problem in which the
divisor and dividend are only one number,
the student can find the quotient.

35 39

40

49 - 51

i. Given a division prOblem in one of three
forms, the student can recognize which member
of the problem is the divisor, and which is
the dividend. 52

j. Given a division problem in which the divisor
is a one digit number and which has no
remainder, the student can find the quotient. 55 - 64

k. Given a division problem in which the divlsor
is a one digit number and which has a
remainder, the student can find the quotient. 65 - 72

1. Given a division problem with a two digit
divisor--units digit less than 5, the student
can find an answer. 73 . 80

m. Civen a division problem with a two digit
divisor--units digit equals 5, the student
can find an answer. 81 . 82

n. Given a division problem with a two digit
divisor--units digit greater than 5, the
student will find an answer. 83 - 86

5. Solve addition, subtraction, multiplicatior and
division problems with fractions having denominators
less than twenty.

a. Given a fractional addition or sdbtraction
problem havini denominator less than 20, the
student will be able to solve it. 87 - 92



b. Given any oombirtation fribtiorii, -Aired

numbers, and Wholi numbsrs to perform the
student oan perform the required aUbtraotion.

6, Solve additon, attraction, multiplication and
division prOblems with deoimal fractions.

4, aven any coribination of decimals and whole
numbers, the student can perform the required
subtraction.

7. Construct a true mathematical statement from a
given verbal problem.

a. The student will recognize mathematical
phrases and be able totranslate verbal
phrases Llto those involving symbols and
vice versa. Student will give examplez of
mathematical phrases orally and in writing.
Thu student will produce phrases using symbols,

having been given word phrases and vice versa.

b. The student will construct mathematical
sentences using phrases combined with syMbols
for equality and inequality.

c. The student will be ible to vrite open
sentences given certain conditions to be met.
Given an open sentence, the student will be
able to make up a verbal problem to fit it.

8. Solve simple linear equations.

a. The student will transform open sentences
into true sentences without using the axioms.

96 98

99 - 100

101 . 102

103

104 - 105

b. The student will find an operation which undoes
a given one. 106 - 107

c. The students will be able to use the multiplication
axiom in solving equations. 108 - 109

d. The student will be able to solve open
sentences throvgh use of the axioms. 110
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Construct a graph indicating the roiationship
of tmo variables from a given set of data.

a. Given a grid with a horizontal scale and
a vertical scale, the student should be able
to locate on this grid points corresponding
to an ordered pair.

b. Given a point on a grid, the student should
be.able to write the ordered pair that describes
the location of this point.

c. Given a grid and a set of ordered pairs the
student should be ible to draw the design
formed by the points located by the ordered
pairs.

?

10. Describe parallel lines, perpendicular lines and
intersecting lines using drawings or intuitive
concepts.

a. The student can recognize a line segment
from drawings and objects in his surroundings.

b. The student can recognize and dE.scribe
parallel lines from drawings and objects
in his surroundings.

c. The student will be able to recognize
intersecting lines.

d. The student will be able to recognize
perpendicular lines.

e. The student will be able to classify lines as
parallel, perpendiaular or intersecting.

11. Classify simple plane figures by distinguishing
some of their properties.

R. Ihe student is able to group the triangles
from a given set of triangles into sUbsets
of equflateral isosceles9 and scalene
triangles, and he is able to name the
respective subsets.

b. The student is able to select the triangles
and quadrilaterals from a sot of models of
polygons.

vii

118.120

121 . 125

126 - 127

128 - 130

131 - 132

133 - 136

137 - 136

139 - 141

142 - 144
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c. The student will be able to find the measure'
of the third angle of a triangle Olen the
measure of two of the angles are known.

12. Compute the perimeter of a given polygon.

a. %ruse of measuring instruments the student
should exhibit the abllity to determine the
perimeter of plane geometric polygons.

b. The student demonstrates his ability to
compute the perimeter of polygons through
estimation and the use of standard units and
by using a formula.

13. Compute the area of a rectangle and of a triangle.

a. Given a rectangle and a triangle, the student
will be able to compute the area of each
figure.

14. Construct bisectors of lines and angles.

a. Given an angle, the student mill be able to
divide the angle into two equal parts.

b. Given a line segment, the student will be
able to locate the midpoint.

15. Identify the conditions for similarity of
triangles ane use the properties of similarity
to solve problems.

a. The student zili be able to recognize similar
triangles and solve problems relating to
similar triangles.

16. Classify solid figures by distinguishing some
of their properties.

147

148..150

151 - 153

154 - 158

159 - 162

163 - 166

a. Ihe student will be able to select a cube
from a set of geometric solids. 167

b. Ihe student will be able to identify the
six congruent faces, the twelve straight
line edges, and the eight vertices of a
cube. 167



c. The student wiU be dble to determine the
two-dimensional patterns that can be used
to construct a oUbe, and will. construct one

or more oUbes from these patterns.

17. Apply the common English measures of length,
volume, weight, time, money, and temperature.

a. The student will be ible to find the length
of the edges, the areas of the faces, and
the volumes of selected adbes.

/68 - 171

172 . 173

b. Given an dbject to be measured, the student
can give its length--accurate to the nearest
unit of measure. 174 - 175

c. Given an dbject to be weigh6d, the student
can give its weight--accurate to the nearest
unit of measure. 176

d. Given a surface to be measure, the student
can give its area --accurate to the nearest
unit of measure. 177

e. Give a rectangular container, the student
will be able to measure it with standard
cubic measure.

18. Convert from one measure to an equivalent one
with larger or smaller units in the English
System.

a. Raving become acquainted with the English
units of measurement, the student will
determine relationships between these units.

19. Convert, using tables, English to metric measure
and conversely.

a. Given a measurement of length in the English
or Fetric Systems, the student will be able
to convert to the other system,

b. Given a measurement of weight in the English
or Metric System the student will be able
to convert to the other system.

ix

178

179 - 182

.L3:3

164
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20. Recognize that no measur lont is precise.

a. Given a compass the student will determine
which lines are longer than a given line.

b. Given seven line segments, a group of students
will each measure the items, accurate to
the nearest 1/16 of an inch and nearest
millimeter, record this information and then
compare the results.

21. Use metric units of length, mass and volume in
making measurements.

a. Given a set of Objects, or drawings of sane,
the student will measure, calculate, and report
on volume expressed in metric units.

b. Given a graduated milliliter measuring cup,
the student will measure a milliliter, .

centiliter, and liter.

22. Use standard measuring, devices of length, area,

1111
volume, time, and temperature to make measurements.

a. Given a group of line segments, the student6
will measure them accurately to the nearest
inch, 1/2 inch, 1/4 inch, and 1/8 inch.

b. Given various scales, the student will
weigh objects, record their results.

185

186

187 - 188

189

190 - 192

19 3

C. Given thermometers.of Fahrenheit lind Celsius
(Centigrade) scales, the student will take
the temperature of six water samples. 194

d. The student will be able to measure and
draw a line segment using a ruler. 195 - 196

e. The student will be /lb? to draw and
measure an angle of 90 using a protractor. 195 196

f. The student will be able to draw and measure
angles using a protractor. 197 - 199



of the measuring device used suoh as rhlers,
protractors and thermometers. e

a. Given various angles and geometric shapes, *.
the'student will use a protractor to measure
the angles to:the nearest degree.

'b. Given a snap with a list of cities and their
raspective population the stuoents will'
round off this figure to the nearest hundred. 203 . 205

200 . 202

0. Given printed centigrade and fahrenheit
. th6rmometer scales, the student will round

off 'comparable temperatures.

,24, Fredict the probability of simple events occuring.

a. 'Through the use of simple devices the student
should demonstrate and.predict the probability
of simple evehts occuring.

25. 'Plan a budget including record keeping of personal
and travel expentes.

a. Given the hourly rate ind the number of hours
worked during a week, the student should be
able to determine the weekly and bi-weekly
wages.

26. Use adders and/or calculators to solve addition,
sUbtraction, multiplication, and division problems.

203 - 265

206 - 211 .

212 - 215

a. To be able to add a series of one, two, three,
or more eight digit numbers withan adding
machine. 216

b. To be able to subtract whole numbers and
decimal numerals. 217 - 219

c. To be able to multiply, where the multiplier
is a one digit numeral with the adding machine. 220 - 223

27. Write simple sentences showing the relation =,
<, for two given numbers.

a. The student will be able to correctly select
either =, <, or >, to make x y a true
statement for given values of x and y. 221 ; 22c)
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CON1WINCY: Ability to peroeive patterns displayed by means of
Sequences of specific instaaces.

ObJECTIVES:
1. Identify Fibonacci Sequence.
2. Identify interesting properties of Fibonacci Sequende.

ACTIVITY 1: A teacher directed class activity to discover the
Fibonacci Sequence.

Suggested haterials:
1. Historical Background: Fibonacci was an Itanian who
lived about 700 years ago. He wrote one of the first
books in Europe about Hindu-Arabic numbers which are
our number symbols as we know they' today. Fibdnaccits
book showed how the use of the Hindu-Arabic system
simplified calculation. He invented many methods of
computation and explained them in,his book. Fibpnacci
had a, problem in his book which has many interesting
relations today. The problem asks: How niany pairs of
rabbits are born of one pair An a year?

2. Overhead or chalkboard spice on which to plot the
. rabbit population problem and tally the number of

rabbits, thus developing the Fibonacci Sequence. Let
the class discover the pattern and continue the
sequence.

Date Pairs Pairs of Pairs of Total.
Adults Babies Pairs
(A) (13)

Jan 1

Feb 1

Mar 1

Apr 1

(lay 1

Jnl

Jul 1

Aug 1

Sep 1

Oct 1

Hoy 1

A
/

1 0 1

A B 1 1 2

A A 2 1 3ABABA 3 2 5

ABABA ABA 5 3 8

/\ 1 A A i

ABAA3A3AA3ABA 8 5 '13

? ? ? ?

? ? 9 ?

? 9 ? ?

9 ? ? ?



Directions for Students:
_One of the great mathematicians of all times was
Leonardo da Pisas.often niOnamed Fibonacci or son of
nature. He nihde many exciting discoveries in mathe-

.matics that some of you might want to read more about.
However, he is remembered mainly for a sequence of numbers:
1, 1, 2, 3 . . . . to which his name has been Applied.
The sequence is derived from a hypothetical problem
stated in his book thus: "How many- rabbits.can be
produced from a single pair in a year if it is supposed
that every month each pair begets a new pair which from
the second month becomes productive."

,Suggested Strategies:
Let the class develop the sequence, making sure that
everyone "discovers" the pattern. Build a sequence
for the firat 20 terms..

' 2.

ACTIVITY 2: Perceive the pattern displayed by selecting a number
from the Fibonacci sequence other than the first one. Square
this number. Now multiply the numbers just before and after
this number. How do your answers compare?

Suggested haterials:
Fibonacci sequence, paper, pencil.

Directions.to Students:
Build a table such as this and enter 10 examyaes.

Number to Result of Numbers to Product How the answers
be squared squaring be multiplied compare

.5 25 3 x 8 24 24 + = 25

8 64 5 x 13 65 65 - 1 = 64

ACTIVITY 3; Any triple of Fibonacci numbers such that the middle
one has an even subscfipt will produce an absolute differ-
ence of one. i.e. (5 x 13) - 82 = -1.

Suggested haterials:
Uniting materials.
Oak tag square 8" x 8" measured off as follows:

/I



Direotions for Students:
Below is the Fibonacci sequence in one to one
cerrespondence with F and the proper subscript.
Choose any Fibonacci number with an even subscript,
square the number, then multiply the number before
and after-and the difference will be 1 or -1.

1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13s 21, 34

Fl F2 F
3

F4 F5 F
6

F7 F
8

F
9,

3.

Look at your oak tag square. What is the area?
Wow cut it into 4 pieces and rearrange these pieces in
the form of a rectangle.

What is the area of this rectangle? (65)
Zow arrange the pieces in the form of a triangle.
What is this area? (65)

Suggested Strategies:
Uhat other unit measures could you use to make this
magic trick? Remember the 8 had an even subscript.
Try 21.

ACTIVITY 4:

Suggested haterials:
Fibonacci sequence, paper, pencil.

Directions to Students:
Select a Fibonacci :lumber.
hultiply the second number
number after. Compare the
pattern?

Square this number.
before and the second
two answers. Is there a



Number to
be squared

8

Build a table such as this and enter 10 examples.

Result of
squaring

Numbers to be Product
multiplied

25

6.4

2 x 13

3 x 21

26

63

4.

-How does square
compare with
product?

26 - 1 = 25

63 + 1 = 64

ACTIVITY 5: Any two consecutive Fibonacci numbers multiplied
together will give the product of the numbers on either side
by plus or minus 1.

Suggested liaterials:
Writing materials. A sequence of Fibonacci numbers.

Directions for Student:
Build a table such as this and enter 10 examples.

Two consecutive
Fibonacci
numbers

Product iTumbers on
either side

Product How do
products
compare?

12

.1111111.

2 2 1, 3 3 2 + 1 =

2, 3 6 1, 5 5 6 - 1 =

3, 5 15 2, 8 16 15 + 1

5, 6 3, 13 39 40 - 1 =

3

5

16

39



COMPETENCY: Ability to perceive patterns displayed by meani of sequences

of specific instances.

OBJECTIVE:
Given a sequence of events that illustrate a pattern, the
student will be able to make a generalization describing the
pattern.

.ACTIVITY 1: Tangrams

Suggested Materials:

cardboard, uonstruction paper or oak tag, glue, scissors,
ditto copies of the student worksheet

4

Directions to student:

Follow the instructions on your worksheet.

Suggested strategies

-As a backgreund for this activity, the teacher could tell
the following story or it could be printed on the student's
worksheet:

Tan, a Chinese nobleman, had a square ceramic tile he
valued very highly. One day he dropped the tile, and it
broke into sevbn pieces. Tan spent the rest of his life try-
ing to put the tile back together. He never made the
square, but he found many other dhapes.

ACTIVITY 2 Pattern for multiplying by 11

Suggested materials:
ditto copies of student worksheet

Directions to student
Follow the instructions on your worksheet.

Suggested strategies,
After the students understand the pattern illustrated
on their worksheet, the teacher may want to direct them to
modify the pattern. For example, where the gum of the
digits in greater than 9 as in 57 x 11 = 627.
Also, tids pattern could be extended to-3 or more digit
numbers.

ACTIVIIY 3 :-;equences (small group or individual activity)

Suggested materials
materia to use for counters, this might be chips, beans
kernels of corn, or pieces of raper; uorksheetr;

Lrirections to student:

Follow th,.> instmrtions on the 11(q-kr:1!eot.



ACTIVITY 1: Worksheet

Directions to the student:
1. Cut around the outside of the Wja uare .from page 2

of the wiksheet. 'Then eus tt an the hemmer given
'to you by, your teacher. Cut the smaller nuMbered pieces
apart. PractIce making some designs with these pieces.

2, a. Try to.find 2. es that will make a shape like -...-

b. Use 2 °sit* make a

0. Use a ; and 2 ,s to make another

d. Use all 7 pieces and make the large°/
on this torksheet.

as shown

6.

e. Now put your 7 tangram pieces back into a square.

19

o



ACTIV/TY 4 td.visibilitz by-3 (teacher directed) Magic: Game

Suggested materials:
Explanation of the Magic Game sheet

Directions to student:
1. The teacher will ask you to give him a nuMber. It

can be any number.
2. The teacher will add one nurdber to the digits and the

new number will then be divisible by 3.
He will ada the number anywhere you want him to add it;
before your nuMber, in the middle or at the end.

3. The neurnumber will be divisible by 3. _Divide the new
nuMber by 3 to make sure the teacher didn't make a
mistake.

Suggested strategies:
1. A good motivational idea would be to have the

students try this game on their perents or friends.
2. When you use the word 'divisible', be mxre that they

understand the meaning of the word.



Activity 1* Worksheet
Part 1)

Page 2

7

Part 2), (e)

8.



ACMITY 2 Ubrksheet

(a)

Directions to the student:
This study will show how You can WS

natiply by 11 easily. Look at the following
Notioe the r 1 and c . They are trying

41r

9.

patterns to help you
examples oarefu4y.'
to tell you something.

(0) xj75);
+

In the following problems some of the work has not been
written on the paper. Complete these problems by putting a nuMber
in the D or 0 Use the pattern of problems a to f.

(d)
.\

(e) x 11 ='891
xll

k

33

(g) f,

111,
x 11

72 !

J
79. lb'

Answer these questions:

1. How did you know to put a 2 in C in (6?

(f)
x u

27 1

21271-..

.(i) 53Ix U = 5 L.,3

2. Do you see a pattern that will help you know What to put in the
for part (h)7

3. What different pattern tells you to put an 8 in the
in (f)?

4. Explitin this pattern to your teacher or one of your friends.

5. Use your patterns to find those answers. Do not write
work.
Examplo..

lc

(a) (b) 36
x 11

'

x 11
/

5231
p.

out the

(c) 41 x 11 = (d) 52 x 11



Amman 31. Nbrksheet

A. Look at this list of nuMbers..1, 3, 5, 7, 9. On your work table make

rows of beans to represent each number. Ybur work would start like this..-

/*

Continue your work on tha table until you have a row for each number
in the list. Ti.y to represent the number that would come next after 9.
WhWis it? What is special dbaut the rows of beans? We would say
thia list of numbers is special because they follow a pattern. Do

you see the pattern? *site the next three nuMbers in this list.

B. Look at this list of nuMbers--3, 7, 11, 15 . . Use rows of beans to

find the pattern. *its on your paper the next four numbers that would
come in this list when the same pattern is followed.

C. Here is another list of numbers. Use rows of beans to find the
pattern. (Notice that this is a different kind of pattern.)
0, 10 1, 2, 30 50 8, 130
What number would come next in this list?

D. Here is another kind of pattern shown in this list. Can yau find it?

Use the same method we have been using.
2, 4, 8, 16,

Again, write the next four numbers in the list.

E. Here are some lists that follow some pattern. Where there is a box,

a number has been left out of the list. See if you can use what you
have learned to fill in the proper number in the boxes.

0 8, 0

8, 0 1 14

0 , 12, 15, El

9, 0 , 25

30 CI )

1. 2,4,

2. 2, 5,

3. 3, 6,

4. 1, 4,

5. 30 30



ACTIVITY 4: Explanation of the Magic Game

Idea of the game: The students give a nudber and the teacher, using
the rule for divisibility by 3, will add one digit (placed
anyWhere in the nuMber) and make the number tivieible by 3.

Rule of divisibility: A whole number is divisible by 3 if the sum
of the digits is a multiple:a 3. Therefore, when a student
gives a nuMber,the teacher adds the ems of the digits
mentally and then adds whatever number is necessamtc make
the sum a multiple of 3.

Example of the gc.n: The teacher explains the game to the students.
and has oz . student give a number. Suppose he gives 3421.
The teacher adds a 2 anywhere in the sequence of digits (to
make the sum of the digits avisible by 3) such as 34212.
Then divide by 3, getting a quotient of 11404 remainder 0
which shaws that it is divisible by 3.

The student may give a number
by 3 such as 3945. In such a
is already divisible by 3 or,
3 or 6 or some other multiple

U.

that is already divisible
case you can say that it
to keep the game going, add
of 3 in the sequence of digits.

In each case by sure that either the teacher or the student
carries through the checking of the solution to make sure the
number is divisible by 3.

Continue this game and ask for volunteers who think they
understand how you decide what mmbers to add in the sequence
of digits. Have them keep it a secret until as many as
possible discover it on their own. Then the class or group
could discuss how to check if a number is divisible by 3.



COHPETENCY: Describe a given positive rational number using decimal,
percent, or fractional notation.

OBJECTIVES: The student mill be able to change a percent to its decimal
equivalent.
Examples: (a) 64% .64

(b) 5% = .05

(0) 6 1-1= 6.0= .065

(d) 147% 1.47

ACTIVITY 1: Mathematical Bingo (See Instruction Sheet I)

Suggested materials:
pencil, paper, Mathematical Bingo cards, small pasteboard
squares

Directions to students
1. Place your Mathematical Bingo card face up on your desk.

2. Cover the center square marked "Free" with one of the
small pasteboard squares.

3. The teacher mill draw problems from container one at'
a time and write on the board or overhead projector.

4, Work each problem on your paper. (NOT on your desk and
. NOT on the Bingo card.)

5. If the answer appears on your Bingo card, cover it with
a snall pasteboard square. If it does not, wait for the
next problem.

6. The first person to get a complete line of correct
answers covered either up-and-down, across, or diagonally
wins the game.

3uggested strategies?
1. Prior to introducing the game, the teacher should review

the meaning of percent.

Example: 64% = 64 100 = 64/100 = .64

35 = 3 100 3/100 = .03
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13.
2. The teacher'should discuss fractional and mixed nuMber

percents.

Example: (a) j% = 4 k 100/1 = 1/200 = .005 and

.5% = 00.5

(b) 5 3/4 = 5.75 = .0575 and
5 3/4% = 23/4% = 23/4 100 = :0575

3. The teacher should explain percents greater than 100%

acample: 163% = 1.63 100 = 1.00

4. Give cards to students a short utile before explaining the
game. This will arouse their curiosity and help to
stimvlate interest.

,;,



Instruction Sheet I

Mathematical Bingo

The game is played in a manner similar to regular bingo, but
instead of calling a nuniber under the letters Bo 19 No Go 0 the
teacher will draw and call a percent. Each pupil will ohange the.
Percent to its deoimal equivalent and cover the answer if it appears
on his Mathematical Bingo card. To win, a student must save a complete
row dovered either horizontally, vertically, or diagonally. All
students should keep their game boaids intact until atter the teacher
has checked the answers of the pupil who haeindicated that he has
won. A sample Mathematical Bingo dard and a sample Master Talley List
(for the teacher's use) appears below.

ru
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123

8
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II)
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\11

0
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11

0.
\11
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\./1
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'0
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-4
.11

7-,0 :4
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Teacher's Tally List
.... -..........

1% 22% 100% 4% 14%6
..779%

2% 23% 110% 43.3%

3% 29% 119% ,62i%

4% 30% 129% 66

200% 5 3/0

2:7,7S

-I28%

6% 34 250%Wl.
7% 75% 463% 12%

77% 518% 16 2/3c/0 1 1/C;

234-

8 1.7311

79% 569% 33 1/3%

10% 83% 1124% 37Y0

15% 1 88% 116% .4%

17% 90% 423% .02%

. 18% r 96%
1 ,

475% .7',10 4.1Z
MI 1.



ACTIVITY 2.: Play "Twenty-One." (See Instruction Sheet II.)

Suggested mateilals:
A sufficient number of decks of "TWenty-One" cards for the
total number of students in the class.
Pencil and paper for making calculations, keeping score,
keeping account of predictions, etc.

15,

Directions to students:
See Instruction Sheet II.

Suggested strategies:
Same as for Activity 1.



Instruction Shet II

TWENT/40NE.

PURPOSE
.

This is a team game which can be used to provide drill in changing
percents to their decimal equivalents.

16.

The following chart gives a suggested set of percents for the
PLAYING cards.

METHOD

The deck of cards consists of 12 TRUMP cards--3 of each suit, and
40 PLAYING cards--l0 of each suit. The symbols (suits) and equations

should be placed on the cards as indicated below. A nylon tip
marker works well for putting the suit design on the card. The

problems can be typed or hand-written as desired.



e.

Issimenemwm.......mpaur

1% 3% 5% 7%

22% 25% 34% 75%

100% 115% 200% 463%

.1% 621% 5 3/8% 12 1/2%

to% .75;(2 .003% 1/8%

. 2(1) 4;p7 650 8%

23% 30% 38% 77%

110% 125% 250% 518%

42.3% 61% 4 3/4% 16 2/3%

Je
4/2 7/8% 2.5% 1 1/8%

OBJECT OF THE GAME

First player to reach 21 points wins the game.

NUMBER OF PLAYERS

3) 4) or 5. However, if three players, then 1 card of each suit is
to be taken from the 40 PLAYIFG cards.

RULES OF ThJ GAME

1. Shuffle the 40 PLATING cards and 12 TPUF:' cards separately.
2. Place TRUMP cards face down in center of the table.
3. Deal PLAYIIIG cards, one at a time, to the players.
4. Each player sorts cards into like-suits.
5. To begin play, dealer turns up TP,UMP card to determine suit.
6. Starting at dealer's left, each player plays card of that r,uito

callinr out the decimal equivalent of the percent.

:0)



28.
7. The player with the largest value card wins the trick.
8. Each player must play a card an every triok even when he cannot

follow euit. However, he cannot win the trick if he oannot
follow suit.

9. In case of a tie in the value of the card played, the 'ginner of
the trick is the first player to play one of the tieing cards.

10. Winner of the triok turns up a new TRUMP card to determine the
sat and the game continues.

SCORAG

Each player receives 1 point for each trick taken during the hand.
Several hands maybe played before the winner of the game is determined,
unless the game is to be terminated before a goal of TWENTY.One is
obtained. (This ihould be stated before the game.is played.) Bonus
points can be received by challenging or bypredicting.

CHALLENGING

At any time during the game, an opponent can challenge the value of a
card played y saying, "I challenge." Any other means of slowing the
play of the game does not constitute a legal challenge (e.g. statements
like "Hold "Whit a minute," or "Are you sure?" do not eonstitute
a legal challenge).

a. If the wring value of a card is called, the challenger mins all
tricks the challenged has accumulated that hand.

b. If the correct value of a card is called, the challenged player
takes all of the tricks the challenger has accumulated that hand.

c. If an incorrect call is not challenged it can win the trick, if
it has the largest value.

PREDICTING

a. After PLAYD!G cards are dealt and each player hAs arranged cards,
each player predicts how many tricks he will take during that
hand. If he predicts correctly) he receives 1 point for each
trick plus an additional 5 points.

b. There is no penalty for a wrong prediction.
c. It is suggested that the predictions be recorded on paper.

ACTIVITY 3: Crossword puzzle (Jee Instruction Sheet III)

Suggested materials'
A copy of the puzzle for each member of the class.

Directions to student
See Instruction sheet III.

Suggested strategies
Same as Activity 1 and 2. In addition point out that tho
decimal point and zeros need not be shown in the decimal equivalent
of a percent such as 1500 (i.e. 1.500 = 15.00 or 15)

:31



Instrtiction Sheet III

Directions to student: .

This crossword puzzle involves cbanging percents to decimals.
A decimal point takes up a whole space by itself.

Across Down

2. 30% 1. 48%
4. 464 2. 60%
6. 8200% 3. 15.7%
I. 35% 5. 20%
9. 47(4 7. 14.0%

12. 104 8. 390%
15. 400% lo. 4%
16. 380% al. lo%

)3. 30%
14. 80%

19,

2.
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COMPETENCY: Nrite an equivalent fraction for a given fraotion.

=Barns:
1. Given a fraction not in lowest terms,the student will

. be ible to write the equivalent fraction in lowest
terms.

2. Given a fraction the student will be able to write
at least one equivalent fraction.

ACTIVITY 1:

Suggested materials:
Nine pie pans and nine different color disks to fit
in the pans. Divide the pie pans into fractional parts. .-
(halves, 3rds, 4ths, 5ths, 6ths, 8ths, 9ths, lOths and
12ths) Label each 2/2, 3/3, 4/4, etc. Cut disks into
corresponding fractional parts. (1/2's, 1/3's, 1/10s,

-etc.) Make enough sets so that every three or four
students have a set. Directions to the student dhould
be on a worksheet on which he may write.

Directions to the student:
Place the pie pans with the color wedges in front of
you and examine them. Compare the sizes of different
colored wedges.
1. How many 1/4 wedges does it take,. to make 4/2 wedge?

Otitke-"i2. How many 1/8 wedges does it take to'N /2 wedge?

2.

3. How many 1/6's does it take to make 1/2?

3.

1.

We can write: .

two "1/4's" as 2/4;
four "1/8's" as 4/8;
three "1/6's" as 3/6;
Each of these is equivalent to 1/2.
2/4 = 1/2
4/8 = 1/2
3/6 = 1/2

1/2, 2/4, 4/8, 3/6 are equivalent fractions. They
are different names for the same fraction.
Look again at the pie pans and colored wedges.

4. How maiv "1/99s" make 1/3? 4.

5. 1/.3 - /9

h. How many "1/6's" does at. take to nake 1/3?
6



Sn.

7. is 1/3 and As 1/3

8. ...J9, ...A, and 1/3 are equivalent fractions.

Use the pie pans and wedges to fill in the misiing
numerators or denominators.

9. ...14 = 1/2 13. .../10 = 1/5.

14. 2i = 115

15. 3/ = 1/4

16. 2/ = 1/3

10. .../12 = 1/2

U. ../12 = 1/4

12. = 1/4

you have trouble with exercise 17 or 18, use the
answers to problems 9 through 16 to help you.

17. Name two fractions that are equivalent to 1/4 =
IMO

18. Name two fractions that.are equivalent to 1/5 =
IMO
01.11

IlMnimEMM111111111

21.

Suggested strategies:

1. The student should be familiar with the parts of a
fraction such as numerator and denominator.

2. The teacher may want to go, over worksheets with the
students.

3. The worksheets may be done in a small group.
4. Working with the teacher might be best if the students

have not practiced working alone.

5. The teacher may supplement the worksheet with more
problems on worksheets or from texts.

3 1
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ACTIV/TY 2:

StIggested materials:

Same as for Activity 1.

rections to the student:
Using the pie pans and colored wedges please answer the
following questions:
1. Take 21 5 (tme 1/5 wedgpt put together). How many

1/10's does it take Lo make 2/51s?
1.

2. How many 1/12's does it take to make 3/41s (three 1/4
wedges put together)?
2.

Use the.pie plates and ollored wedges to fill in the
missing.numerators and denomiriators.

3.

4..

5.

6.

5/6

2/3

2/3

4/5

=

=

=

=

4/

7.

8.

9.

10.

4/8

4/6

3/4

3/5

=

=

=

=

1/

.../3

6/

6/

U. Name two equivalent fractions for 2/3 =

Use exercises 1 through 10 to help yDu answer
questions 11 and 12.

12. Name two equivalent fractions for 3/4 =

Suggested strategies:

If you did activity 1 with the students, you might
try letting them do this activity in small groups of
three or four.
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ACTIVITY 3:

Suggested materials:
worksheet

Directions to the 4tudent:

1

c.)
4
v

3/4

4

A

VA 4/7 9e. (4
,1-14L 1.1 #--4

0 jit441/Z6 44 i& .%

Use the drawing above to help yau decide which of the
following fractions are equivalent. Place an dqual
sign (r--) between each pair of equivalent fractions.
(Do nothing if the pair is not equivalent.)

5/8 10/16

6/16 3/8

4/16 2/8

6/8 12/16

6/8 3/4

4/8 6/16

Circle the fractions that are in lowest terms.

1, 1/4 2/8 7.

2. 3/4 12/16 8,

3,14/16 7/6 9.

4, 1/2 3/8 10,

5. 7/8 10/16 11.

6. 1/2 8/16 12,

Suggested strategies:
1. The teacher should let the student become familiar with

a ruler before doing this activity.
4# Let the student use the ruler to help answer the

questions.



ACTIVITY. 14,

Suggested materials:
worksheet

;

Directions to the student:

start
Ptosad the

fraction

s there a.
umber bywhic

the numerator and no
denominator can

e diviaed

-re#Tli Yes
1Wite the 1,

new fractionp
irivide both numerator
and denominator by tho
;number.

24.

The fraction is
in lowest terms.
*its it,

Use the flow chart to help yau complete the table.

Fraction
Number by which both numerator Fraction in
And denominator must be divided. lowest terms.

6/b

4/8

5/10

12/16

9/12

6/9

1_5/0

. /10

1. /36

10/:0

10/-25)

2

311girestod stratorjes'

Litudents sholild to fapij 1 t. ftcw chqrtlnt7.

3/4
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ACTIVITY 5:

Direotions to Students:
Shade in the seoti.ons that have fractaions in lowest
terms.

.25.



ACTIVITY 6:

Suggested materials:
A set of 34 cards with one of the following fractions
on each card.

4112, 8/24, 4/6, 12/18, 4j8, 8/32, 9/12,

6/30, 10/25, 18/45, 6/15, 30/50, 16/20,

2/12, 25/30, 15/18, 2/16, 4/32, 9/24, 15/40,

31/27, 6/36, 10/18, 35/63, 35/45, and 14/18

One set for evety five students.

Directions to the student:
Make a grid like the one below on your paper.

10/20, 18/36,

12/16, 5/25,

28/35, 3/18,

15/24, 20/32,

26.

Choose any nine of the following fractions and put them
in any order you wish, one in each of the nine boxes on
your grid.

1/2, 1/3, 2/3, 1/4, 3/4, 1/5, 2/5, 3/5, 4/5, 1/6, 5/6,

1/3, 3/8, 5/8, 1/9, 5/9, 7/9.

After everyone has completed filling in his grid, one
person turns over one of the cards. Find the equivalent
fraction in lowest terms to the fraction on the card and
then check your grid. If you have the fraction in
lowest terms on your grid, cross it aut. If not, do
nothing to your grid. Turn over the next card and repeat
the proceedure. The first one to get three in a row, across,
doun, or diagonally is the winner. When someone has three
in a row everyone checks to be sure he is right. Nake
a new grid and play -ain.

;iugrested strategies:
1. Yuu can make thAs a class activity or

groups, say four or six students.
. If the students aro playing in groups

to read the directions with them.

3. You can have severaL grids dittoed on
the students to use.

h. Students may need help on huw to Fill
Show them an example.

3 (,

play in -mall

9 you may have

one paper for

. the grid.
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COrPSTPINCY: Use the standard algorithms for the operations of arith-
mst*c of whole rational numbers. :

OBJECTIVES:
1. After the student combines a series of objects representing

the counting numbers, 1 through 9i he transfers this-skill
to abstract numbers and adds the single digit numbers vocally
or by writing according to the directions given by the
instructor.

2. 'The student will also.write the problem horimntally as in
the equation form, as well as vertically, and designate the
"addends" and the "sums."

ACTIVITY 1: Combining groups to determine the total number of objects.

Suggested Material: Small squares of colorful plastic cut from
scraps o4 Naugaheid (which may ba procured from an uphol-
sterer)

Directions to the Student: Represent the counting numbers 1 to'
5 by placing some of the squares in rows of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

3 CI CI 0 1 squares, with the row of 5 squares on top'and 1 square on
the bottom. See figure at left.

0 0 0 0 Combine, or put together, the squares in the lowest
2 rows. How many squares are there? So you know that

0 0 0 1 + 2 =
We call the numbers that were combined "addends" and-

0 0 the new number that you have is called the "sum." So
when we combine (or put together) we are adding.

11 Now add the next group to your new group. How many
squares do you have? So 3 + 3 = 6. Wiat do we call
this 6? and thrriare calld

TheBMgroup is 4. Add it to tEWgri you already
have. Now how many squares do you have? The total
nunber of all the squares is

We wrie the problem usiFEFEe7 numbers: 1 + 2 + 3 + 4
+ 5 = 15. Or we may write it vertically: 1

2

3
4

+ 5

Suggested .-;trategies: After about 50 squares have been passed
out to each student, pause 5 minutes to allow them to play
with the squares on their desks. Then start the activity
as found under "Directions to the Student."

When the students have reached the sum of 15, if they
are still interested, let them continue until all the digits
have been added. If they are ready to finish adding the
digits abstractly by using ohly the numerals, let them do
so. Finish the lesson by having them indicate the addends
and the sum in the last operation.



ACTIVITY 21 Addition by use of the Numberline.

Suggested Materials: A chalkboard mpdel Rumberline or a
transparency. A numberline slide rule may also be used.

Direction td Student: Study the examplee.given here ...nd
referring to the numberlines work the following exercise
on tba accompanying numberline. Be sure to fill in the
numbers and indicate the'addends on the numberline); also
complete the number sentence by filling in thA sums.

28.

Example 1:

Example`Z:

I 4

2 3 24 5 6 7 8 9 10

Use Example 1:
4

1 ) 0 1 2 3 24 5 6 7 8 9 10

2) 4 1 4

3) i I

4) 1

5) 4

1 1 4 4 4

Use Example 2:

4- 4 4 1-

4

1 4 +

4 * -4

-4 4 4

7 ) 4 4 1 4. 4

;

) 4- + 1 4 4 4-

n ) 4- 4--- 4

3 + 4 = 7

2 + 4 + 3 = 9

1) 3 + 2 =

2) 1 + 4 =

3) 5 + 3 =

4) 6 + 2 =

5) 4 + 6 =

7) 2

8) 14.

9) 6

10)

,11

0 + 3 -

4 + 2 =
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Suggested Strategies: The attention of the student daould be
called to the fact that every unit must be just the sate
length as every other Unit. If this activolty is kised in
a class situation, a numberline drawn on a transpaivency
can be thrown on the chalkboard. The students may write
on the image produced; errors may be erased and the image
will remain for further work.

The numberline slide-rule may be purchased ready for
use. In a full class situation, the instructor and students
can easily make their own from two strips of cardboard.

This is also an opportune time to give the students
a review of the commutative property aid the associative
property if proper exercises are given them and the students
may be asked to make up some problems of their own.

ACTIVITY 3: The Magic Square, an implementation to the addition of
slngle digit numbJrs.

Suggested Materials: A prepared transparency grid, also pencil,
ruler and paper for each student.

Directi'n to the Student:
1. Draw a square with 9 cells and use the single digit

numbers.
2. Place the number 1 in the middle cell of the top row.
3. By moving diagonally up to the ri"t begin to fill in

the other spaces, but this puts the number out of the
square. When this occurs, sirply drop to the last
cell in that column or row.

4. Move diarNnally from 3 up to the right, but that cell
is already occupied. When this occurs go back to the
starting point (in this case 3) and put the number 4
in the cell below the 3. This rule also applies if
you move out of tl-e square on a diagonal.

5. Continuo until all cells are filled. Now check for
accuracy by adding each row, each column and each
'.1-1J1F,onl. is the E:um the same in each chse
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6. Repeat in Figure 2, 7. tepeats but begin with

the number 2 and continue
through ihe number 10.

I l

LCU
111
E
LL_Li

Suggested Strategies: The center cell will be 1/2 the sum
of the adjoilling cells in the row, column, or diagonal.
These same rules will hold for all squares having an
odd number of cells. Consecutive odd numbers, even
numbers, or multiples of a number mey be used to fill
the cells.
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COWETENCY: Addition and obtraotion facts

OBJECT/VES: The student mill be able to state addition facts of
nukperals l-10.
The student mill be able to state sUbtraction facts
of one digit numerals from numerals less than 20.

ACTIVITY 1: Build an addition slide rule.

Suggested materials:
Construction paper size 8 x 11
or manila folder, pen or pencil, 12 inch ruler.

Diroctions to the student:
1. Cut a strip of paper from the construction Paper

or from the manila folder 4 inches wide so you have
a piece 4 inches by 11 4 inches.

811

sow ...Ss miser. *la

1'
411

//

cut here

2. Cut a second strip 2 inches wide.

3. Cn both pieces of paper, mark off units of inch.
Draw a line lengthwise, one inch from the top on
both pieces. See diagram 1.

I

if. I

I I

;

Uagram
1

"7,



4. Leave the first space blank on both pieces. Draw
a red dot in the second space of the 2 inch strip
and draw a black dot in the second space of the 4
inch strip. Starting in the third space on both
strips, write the numerals 1.20 in the successive
spaces. See diagram 2.

.1,:kirk (IC /

Ti kliff ipiAel/9

let

Diagram 2

5. Fold the 4 inch strip along the line drawn 1
inch from the top so that the numerals will be
in the front. See diagram 3.

.011.0.

.14/1;7i
p /2

......... V*

.1
I f/1

-4

Diagram 3

6. 'ffEl will call this the "rule" of our slide rule.
Place the 2 inch strip on the fold of the 4 inch
card. This is the "slide" or your slide rule.
Your completed slide rule will be as in diagram 4.

e
/;

r

; ) /

DA a rrarn 4

15

/;a1/..21.1
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ACTIVITY 2: Adding one digit numerals

Suggested materials:
The addition slide rule constructod in Activity 1.

Directions to the student:
Assume we want to add Z. and 5.
1. Place the red dot of the "slide" above the numeral

4 on the "rule."
2. Read the numeral on the "rule" belay the 5 on the

"slide." This numeral is 9, thus 4 + 5 = 9.
See diagram 5.

Diagram 5
.0

,

7 $ y // /1 /,. /4 /11 /51/e, /71aiiiP/ t
, . Ai.: r.pi 4, 7 i yj le I, 1 t /, /f /S I% /y/ ZP. -

3. Find the follow#g sums using your slide rule.
(a) 7 + 5 (c) 9 + 8

(b) 6 + 2 (d) 3 + ?

4. Make up some problems of your own.

Suggested strategies;
The teacher may use the slide rule for oral practice or

may have written expercises on ditto paper for the
student to complete.
The teacher should stress the importance of aligning the
blocks on the "slide" with the blocks on the "rule."

ACTIVITY 3: 3ubtracting one digit numerals from numerals Iess
than 20.

Suggested mate:ials:
The addition slide rule constructed in Activity 1.

Directions to the student:
1. Assume we want to subtract from 13.

a. Place the 13 on the slide above the 8 on the rule.
b. Read the answer 5 on the "slide" above the black

dot on the "rule.'. Thus 13 - = 5 ee
diaoTam 6.

Diflgram 6

,

\i ! ' 1 I ,

.-c.4..

I

,:. /.1/// /9 // -/i/e: ; / 1.
1

_ t.....i.. ...

1 , 1.,
:
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2. SUbtract 6 from 9
a. Place the 9 on the ',slide above the 6 on the

"rule."
b. Read the answer 3 on the 'solids': above the black

dot on the rule." Thus 9 - 6 = 3.
See diagram 7.

Diagram 7

6Cf Chet et.;0.

3. Use your slide rule to find the difference of the
following:
(a) 18 - 9
(b) 14 - 8

(c) 15 .

(d) 13 .

4. Make up some problems of your own.

6

2

Juggested strategies:
The teacher may use the slide rule for oral practice
or may have written exercises on ditto paper for the
student to complete.
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magas= Use the standard algorithms for the operations of arithmetic

of whole rational nuWDers

OBJECTIVES:

The student will find the product of any two nuMbers between
5 and 10, given (knowing) the multiplication facts up to 5 x 5 .

amd the addition facts.

ACTIVITY 1:

Suggested materials:
None

Directions to student:

Here is a way some people in Europe multiply two nuMbers that
are between and 10.
Pick two numbers between 5 And 10, say 6 and 9.
6 x9 is how many?
To find the answer, think 6 is 1 more than 5. Bend 1
finger down on your left hand.
Nine is 4 more than 5. Bend 4 fingers down on your right
hand.

Yaar hands should now look like those below:
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The nuMber of fingers bent down on both bands gives the tens.
v So the answer is 5 tens and some ones.
'Oeiultiply the unbent fingers on eaoh hand for the ones. This

\gives as 4x1= LP ones.

The answer is 5 tens and 4 ones 54.

Let's try another example.

7 x 9 =
7 = 2; so bend 2 fingers down on your left hand.
9 = 5 + 4; so bend 4 fingers down on your right hand.
Your hands now look like this

6 fingers are down. This gives us 6 tens.
3 fingers are up on one hand and one on the other. This

gives us 3 x 1 = 3 ones.
The answer is 6 tens and 3 ones or 63.
Therefore 7 x 9 = 63.
Remember:

1. Bend fingers down for extra numbers over 5.
2. Add the number of bent fingers to get tens answer.
3. Nultiply the number of unbent fingers to get the

ones answer.

Now try!

6 x 7

8 x 7

8 x 9 7 x 7 9 x 9 7 x 9

L;urgested strategies:
This activity can be extended to include the 5's, but the
addition becomes a little more onmbersome.
For example? 5 x 7 has 0 fingers down on the left hand, 2
fingers down on the right hand. This gives us two tens plus

5 x 3 = 15 ones. Two tens and 15 ones is 35 which is 5 x 7.

The same is true for 6 x 7.



ACTpan 2:

Suggested materials:
None

Direotions to student:
Here is a way to multiply two n bora between 6 and 10.
NuMber the fingers on each hand 7, 8, 9, 10 as shown below.

37.

6 x 9 = ?

10

To find the answer. place the finger numbered 6 against the
finger numbered 9 as shown below.
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Close all fingers belowthe 6 and 9. Your hands now look like
this:

The total number of open fingers gives us the nuMber tens in
our answer. There are 5 tans.

Multiply the number of bent fingers in one hand times the
number of bent fingers in the other. This gives us the number
of ones in the answer. 4 x 1 = 4 ones
The answer has 5 tens and 4 ones or is 54.
So 9 x 6 = 54

Find 6 x 7.
We touch finger 6 on one hand against finger
hand. Your hands look like this:

k.

7 on the other
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Close all fingers below 6 and 7. 'four hands now look like
this.

There are three open fingers so there are 3 tens in our answer.
There are 3 fingers closed on one hand and 4 on the other.
3 x 4 = 12 which gives us 12 ones or 1 ten and 2 ones.
3 tens and 1 ten end 2 ones gives us
4 tens and 2 ones or 42.

So, 6 x 7 = 42

Now try:

7 x 7 6 x B

7 x 8

x 9 9 x 9 8x8

aurgested strategies:

Most of the problems will work like the first example.
Example 2 is the only one that will give you ten or more ones.
lhat is why it is shown.
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COMPETENCb Operation and Properties

Use the standard algorithms for the operation of arithmetic of
whole rational nuMbers.

CBJECTIVES:
The activiti
dbjectives:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

es in this packet satisfy the following behavorial

Given a simple multiplication problem, the student
will be able to giv,e an inverse relationship and find
the answer.
Given a simple division problem, the student will be
able to give an inverse relationship and find the
answer.
Given a simple division problem in which the divisor
and dividend are only one nuMber, the student can
find the quotient.
Given a division problem in one of tIree forms, the
student can recognize which member o the problem
is the divisor, and which is the divildend. He can
solve the problem.
Given a division problem in which the'divisor is a
one digit number and which hag no remainder, the
student can find the quotient.
Given a division problem in which the divisor is a one
digit number and which has a remainder, the student
can find the answer. He can write the quotient
quotient showing the remainder as a traction.
Given a division problem with a two digit divisor--
units digit less than 5, the student can find an
answer.
Given a division problem with a two digit divisor--
units digit equals 5, the student will find an
answer.
Given a division problem with a two digit aivisor.-
units digit greater than 5, the student will find
an answer.

2uggested strategies for all of the Operation and Properties Units:
Each level of development in this unit has a behavorial
objective.

;:orksheets prepared have no more than ten problems.
Me problems have boon selected so that the columns are
of comparable diffjculf.y,
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Ekplanation'of the Worksheets in the Unit:

The worksheets for this unit with the.excoption of Activity I
are ten problems long. These ten problems have teen arranged from
the simple to the more difficult. Prdblem nuMber 10 on some sheets
can te a review problem or a problem .introdiwing new material.

The prdblems are arranged on the sheet in such a way that the
odd numbered problems are comparable with the corresponding (across
the page) everi nuMber. Ibis is done so the teacher may use only'
half the sheet at a time.

The worksheets are made up of three types of problems.
1. Those with remainder (0).-"even problems"
2. Those with remainders
3. Composite page --made up of both types 1 and 2.
These various types will be designated on the teacher
strategy pages dealf,ng with eaoh activity.

&mils pages are also included for use at the discretion of the
teacher.

Teacher strategies:
There are several ways that the worksheets in this unit could be
used in the classroom.

Type 1:

1. A concept could be introduced by the teacher.
2. The teacher then wolo:s several problems using the

concept, calling on the student when possible for
responses.

3. The students are given a problem or several problems
to work. The teacher then acts as a monitor watching
how the student works, helping when necessary,
encouraging if needed or re.explaining the idea being
used, working through the problems with the student.

4. The correct solution can be placed on the board or
overhead. Ask the students to compare their work with
the correct solution.
The following questions could be asked.
a. Does your problem look like the correct solution?

(If it does, offer a word of pralse as these
students usually need reinforcement of the feeling
one gets from being correct.)

b. If your problem does not look like the correct
solution. Where does it look different?

c. Ask those students who do not have the correct
answer to raise their hands and the teacher
should work through the incorrect 1..ruLlems wlih
the student.

5 1

4
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d. When all have a sufficient understanding and
seem confident, give the students a workaheet.
Have them fold it in half or.present it already
eat in half. Instruct them to work these five
problems and Oheck their answers.

e. When all have finished hive then hand their-Th
worksheet to a fellow student. Each student will
now check the work of another student. If they
find errors in the work, they must explain to the
other student Where he made his error. The grader
should ezplain how to correct the problem.
Verbalizing seems to help their understanding. This
often can become an argument-time and the'teacher
mill have to be alert to this and step in when
necessary.

f. The correct solutions are made availible to the
student and they can then compare their checked
work with the correct solution. The teacher couli
ansmer any romailling questions.

g. Give the other five problems and these can then
be graded ar handled as the teacher desires.

Type IL
The worksheets could be handled as a timed drill. Givin-;

five of the problems first as practice drill and then
the remaining five as the "real" thing.

Type IIL
They could be handled as a review expercise for those
who already feel competant and do not need the intensive
practice.
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1. Given a simple multiplication prdblem the student will
be able to give an inverse relationship and find the
answer.

2. Given a simple division prOblems the stmdent will be
able to give an inverse relationahip and find the
answer.

ACTIVITY l:

1 2 3 4 5

1
1

3

4

5

6
1

Suggested materials:
worksheet for multiplication grid.

Suggested strategies7
This activity has been planned as an activity for the
entire class. It is possible that the activity is too
easy for the class, if it is it could be omittojd.
Have, the students ff.11 in the multiplication grid explain-
ing that the product in any empty box is the result of
multiplying together the number which leads the column
and the number which heads the row in which the box is
located. It is suggested that a transparency could be
made df the multiplication grid and the disaussion of
these problems Could be accomplished by the use of this
grid on the overhead.
:hen the table has beenrcompleted the following conversation
could take place between the teacher and students or student.
Teacher: "If I ask you the question, What is 45 ?

(This should be put on the board) We could find
the answer in our chart. Locate a 5 in the
table. It can head a rowor lead a column.
If you have located the 5 which leads a column,
run your finger down that column until yau
locate 4 5. Now to find the ansNer to our orig,inal
problem 45 5, you shoud move your finger ta
the left in the row and locate the number which

8 4 heads that coLumn."

9-
. '

The above procedure could be carried out several times

untl the students are familiar with it. The teacher

could then continue by asking several students in the class
other simple problems. ben all seem to understand how th::
chart works the teacher night say,
TeahceroDiemhor, when we filled in this chart Wo

wero ur,ing what operation?':

::opefuliy the res:_.ensd from tle students will be

:nultiplication. Then tho teacher should continuo--
.1-)at operation are we using nou?"

I.
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The teacher continues:
"There seems to be a relationship between multiplication
and division. Can anyone tell me what they see?

Responses may vary but typical responses win be:

"Cne seems to 'undo, the other."
"Division is part of a multiplication problem."

The teacher then could cr .lude the discussion by presenting the
idea that division is the inverse operation of multiplication. Also
she could present the student with the idea that by effectively
using this chart of multiplication facts, a student can divide.
What the teacher is trying to get the student to see is that
division (with zero )emainder) is the renaming of aL product and
one factor in terms of the missing factor.

As much practice as the teacher thinks is necessary should be
given. It is suggested that the teacher works with chart and
student until they seem proficient. She should stop before boredom
sets in.

This activity could also be used on an individual basis with
students that are unsure of their facts, or as a review.
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2 3 L. 5 6 7 8

3. 1

4

-. ,----,

9

16
*

25
__

36

49

64

4

81

Instructions: tiultdply to
Lxarple: 2 x 2 = iJ, 2

3 x 3 = 95 3
4 x

fill in the boxes.
in rola x ? in column
in row x 3 in column

etc.
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ACTIVITY 2:

Suggested materials:
Colored rods of different sizes. These can be prepared by
the teacher by using a ditto master and colored- paper.
Suggested sizes; 12 inch rod

10 inch rod
8 inch rod
9 inch rod
.2 inch, 4 inch, 5 inch, 3 inch,
1 inch, 6 inch

Directions to the student:
1. Select a 12 rod.

Auestion: How many 4 rods can yau use to completely
cover the 12 rod?

Write a problem which shows this relationship.
ple: Possible student responses:

3 x 4 = 12 or
12 4 = 3

a

2. Select a 10 rod.

Question: How many 5 rods do you use to oover the
10 rod?

Write a problem which shows what you have done.

Suggested strategies:

The above procedure could be continued by the teacher for
as long a time as it is felt the students need to
comprehend the concept...that division is the renaming of
a product and 1 factor (multiplier) in terms of the
missing factor.

This activity could be conducted with just part of the
class as a remedial exercise for those who cannot get the
concept from the original discussion or it cauld be used
as an introduction to this section.

The rods can be used very effectively on the overhead. The
manipulation of them shows up quite clearly and it can be
an effective method of presentation to the whole class.

A worksheet for ths type of activity could be constructed
and students could work on this at their seats using this
as a math lab experiment.
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ACTIVITY 3:

Suggested materials:
Colored rods as indicated in Activity 2.
%tole number lines 0 - 20

Directions to the student:
On the number line place a 12 rod so one end touches 0.
Below the nuMber line place as many 4 rods as are
necessary so the 4 rods are as long as the 12 rod.

How many 4 rods have you used?

What number on the nunber line is at the end of the
12 rod?

Whilt nuMber on the ,..1Mber line is at the end of the
4 rod?

How many four rods did it take to make a rod as long
as the 12 rod?

This problem can be stated two ways.

1. Three 4 rods = one 12 rod
or 3 x 4 = 12
This is a /. problem.

Suggested strategies
Have the students make five problems of their own using
the rods. Have them write the problems which they have
made using the rods as
1. multiplication problems, and
2. division problems.

r
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Suggested materials:
Centimeter grid paper or grid paper the teacher or
student may make or have in the classroom.

Directions to the student:
Place numbers on the grids from 1 thru 50.
Cut the grids and paste or tape the strips on paper
together in such a way that it looks like this. You

should have the numbers from 1 thru 50 in a otraight line.

1 3 11 12 1 13-114 1 15 16 1 17 1 18

Using the strip of paper you may solve d3-,Ision problems
this way.

15 5 =

Take ycur strip of paper.
Look at the numbers 1 thru 15.
Can you fold these 15 nuMbers into strips with 5 numbers in
each strip?
How many equal strips are there?
Did you find 3 strips of 5 squares each?
You have just found the answer to the problem 15 5 =

Here are some problems for you to solve using your long
strip.

1. 16 4 =

2. 25 5 =

3. 50 10=

4. 18

5, 49 7 .

9 =

7. J5 5 =

I 1

140 .

1;.

EP Cr.
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OBJECTIVES:

1. Given a simple division problem in which the divisor
and quotient are only one digit, the student can find
the quotient.

ACTIVITY 1:

Suggested materials:

worksheet containing 50 simple division problems.

Suggested strategies:
lhe teacher administers drill of basic division facts.
Time limit 10 15 minutes dependent upon the teacher's
understanding of her class. Inform the student that ho
may use his grid if he needs it. Since this type of student
often lacks self conf:I.dence, a simple tool such as this
can help them gain confidence. Yost will find the grid
is not nocessary.

When the drill has been completed, grade so the students
may see how they have done. For those who the teacher
feels need further work on these simple problems, she
should review the work on the grid and then give these
studwits the second vo,:-ksheot of this activity. A

second worksheet coul,1 be used as a review sheet if needed.

The student could use any of the manipulative tools
described in the prior unit to find the answers. If this
is done, it may be necessary to remove the time limit
on the sheet.



Activity 1

worksheet A

24 + 4 = 30 + 6 = 24 + 3 =

42 + 6 = 16 + 2 = 81 + 9 =

9 + 3 = 56 + 8 = 12 + 4 =

7 ÷ 7 = 6 + 1 = 2 + 2 =

63 + 7 = /48 + 8 = 10 + 5 =

3.0 + 2 = 5 + = 64 8 '=

72 7 = 20 + 5 = 12 + 3 =

49 + 7 14 + 7 = 25 + 5 =

3 + 3 = 20 + 4 = 9 + 9 =

72 + 8 = 54 6 = + 7 =

28 7 =

8 + 2 =

36 4 =

.15 5

24 + 6 =

36 9 =

36 + 4 =

54 =

: 3 =

3 + 1 =

30 + 5 =

36 + 9 =

72 + 8 =

54 + 9 =

3 + 3 =

+ 7 =

+ 2 =

63 + 7 =

28 + 4 =

50 .
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Activity 1

Worksheet B

Divide

18 + 2 = 16 + 8 = 15 + 3 = 7 + 1 =

21 + 7 = 32 + 4 = 72 + 8 = 54 + 9 =

6 + 3 = 40 + 8 = 14 + 2 = 2 1 =

35 9 = 3 4. 3 = 24 + 6 = 4 + 1 =

6 + 2 = 45 + 5 = 18 + 6 = 45 + 9 =

36 + 9 = 4 + 4 = 24 + 3 = 36 + 4 =

12 6 = 10 5 = 4 4. 2 = 1 + 1 =

9 9 = 63 + 9 = 27 9 = 42 + 6 =

30 + 6 = 24 + 3 = 30 6 = 24 + 4 =

6 + 1 = 54 6 = 25 5 = 12 3 =

35 5 =

48 + 6 =

40 5 =

28 4 =

8 4 =

72 7 9 =

32 7 8 =

9 3 =

28 7 7 =

(4 8 =
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OBJECTIVES:
1. Given a division problem in one of three forms, the

student can recognize which member of the prdblem is
the divisor, and which is the dividend. He can solve
the problem.

Suggested materials:
WOrkshoet
Dictionaries
"D" encyclopedias
Simple Hath Books

Directions to the student
Cn the workfTheet.

Suggested strategies for the unit:
The teacher should have in the room, dictiorthries,
encyclopedias (d), or oth3r Math rooks. Cn the beard
or on a transparency place these words:
Divisor
Dividznd
Quotient

Have the students using the means available in the room
find and write a definition or give an example that
explains these terms. Have them locate these terms in
a division probler, The teacher could then have the
students present their discoveries to the class, by
nutting them on the hoard or by using the overhead.

If the student has located these terms in a problem
using this symbol have them locate the terms in a problem
of form and a fraction.

The worksheet accompanying this activity has some proHor-.2
that they can illustrate their knowlede.

hen they have these facts 5n rri:Lnd refer back to the

and have the students renember how they found theAl nswers
then lead them to see thnt the dividend is actlally a pro:11!--f

thus he cheek for a ,!vdsic,r1 proble-r ds a multiplIQatru
usdnr the ciLsor x the (11K-tient,.

Tufserr the thni an (r1-2i!;:c-,n

,1.cokisd, Thls pro(!pduro actr, nr.
rri (-TO Ion nrd t f.r:z

ftev win ".0"ir rinrr 1!": ourrent
dt.0,711 t \re 1!:, 0.,,rrocr) nn:,-Ter rot In.,. t

, -P.



Activity 1.

Wbrksheet C

Nrite a definition of:

1. Divisor

2, Dividend

3. Quotient

In the following examples name the divisor, the dividend and the
quotient,
Check each problem. Check

1, 4 2 = 2

2, 8 4
2

3. 6 3 =

...
6

.3

lsk

= divisor

= dividend

= quotient

= divisor

= dividend

= quotient

= divisor

= dividend

quotient

53.



:iorkiheet C

6. 25 + 5 = 5 5

25

5

..,

Oa*

4.4
Om.

101.11

10.44.111111111MOV

1.1110111.1.M.MIMM.411

514

Chock

*ite and solve one division problem using these signs:

7.

8.

9

Check your problemv

7. 8, 9.
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OBJECTIVES:

1. Given a division problem in which the divisor is a
one digit number and which has no remainder, the
student can find the quotient.

ACTIVITY 1:

Suggested materials:
Examples of division problems
Wdrksheets for studonts

Suggested strategies:
Introduction to Activities 2, 3, and 4.

The teacher should inform the student that the prdblems
in this activity have remainders of zero or as the student
may say...21Come aut even."

The teacher should also remind the student that each of the
problems in the accompanying worksheet require a check.
Wbrk these examples or similiar examples with the students.
Some of the students may know who to do these problems.
Lot then have an opportunity to show how to do these
problems. They could do them on the board or at the
overhead. Some may not even need these expercies and
should be given some more difficult problems.

EvzImple problems;
19 ,1Z-

1. 4 177r- 19 2. 8 )96 12
4 x 4 8 x 8

--37 -7. 16 77

0 0

3. iii
9 )117 13

9 x 9
27 117
27
0

The teacher can point out in the examples that division follows a
pattern. 1.0,
See example 1. < = some numl-er = to 7 or snaller than 7.

4 X 1 77 1-4

x = tyhic!h is too large, hence the nu-ler 1
se-lected as the othor
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2. The 1 is placed above the 7. It is possible to

explain the placing of 1 above the seven by reminding
the student of the procedure used with the grid. The
student should be encouraged to think through the
multiplication problem 1 x 4 = 4 and places the 4
beneath the 7.

3. The problem is now one of subtraction of
7 4 = 3.

4. Now the student must deal with a new division problem.
36 4 = or 4 x = 36 or = 9.
He may refer'to this as "bringing down the six," to
make the number. If he chooses to stop at this point
,omind him that wo are looking for two numbers whose
product is 76. IF he stops here before bringing down
the six he has only the produce 4.

5. He then subtracts 36 or 9 x 4 from 36 and his problem
is finishcd.

6. Dricourage him at this point to look at his problem.
Discuss with him haw he knows when to stop dividing.
This will be discussed more later.

lie can be encouraged to think of the pattern of division--that of
multiplication then su"btraction until as in these specific cases,
the subtraction result is zero or as he may say, "It came out even."

ivIdAtdonal work::

,uggested materials:
Worksheet

Lirc-tions to the student
Introduction to Activities 2, 3, and 4.

i1c strateries:
The following exe-ecises could be used as bonus naterial
or included as part of this activity. Some divisib,ility
to:-.,ts are more obvious than others. It is suggested that

tericher dotorrrinfl on the bacls of her students the
trL-it.s or test which she l'oels her students can handle.
These tcsts have Le;:n clar,sified according to student

hvr'l 7 t0:3+s r 2 nd 5,
ter,ts for 3 and

H:vet tests for 49 6, arU
1 2f.or Ltac! r:c: t,c stn,Lod hiL o't.uicit

(- rei:e:,:ber it as E;titcje,

rIzIr) f*Jen .1w1 Lhc'n o sl!-ni
, TI U, the t()i.o!'or l',.-.

Cr/



Activity 4

Worksheet A

Divide and check:

8 Y-97. 2 )676---

9 /7 5 7-17:T

6 ) 384

: .

7 )392



Activity 4

tlorksheet B

Livide and Check:

2 TET47 5 57.5"

3-877

) 75693

87 ) 9247

4. ) 672 3

9 ) 6
---77-

04(

. $8.
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ACTIVITY 2:

Suggested materials:
worksheet

Suggested strategies:
Level 1 A. Divisibility Test for 2.

A number is divisible by 2 only if it ends in 0, 2, 4, 6,
or 8. The teacher can use the above and lead the student
to the idea or remind him that 0, 2, 4, 6, or 8 are
even numbers and thus help him state this rule simply as:
All even numbers can be divided by 2 evenly.

Level 1 B. Divisibu.lity test for 5.

A number is divisible by 5 only if it ends in 5 or 0.
Fere the teacher can use money as a way of presenting the
topic or.he can choose to take the basic multiplication
facts for 5 and lead the students to the fact that the
products all end in 0 or 5 and thus the rule.
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Additiod material...Divisibility Test (2,5)

Level I

1, Can 2 divide 8352?

2. Can 2 divide 58796?

3. Can 2 divide 675?

4. Can 5 divide 675?

5. Can 5 divide 976,000?

6. Draw a circle around the following numbers which can be divided by 2.

742 73 28,465 764,750

7. Draw a box around the following numbers which can be divided by 5.

687 9050 50275 280206



ACTIVITY 3:

3uggested materials:
worksheet

Suggosted strategies:
Level 2 A. Divisibility Test for 3.

A number can be divided evenly by 3 if the sum of its
digits is divisible by 3. In presenting this rule it is
feasible for the teacher to return to the basic multiplication
facts and show the above is true. State the rule after
enough examples have been 'worked so that the student
unierstands the concept before presented with the rule.

Level 2 B. Ddvisibility Tost for 9.

A number can be divided by 9 only if the sam of the digits
can be divided by 9.
At this point perhaps the student has already discussed
this particular characteristic of 9 when he was multiplying.
It would be very easy to then proceed to the rule. If
he has not9 then the teacher again should help him see
the concept before the words or rule are before him.



Additional materiaL.Divisibility Test for 3, 9.

Level 11

1. Can 3 divide 83,592?

2. Can 3 divide 468?

3. Can 9 divide 468?

4. Can 9 divide 83,59??

5. Can 9 divide 117?

6. Wi-ite three numbers which can be divided evenly by 3.

62.

7. Write three numbers which can be divided evenly by 9.

al.



ACTIVITY 4:

Suggested materials:
worksheet

Subbested strategies:
Level III

These topics were placed at this level because their tests
are two fold. i.e. Two criteria for divisibility are
needed.
The teacher may need tany more examples in these cases
before the student is satisfied that the rule works.
Always be sure to present tie concept prior to the rule.

A. Divisibility Test for 4.
Criteria l.--Tha number must ba an even number i. e.

0, 2, 4, 6, 8.
Criteria 2.--The number represonted by the last two

digits is divisibae by 4.

B. Divisibility Test for 6.
Criteria l.--The number must be an even number.
Criteria 2.--The sum of the digits of the number can be

divided by 3.

C. Divisibility for 8.
Criteriq l.--The number is an even number.
Criteria 2.--The number represented by the last three

digits is divisible by 8.

i



Additional material..alviaibility Test for 4, 6, 8.

Level III

1. Can 6 dlvide 468,765?

.Can 6 divide 9,726?

3. Can 4 divide 8,500?

4, Can 4 divide 8327

5. Can 8 divide 832?

6, Can 8 divide 5,952?

7, Name a number which can be chivide,d evenly. by 8.

.11111=k

8. Write a number which can be divided evenly by 4.

9. Write two numbers which can be divided evenly by 6.

64.
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OBJECTIVES:

1. Given a division problem in which the divisor is a
one digit number and which has a remainder, the student
can find the quotient.

ACTIVITY 1:

Suggested materials:
worksheet

Suggested strategies:
At this point the student should have a basic understanding
of the concept of division.
The teacher should at this time work with the student
until he gets in mind that remainders in division problems
must be less than the divisor. i.e. If the divisor is 6
possible remainders are 0--problem even or 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.
This helps the student to be watchful of their subtraction.
If in yabtracting their result is greater than the
divisor, they have not selected the correct multiplication
problem. The student thon shauld.return to his problem
and find a larger product.
The students should be shown that the pattern of check-
ing the problems has now changed, since the product of the
quotient and divisor will not be as large as the dividend.
Ihey can then be shown that by adding the remainder to
this product they should arrive at the original dividend.

Fractions may be introduced as a method of mriting the
remainders. i.e. remaindor

divisor

Refer back also to one or the three ways of writing a
division problemthat a fraction is also a division
problem. Reducing the fraction can be left as an optional
activity depending upon the ability of the student.
The worksheets accompanying this activity may be or may
not be adequate. AcEitional worksheets could be given.
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ACTIVITY 2:

Suggested materials:
Colored rods as used in other activities.

Directions to the student:
See the worksheet.

Suggested strategies:
This is an activity using manipulative means whereby the
student deals with the concrete with the expectation that
the student can take this activity and with the help of
the teacher, other students or by himself, he can make the
transference from the concrete to the intuitive stage of
understanding of the concept.
This activity could be used by tha teacher on the overhead.
The manipulation of these rods shows up very clearly when
used in this fashica.

Instructions to the student
Select a 12 rod.
Select a 10 rod.
Does the ten rod cover the 12 rod? Find a rod you could add
to the 10 rod which makes a longer rod covering the 12 rod.
Is it true that a 10 rod plus a 2 rod cover the 12 rod?
You have formed a division problem which looks like this:

12 10 = 1 with 2 left over
or 1

10 ri-7
10

or 12 = (10 x 1) + 2

Try these problems:

1. Select a 12 rod.
belect two 5 rods.
Etplain what happt.ms when you try to cover a 12 rod
with two 5 rods. How much is left over?

F:11 in the blanks in this divisinn problem,
t

e)777

1)

/. 1-7; thro coriHmItAc'ns of rods In whic!h :7rr;o t-r

the orlt7ino 1.(,(! io 10rt c-!c!r. jrite yonr
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AC TIVI TY :

Suggested materials:

Number lines (1 - 15 or 20)

Suggested strategies:
This activity could be used much like those in Activity 1.

Directions to the student:
On the number line locate 15. Draw a circle around it.
Draw arrows to show how many 4's there are in 15. 1.0.

1 2 4 5 6

How many 4gs are there?

10 11 12 13 14 1 16

./.111111111Miall../.

How many spaces are left over? Draw a box around them.

The number 3 is left over.

Is it true that (4 x 3) + 3 = 15?
A division problem which says the same thing is:

LA-
12

3
The three which you found to be "left over" is called the
remainder.

Try these problems on a number line and write a division
problem.

le Draw a dot at 20 on the number line.
Draw arrows to show how many 3's there are in 20,

A

1 6 20

r

How many 3's are there?
ere there any units "left ever?1,
Write the division problem.

How many?

Similar probleols could ho co nstructLed by the [,nacher for tlie stndent.
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ACTIVITY ks

Suggested materials:
Grid paper

Directions to the student:
1. Here is a division problem 20 6 = . This

problem has a remainder.

68.

On the graph paper, draw a heavy dark line around 20

boxes. Number each box.

. .

..'

. . .

.1:
.

. .

14
.

l l ,

. .

19 20

Take a colored pencil and shade in as many groups of

6 as you can find. How many squares are left over?

The number of squares left over, is the remainder

in this problom.

This can also be done by cutting the grid into
piences and pasting them into a long line, then

fold them every six squares leaving two left (remainder)

over.



Activity 5

Worksheet A

Divide and check:

8 I-5T 4 ) 97

7 )786 6 ) 877

3 ) 1342

9 ) 31 ,9'0

) 9 5','?

C.,

2 ) 68 5

- ;./1..)

69.



410 Activity 5

Worksheet B

Divide hnd Chock:

5 ) 48

i'

3 ) 31

) 350

'11') 1..J



Activity 5
Bonus Activity

8.

12.

1,...
.

15.

n9

25. 26

IMI.,

21.

71.

;

1

__.........-__

3 l
L .

1.64 -*;

71. 36 3;?.

2
4

.,.... ,

$

31:-.0
14,

-:

3. 317.5 .',- 5 :'Ll. il-(, -: )

4. .-'N'. -:.- (., :3. 11;4
3. 13%); . .5 ,.,.. L .1 ) .,

5!;.,: . , , . 1 -s, --.

.5o,...i. .7 . 1, .

,1 :,.! ,

kJ ii- ;'r.
1.

(
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OBJECTIVES:

410
1. Given a division problem with a two digit divisor--

units digit less than 5, the student can find an answer.

ACTIVITY 1:

Suggested material
worksheets

DireciAons to the etudent
) The directions are found on the worksheet and in the

suggested strategies.

Suggested strategies
The 4eacher might ch^ose to ge over the uorksheet with
the students, division problems without remainder, prior
to eiving the student worksheets A or B. She could use the
students9 worksheet to show::
1. Diviscon is repeated subtraetion--see items 8, 21, 30.
2. The use of q trial divisor--soo items 13, 14, 15.
3. Position of numbers in the quotient--see items 4, 5,

17, 18, 26, 27.
4. Check--35, 36.

th repeated usage it could be possible to have students
place either no nunber or an x aS in this example in place
of the ze,"o's.

33 Ki36
lack of use of zero

:30:3 in thAs nase.
2o?

The second 1:orksheet "Division proW.en with romAlnder
fllur.,trnt; tJe f:nro nrncoduro describoil as in the fArst

rel,eaL,:d snhlrlction..-rme 219 "J.-.

1:5f" of a trin1 'aers 11_16, :q4-::%

or r.51 the 11:cti---r:o it , 1.,

r :;( :`, .1;1 11'7 r rr',ii ,'!. ,

1 1 y9 (fIrtfui-.Le

c,r10,,,;1:-.:.



Activity 6

Worksheet A

Divide and Check:

10 r40 .14 )-73

7---
12 j (;) )

73.
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Activity 6

Viorksheet B

Divide and Check!
Write the remainder as a fraction.

74 4/

3 y 1 ()

3:1

84 rg 15-7

) 295

5; 17



Activity 6

Worksheet C

Divide and Cheeic
Write remainders as fractions.

32 )7648 90 )34,733

S3)1:29 6'1, )54,91468

)9(.),215 c'0 )290

jh5,11: i'.'10()

75.



ACTIVITY 2:

Look at the division problem.
Answer the following questions.

6 6

1. Is 6 bigger than 33?

2. Is 63 bigger than 33?

3. iiow many 330s are in 63?

4. Find 1 in the problem.

5. 1 is worth 100 since 1 is in the hundreds column.

6. 100 x 33 =

Fut 3300 under 6636.

SulDtraet.

9. 307.'6 is the remainder. This is a new division problem.

10. Tn your new divlson problem you will find an answer for the tens
co1umn.

11. rs 30 bixTer than '?

1. Ts :5()-.) birror than

1.'3, Low rinv n 3? your r;c3 f' 3 < 1 i00 1- 4
10 x 33

. ;;f;

1 '20 Lk. - I.

1 ; rrr.r ;

n 1
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21. Subtract.

22. 66 is the remainder. This is a new division problem.

23. In this division problem you will find an answer for the one9s
column.

24. Is 66 bigger than 33?

25. How many 339s are in 66? Ask yourself 33 x = 66.

26. Find 2 in the picture.

27. Since 2 is in the ones column.
V

28. l;ultiply 2 x 33 =

29. Find 66 in the problm.

30. Subtract.

31. The remainder is zero. Yuur problem is finishad\

32. 192 is the quotient.

31). 192 x 33 =

Is your answer in number 33 the same as the dividend?

3. ku have just checked your problem.



OP

ACTIVITY 3:

1 8
43 ) 72 4 8

29
2

Look at the division problem.
Ansaer the following questions.

1. Is 7 bigger than 431

2. Is 72 bigger than 43?

3. How many 43's are in 727

4. Find 1 in the problem.

5. is worth 100 since 1 is in the hundreds column.

6. 100 x 43 =

7, Put 4300 undor 7248,

alb tr a c t .

9. 2948 is the remainder. T1-11: is new division problem.

78.

W. In your new division problem you will find an answer for the tens
eolurn.

11. Is "z9 birr,or thnn 43?

1 1 43

1
;. many l3 aro In y,irsolf: 40 x 7 =

1

1; :In ..-61,7

1 I Th.,-

i .:- 'III I
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20. Put 2580 under 3036.

21. Subtract,

22. 368 is the remainder. This is a new division problem.

23. In this division problem you will find an answer for the one's ccluLn.

24. Is 36 bigger than 43?

25, Is 366 bigger than 43?

26. How many are in 368? Ask yourself: 40 x 9 =
43 x 9 =

27. Is 387 bigger than 363?

28. What is 43 x 8?

no
Is 344 bigger th.m 368?

30. Find 8 in the problem.

......111./.0

DI. 8 is worth 8 since it is in the one's column.

132, ilut 344 uneer 363.

33. Subtract,

34. 24 is the remainder.

35. .1s 24 biver than 44?

36. You problem is finlishfA, the quotiont is 16 .i 24/43.

737. V x 4D =

72.4 +

tho aru7;!cr 1.n iwd or t tr.e a the 1. v-H os ":

i10. You h:Ave chocsknd

mi.M110.111i. .
/.14111
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OBJECTIVES
Given a division problem wtth a two df.git divisorunits
digit equals 5, the student will find an answer.

ACTIVITY 1:

--'itggrasteci matherials

worksheet

jur.gested strategies
Follow the procedure of Activity 6 Af students are still
haying trouble.

Cn the accorpanyilv worksheet the odd nuMbered problems
are even. The even problems have remainders.

This sheet could be used as a timnd or assigned as
grVap'dctivity. One effective devi e to got good
participation An the group is for t e teacher to announce
that everyone in the group will rece ye the same grade.
Establ5sh son9. ground ruLes. All mc ,ers of the gruap
must work the problems ani check. TheY then check their
work by comparing answers. They turn in one sheet ef
pnswers with the nanes of the members of the group on
the.n. This helps jn recording grades. This type of activity
creates an atmosphere of competition in the classroom.
The students have a built in eheck system. It also seems
te help their self confidence.
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Activity 7

Worksheet A

Divide and check:

Write each remainder as a fraction:

1, 25 TT 2. 15 )72-6-

3. 45 ) 1775 4. 85 ) ,654

) (5 .) 1560 6. 95 )1.01 ,764

7. 5c... ;.1.3,1;(;i1 75 )17,655

r^a



13orrus:

Put a number in tho box.

3_ 4
1. 1.2)---o a 15

3 rl

4 8

on
84 ) L=1

L7

0 L7

117 4

r

177 1.::1 ) 3 111

fJ 1-1
!

Activity .7

idorkshect B

82.
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OBJECTIVE:

Given a division probiem with a two digit diviseir--
units digit greater than 5, the student;will find an
answer.

ACTIVITY 1:

3uggested materials;
worksheet

Suggested strategies:

The strategy for this activity follows from Activities
6 and 7.

Froblems in worksheet A have no romainders.
1:roblems in worksheet B have remainders.
Problems in worksheet C crntain both problems with
remainders and those without.

It would be possible to continuo this unit into division
by a three digit number if desired by the teacher.



Divide and check:

19 TT

Ahtivity

Worksheet A

2.4.87-376

96)7717 59 7-757:

18 ) 612

)

97 )24462

79 )1975

111,7W

84,



Activity 8

Worksheet B

Livide nnd Check:

Write remainder as a fraction.

56 3:177; 68 )315

)1675 17 )4652

a

76 .Y2572 28) 5689

)775.55 /49 )9 7 642

1.1 ) ri;? s

85.
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Activity

Worksheet C

Divide and Chock:
Write the remaindor as a f)'action.

36177-

69 779-7- 66 ) 792

19:C1235 79 731-76-9

) 63 062 46 M 9 7 32

27) 66,555 9t) ) 121,475

Bonus:

21.1

Numbers are

3695

missinp; in the fol10,:lin

7995(,:'

56
r

n4

problems. Fin.] lom.

Y5 CO29,5

50

100

Z9

120

--75
11/ )

56

g
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37.

CONIeTkeNGZ: Solve additiona ana subtreetion probleme belting duaomteatere
less thee 20. /.

OIVIECITVE: Given a fractional edditlen or aubtraction problem having deaomin-
aeors less nag 200 the seudent elll be eLle to solve it.

AeT1V1TY 1: Fraction Pied

Suggested Material: aluminum pie plates, coloeed construction paper or
or oaktag
On bottom of each plates mark a 2ractiona3. equivalent of 1

(1/1, 2/2, 3/3; etc.)- Cut out circles cf colored paper, at
least two of each color) each large enoegh to cover thP bottom -
of a plate. Leeve ehe blue ciroles alone. Cut the yellow
circlen into halves, and mark 1/2 on each piece, Cut the geecn
circles into thirds, and merk 1/3 on each Diece, Continue in

the same way for 4ths, 6thel fiths, 9ths, 12ths, 18ths, cr untl.l
yea run out of colors.

Directetons to Students: (See w)rksheee: lebeleel Au4ivtty 1-A, 12, 1-C.)

Suegested Strategies:
1. Make sure you have enough kinds of eractions to anewer the

problems (i.e., say.4 halve-87T fourths, etc., if any
answer comes out in 12ths, there should be a pie cut up
into twelfths).

2. Ttris can be worked with the given workeheets; or with
problems feom the students' books.

3. Although thls is designed for individuals or very small
groups, it may be beet to do the 1st few examples with the

class as a ehole.
*4. This is intended to be supplemental materiel only, and was

deeigned primarily to give students the "feel" of fractious,
90 thee Leey srduld aot.make the ,error'cT 2/3.4. 1/4,e: 3/7.

5. Do not give all three worksheets et once, so as to keep
student interest up.
Activity 1-A is adding fractions whose sum %s lest: than one.
AeGevity lee is addine fractions whose sum is more than one.
Activety 1-C is subtreceJng fraetions.

ACTTVITY 1-At

DIrections to Stdeni::
A
Q5:7) c!:,,,C'f)These fraction pies are to help you add fractions.

To add 2/6 112, take tv.D pieces with 1/6 on them (for 2/6),
and (..n1 piece wit'a 1/2 on it. (fur 1/2)

Put all thlee piec,!s together.
17-1rd the smallest number of pieces of the sarnr..
roa.or tl-at w::.11 exactly co.vl?r piei!en ytml

Examr1P: to oover 2/6 1/2, yo!1 111 five-a: iieees,
uo ycur In 2,/6 --7F.

TT7 th^se prob.;em:
,7 +

(e) 1/2 +

e + ;,/

(e) , 1/6 =

(e) 1/6 :

(f) 1/:;) 4- 1/4 ,
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ACTIVITY 1-B:

Directions to Student:
These fraction pies are to holn you add fractions. Sometimes
when you add fractions, your answer in more than one whole.
To add 2/3 + 1/2, take two pieces with 1/3 on them (for 2/3) (\
and one piece with 1/2 on it (for 1/2) f)i
Put all three pieces together (they will Over lap)

To find the answer, think:
trow many whole Dies could I make out of the pieces? (ane)
How much pie do I have left over? (Find the smallest number
of pieces of the same color that will exactly cover the part
that overlaps.)
Example: To cover 2/3 4. 1/2, I need one whole pie plus one

1/6 piece, so my answer is 2/3 4- 1/2 = 1 4- 1/6 = 1 1/6

Try these problems:
Te-77.71-7-37247-7

(d) 1/3 + 2/3 =

ACTIVITY 1-C:

(b) 3/8 7/8 = (e )

(e) 5/8 1/2 = (r )

5/6 + =

7/9 + 2/ 3 =

Directions to Student:
Thr.se fraction pies are to help you subtract fractions.

To sabtract: 3/8 - 1/4
Take as many pieces of the same color as you need to make the
first nuiliber, and put them together (three 1/8 pieces) 657

Take as many pieces as you need to make the second number
(one 1/4 piece C5`4) and put it on top of the first number.

Your answer is the smallest number of pieces of the same color
that you need to finish covering the first number.

Example:
to finiSh covering 3/8 . 1/4, you need one 1/8 piece.

Your answer is 3/8 - 1/4 = 1/8

Try theflo problems:
77772-- 1/4 = (b) 5/6 -1/3 = (c) 2/3 - 2/9 =

(I') 2/3 1/9 = 1/2 - 1/3 = (f) 3/4 2/3 =



ACTIVITY c Addition and Subtraction of Fractions

Suggested Materials: worksheet

Directions to Student:

Here is one unit of urea

89.

Fill in the fraction of the part shaded below each figure.
Write the sum of the two fractions after the = sign.
The first two have been done f..;;:- you.

=
111610 MNIMMWMIP

(s)

(2) (6)

(3)

(4)

F.7.1 I.. ,
' z. 6

,./
k+ 6 :.-....

. . .
vi ve 0

O 6 ° A b/ / : \
4.....L..........js./ +

.
. /

* K 0 v 0

MM. ...1.1.1416117.2

(7)

(8)

0

4::

bd.amsq0

/8

O M

esse

maggpx17173.= Ca

'alggested Strategies:
This hrls been diawn nn paper, but the idea could be used wii.,11
geo-boards or in group discu2sion with overhead transparencies.
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90.

ACTIVITY 3: Bingo

Suggested Materials: A set of 20 cards marked with the following
problems, one problem to a caxd. The answers (in parentheses)
may be marked on the back of the cards, if desired.

1/3 + 1/3 (2/3) 2/5 + 1/4 (13/20)

3/8 + 4/8 (7/8) 1/6 7/12 (3/4)

3/4 . 1/4 (1/2) 3/5 + 4/15 (13/15)

5/6 - 4/6 (1/6) 3/4 - 2/3 (1/12)

1/6 + 3/4 (11/12) 4/9 - 1/3 (1/9)

3/5 + 1/4 (17/20) 9/10 - 1/2 (2/5)

1/3 + 2/5 (11/15) 1/2 - 1/12 (7/16)

1/4 + 3/10 (11/20) 5/6 -,4/9 (7/18)

1/2 + 4/9 (17/18) 1/6 + 2/3 (5/6)
. )

3/8 + 5/16 (1/16) 5/6 - 1/2 (1/3)

One card marked with all the answers,

1/2, 1/31 2/31 3/4, 2/5, 1/6, 5/6, 7/8, 1/9, 1/12, 11/12, 11/15,
13/15, 7/165 106, 17/18, 7/18, 11/20, 13/20, 17/20.

Label it: ANSWER CARD

Directions to Student:

10 Draw a grid of 9 squares on your paper.

2 Take the answer card, and pick any nine fractions from it.
Write them in any order on your grid. (Just be sure to put
only one fraction in each box.)

3. Shuffle the problem cards, and put them face. up. When every-
one is ready, cut the deck.

"
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4. Work the addition or subtraction problem and check your
grid for the answer. If it appears, CTOSS it Out,

5. Put the top card aside (without turning it over) and work
the next problem, looking for the answer.

6. The winner is the person who gets three crosses in a row
(Down, across, or diagonally). Check his answers by looking
at the cards you put aside (the answers are on the back).

Make new grids and start again.

Suggested Strategies:
This activity can be varied in innumerable ways. The class

may do it as a whole, with the teacher turning over the cards.

The grid could be changed, the problems and answers could be
changed, the grids could be dittoed off, there could be a time
limit, etc.. ,

We suggest that the teacher go through it with the class, and
show the students how to fill in tLe grid. Also, if you do it
with a group, it would be helpful to have the "answer card" on
an acetate for the overhead.

',ACTIVITY 4:

Suggested Materials: worksheet

Directions to Student:
Place either : or - in each empty srace to make the equation-, true.
You can read up or down or across.

ACTIVITY 5:

eambeeN0.011WW

1 /12

1/3 1 5/12 3/4

ii

..3 .

., s:

2 3 1/6

Suggested Materials: egg cavton, marbles, cubes or other small objects

Directions to Student:
You will be using an egg carton and some marbles to add and

subtract fractions. The rule is that only one marble can go

in one space.
(+) To add: Fill one half of the spaces with marbles, and then
fill 1I7 11. of all the spaces.

What fraction of all the spaces are filled?
So 1/2 + 1/4 .



Using the egg.carton, try these problems.

(a) 1/4 + 1/3 = (c)

(b) 1/2 + 1/3 = (d)

2/3 + 1/4 =

1/12 + 3/4 =

92.

If all your answer denominators are 121 can you find simpler
fractions for some of them?

(-) To subtract: Fill one half of the spaces with maxbles, and
then take out marbles from 1/4 of all 12 spaces. (First you
fillerniEes, and then emptied 3 spaces) What fraction of
all the spaces are still filled?

Using the egg carton, try these problems.

2/3 - 1/4 =

3/4 - 1/12 =

Now try these problems. Look at the signs to see if you add
or subtract.

(a)

(b)

1/3

1/2

- 1/4

- 1/3

= (c)

(d)= 10

(a) 1/2 + 1/12 =

(b) 1/4 + 5/12 =

(c) 7/12 - 1/12 =

(d) 2/3 - 1/12 =

Suggested Strategies:
If student's reading
This activity may be
subtraction, or evrn
(is 1/3 ', 1/60 etc.)

(e) 1/2 - 1/12 =

(f) 5/12 . 1/4 =

(g) 7/12 + 1/12 =

(h) 2/3 + 1/12 =

level is low, read instructions aloud.
varied to include just addition, or just
for learning the size of fractions
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COMPETENCY: The subtraction of common fractions

9 3.

OBJECTIVES: Given any combination of fractions, mixed numbers, and
whole numbers to perfcrm the.required subtraction

ACTIVITY 1: To subtract fractions with common denominators

Suggested materials°

Strips of graph paper (4 squared per inch), 5 sq/inch,
6 sq/inch, 8 sq/inch, and 10 sq/inch; rulers;
yardsticks; meter sticks.

Directions to studmntt
en the graph paper with the largest squares, measure one
inch. How many squares in one inch? in 3/4 inch?
in 1/4 inch? in 1/2 inch? How many squares are left when
we subtract 3/4 . 1/4? 'What fraction is this?

Now take the graph paper with sq/inch and mark off rows
of two squares, of three squares, of four squares, and
of five squares. Vhat fractions of an inch are representad
by the rows of squares?
(yes/no) 1/6" .3 1/3" ; 2/6"

5/60 ; 2/3" ; 1/2"

2/51? ; 4/611

What fraction is the answer to the following:

2/3 . 1/6 =

5/6 - 3/6 =

4/6 . 2/6 =

6'uggested strategies:

Continuo this with the other strips of graph paper.

. f)
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ACTIVITY 2: To sUbtract mixed numbers with common denominators

Suggested materials:
Saae as Activity 1, plus colored pencils

Direotions to student:
Use the 8 square graph paper. Measure a row of squares
2 + inahes in length. Howmany squares are there?
How many squares are in one inch?
Can yau draw a one-inch square?
Now using one-inoh squares show 2 7/8 inches.
Do the same thing below this to show 1 3/8.
What is the answer to 2 7/8 - 1 3/8?
Use a row of squares to represent 2 5/8 and use another re
of squares to represent 1 1/8.
What is the answer to 2 5/8 - 1 1/8?
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Suggested strategies:
Use strips of the other graph paper to demonstrate the
subtraction of other fractions.



ACTIVITY 3: To subtract a fraction from s hole number

Suggested materials:
Same as for Activity 1 and 2.

Directions to student:
Start with the 8 square graph paper.

Mark off a row of two
row of 5/8 inches.
Nhat is the result of

Now mark off a row of
row w inch.
Nhat is the answer to

inches. Below this mark off a

2 . 5/8?

ono inch.

1 . 17

!Sala)! 4142Ci.~1. V

; 1. 41. <.1.1M

9.5.

Bolow this mark off a

±"."-±4-
;

r

1

=0.m

11.1140,0

m om

I. /011
11 ow. .14

1-

3uggested strategies:
Wbrk other combinations using some of the other strips
of graph paper.



COMPETENCY:

OBJECTIVES:

ACTIVITY L.

Subtraction of.decimals

Given any. 'combination of Oecimals.and whole nuvibers to
perform the required subtractions.

Using graph paper to show the subtraction of decimals such.

as .3 - .5, .35 - .21, and .248 . .132.

Suggested materials:
Meter stick, ruler in tenths, strips of graph paper in
millimeters, 10 sq/inch, and 20 sq/inch.

Directions to student:
Using the meter stick have the student read the number of

centimeters on the stick and the number of.millimeters in
a centimeter. Have them point out the position of sudh
points as 8 cm, 12.5 cm, 6.9 cm, 21.2 cm, .5 cm.

Now use a strip of the 10 square
student mark off rows of scluares
length. Ask for the anewers for
.6 - .4 = .9 - .6 =

graph paper. Have tbe
.4ft, .6, and .911 in

these subtractions:
.9 . .4 =

Next have the student mark off 35 squares in one of the one-

inch squares and 21 squares in an ajoining square..

Ask: Does 35 squares tqual .35?
Does 21 squares equal .21?
What is the answer to .35 - .21?

Now give the problem.

11
.

i7 7 ILT.. 4. 4,

- 4-

-f- .1-

.548
What is the answer?



2aggested strategies:
Try some subtractions without graph paper such as:

.8 .4 .78 .56
-.52 -.39

.481 .643'
-.123 -.291

If there is any trouble with these problems, more work with the
graphs should help.

COMPETMCY: Subtraction of Decimals

OBJECTIVES: To subtract decimals from whole numbers such as 2 -
1 . 42, . .645

ACTIVITY

Suggested

97.

Using graph paper or other devices to subtract decimals
from whole numbers

materials:
meter stick, ruler in tenths, strips of graph paper in
millimeters, 10 sq/iroh, and 20 sq/inch.

Directions to student:
10 cm will be used to represent 1 unit.
Uso the motor stick to locate 10 cm oi the stick as 0 - 10
or 20 - 30, etc. CAn you give the answer to 1 - .3?
Tf no, have the student nark off a row of 10 squares and
1low it a row of 3 squares. Then repeat the questior
L ... .3 = If yes, use the meter stick, point
rut the numbsr of cm.
Ask ! what is 1 -

?Mat is 1 - .?2?
If i!,esc arc not ansvored correctly go Lc the graph papert set up the problem.

',sate - -

4-

4.r

t 4.

'

the use of 10 sq. graph 1.-cr

afbtracting a 3 place decir.n1
from a whole number should
folloy wIthout further wor
with graphs. Uso of the
rq. graph paler will give
more variety.
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COHPETENCY: Subtraction of decimals

OBJECTIVES: To subtract decimals guch as 4.8 - 2.3, 2.53 - 1.25; and
3.785 . 1.362.

ACTIVITY 2: The use of meter sticks and graph paper to stibtract,
decimals.

Saggested materials:
Meter sticks, graph papor in millimeters, 10 sq/indh,
and 20 sq/inch.

Directions to student:
USe the meter stick to shol,/ 4,7 . 2.4
First locate 4.7 cm on the meter stick.

2. 3 4 1`,
c,

ti ;

q, 7
Subtract 2 cm from 4 cm, leaving

14

4,7
2,4

Then subtract .4 cm from .7 cm, leaving

The .answer to the problem 4.7 - 2.4 is .

Use the meter stick to show 3.58 - 1.25

SLbtract 1 fron 3 leavinc

Subtract .25 fron loaving

Me answer to U,e, prot,lom 1,25 is

(thnr prohler-s (!rtn bo vhe Franh paper.



99.
C.RIP..,ULlei: Recognition of mathematical phrases. Construction of verbal

phrases from symbols, and phrases involving syMbols from verbal onos.
This competency is necessary for work with mathematical sentences.

OBJELTIVES; The student will recognize mathematical phrases and be able to
translate verbal phrases into those involving symbols and vice versa.
Student will give examples of mathematical phrases orally and in
writing. Student uill produco phrases .using symbelsft having boon given

word phrases and vice-versa.

ALTL,ITY 1: Words from symbols

Suggested Material:
Transparency on which are listod phrases using symbols. Example:

1. 2 1- 3

2. 7 X 4
3. 2(8 + 5)
4. 2 + 4

5
5. 8 - 5
6. 7 - (2 + 3)
7 7 + (2(6 + 1))
8. 9 + 6

2

idirnetions to Student:
Fead the phrase, using a word or words for thu symbols you see.

:.)uggested LArategies:
Symbols of inclusion may need to be reviewed if students hesitate

in reading quantities in parentheses, brackets or in numerator of

fracticn.

ACTIvrrY 2: Symbols from words

ouggestod aterial:
Prepare a transparency giving verbal phrases in a column. Students

will insert phrase in symbols opposj.te the phrase on the trahsparen-y.

All other phrases on the transpareney will be kept covered except

the one being worked on so that attention of all students will be

on the phrase being considerud.
Sa,Inl.) transparency

Verbal ohrs.2 unin- sv-bols

iwo plus forr

beven minus one
lonn tp.In fivo

night timcs two

bix less four

faice the sum of tlqo and three

One-half of the sum of Ulm°
five

1:ic sit.) of Virle and five lo!7s ono

Divide tho sum of three ,,nd five

by ti)r-2o
/ 1 :



1Q0.
'Directions to otudento

Insert a phrase on the transparency opposite the givon verbal one,
using synibols for oach verbal phrase.

Suggested Strategies:
Instead of using a transparency, the phrasos may be given orally

by the teacher, or by a student. Students designated would then

come,to the board to write the phrase in,symbols.

ACTIVITY 3. Symbels-from-Words Daseball

Suggested Materials;
Each student prepares five verbal phrases, writing them on a card

or sheet of paper. The class is divided into two teams, both of

which seloct a pitcher. A coin is flipped to determine the team

at bat. Pitchers collect papers containing verbal phrases from

team members. Places in tho classroom are designated 1st base,

2nd base, 3rd base, and home plato. A member of the team at bat

receives orally from the oppos3.ng pitcher a verbal phrase. He

must writo it on the board in symbols.. If it is correct, ha

advances to 1st base; if not, that is ono out. Teacher may act

as umpire and scorekeeper. Play continues until team has throe

outs. Then opposing team comes to bat and process is repeated.

Number of innings to be played can be determined according to

time available.

Directions to Student;
Prepnre a list of five mathematical phrases using words. Lxamplet

'two times the sum of throe and eighteen.° Give your list to your

pitcher. Pitcher will use the phrases given him by his team to

give to the opposing batter. The batter w311 go to the board and

write the phrase using symbols. Sxample "2(3 + 18)". If correct,

he goes to 1st base. If not, that is an out. The next batter

comes up. The pitcher gives him a phrase. He writes it on the

board. If correct, he takes 1st base; the man on 1st goes to 2nd

base. Play proceeds as in ordinary baseball.

SuNestod Strategies;
Une way of dividing group into two teams Is to have the boys on

one team And the Oxls on the other. It is better not to allow

students to chooso too.ms as the poorer students will not he chosen

until the very end.



COI.JPET&ICY: Construction of mathematical sentences fram phrases.

OBJECTIVE: The student will construct mathematial sentences using phrases
combined with symbols for equality and inequality.

ACUVITY 1: True Sontences from Phrasos

101.

.5uggested kiaterials:

Cards on which have been written five mathematical phrases.
Each student receives a card giving him five phrases. Ha must

put each phrase into two true sentences, using' symbols of
equality or inequality.

ehraseq
Sal4ilk; CILM)

§enteneeq

2 + 3 Student might fill in: 2 + 3 = 5

2 + 3 7

3(6 4) 3(6 .4- 4) = 30
3(6 4) > 10

+ 2

3

8 - (4 + 2)

,*(4 + 2)

Directions to :Student:
i,iake two mathematical seltences from
card. Your sentences itust be true.

< > in your sentences.
e c.

4 +_?_. = 2

3
4 + 2 4 6

3

8 - (4 + ..48
- (4 + 2) /: 8

+ 2) = 3
*(4 + 2) 4

each of the phrases on this
Use symbo1(3 such as =,
Do not write on this card.

Sueested otratagiost
hetivity may be used as a game, with the student finishing first

receiving a point if all hit; sentences (read orally) are correct.

jtuents then exchange cards and begin again. Also, students mil;.ht

work in teams of two or three to complete the card.

ACTlVill 2: False sentencos from phrA.3::s

3uggested Piatorials:
Cards containing five matherlatical phrases. Each student roceiveo

a card giving him five phrasos. ao must put each phrase into tuo

false sentences, usinp symbols of eivality or inequality.

c1.6 aiIRD

Phracef.; Fuse Sentenoes

+ 3

(reacl;or Ail supply
four additional phrases.)

.Audoni. fill in: 2 + 3 < ;

2 3 5



uireotions to Stud
102.

ent:
Auke two mathematical sentences from each of the phrases on this
card. Your sentences must be fa?se. Use symbols =, 0,4s >, es .

Do not write on this cards

Suggested Strategies:
This activity may be used as a ifame, with the student finishing
first receiving a point if all his sentences (read orally) are

correct, i.e. false. Students then exchange cards and begin again.
Also, students might work in teams of two or three to complete
the card.

ACTIVITY 3: "Heads Up° Ge,mo. (See Marie's kklucational Materials.)

Suggested Materials:
To make your own game, prepare a card for each student, or have

the students put this outline on a sheet of paper.
Imeammaer-ONo

.111i4

Write the integers from 0 to 20 on the faces (one on each face) of

14 cubes. Repetition of integers will occur. Place the 14 cubes

in a box, shake and throw them out on the desk. Read and list, on

the board or overhead, the 14 numbers appearing on the faces turned

up. If any number is epeated, list it as many times as it is

turned up. Students must insert these integers into the blanks

to const,.uct true sentences. iLt the end of a specified time,

depending upon the ability of the students and their familiarity

with the game, students total the numbers they have used to construct

true sentences and subtract from the total any numbers not used.

Result is their score for that game. If cubes are not available,

14 mimbers could be drawn from a box containing 3 or 4 sets of

integers from 0 to 20 written on small cards. Also, fractions

or decimals could be used with the integers. Another variation

might be to change the = to 0, <, >, 5

Directions to Student:
Fill in the blank sluares with the numbers turned up on the cubes,

as listed on the board, to make each of the four open sentences on

your card true. =-Lt the end of three minutes we will stop and you

will total the numbers you have used to make true sentences. From

that total you must subtrrot any numbers you did not use. The

result will be your score,

Su,,:(4sted Strategies:
Denending uoon the size of the class or groilp using this game, a

method of checking to be sure sentences constructed are correct

and score is correctly computed will be necessary. A student may

be appointed to check the sentences of a small group, or sentences

might be ro,d aloud, put on the board and checked by the entire

group.
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COMPLTSNCY: Construct mathematical sentences from given verbal problems;

translate mathematical sentences into verbal problems.

OBJSCTIVE: The student mill be able to write open sentences
conditions to be met, i.e. a verbal eentence or problem.

Given an open sentence, the student will be able
verbal problem to fit it.

given certain

to make up a

ACTIVITY 1, Matching Sentences

Suggosted Materials:
Cards on which verbal sentences are written in column form 'with
corresponding open number sentences opposiLe, but not in the same
order. Students must find the number sentence which corresponds
to each verbal sentence.

SAPLE CARD
Verbal Sentences

1. Twelve times a number is less than seven.

2. Four tiros some number is eight.

3. Two loss than a number is nine.

4. One-half the sum of a number and seven
is six.

5. A number divided by eight is less than six.

6. A rrueber less four equals three.

7. A namber minus forty-three equals twenty.

8. Five less than four times a number is seven.

9, The product of a number and two is less
than the sum of that nuMber and nine.

10. Six times a number is greater than fifty. 10. x 4 = 3

Number Sentences

1. x 43.= 20

2. 1(x 7) = 6

3, 12x < 7

4. 2x < 'x: + 9

5. 4x = 8

6, 4x - 5 = 7

7. x 2 = 9

8° E < 10
8

9. 6x > 50

Directions to student:
hiatch each verbal sentence with a number sentence as shown in the

completed sample.

RCTIVITY 2. Hake up a verbal problem to fit the sentence.

Suggested materials:
Cards on which one or more open sentences are listed. 6tudent

must compose a verbal problem which could be translated into

the given open sentence. For example, if one of the sentences
on his card uere: 4x = 8, student might respond: The perimeter

of a sluare is eight inchos. How loro: is each side?

Directions to Student:
Givon an open sentence, you must compose a verbal problem to fit it.

Se3ostod Strotegiess
This activity can be done orally, wIth teacher giving each
student, in turn, an open eentence.
nctivity can be used as a game, with the first student correctly

fitting a verbal problem to the open sentence receiving a point.

Students mi6ht Y7rite an open sentence and challenge the group to

find a verbal problem to fit it. Student who does scores a point.

1 t;



COLPLTaCY: solve simple linear equatilns.

OBJLCTIVE: The student mill transform open sentences into true sentences
without using the axioms. (Open sentences will be simple enough so
that students will'be able to find solution by inspection.)

1044

aTIVITY 1. Eacret Number Sontence

Suggested i4aterials:

A transparency on which aro listed ton or more open sentonccs.
In this game the secret number is represented by a square or
triangle. The secrot nuMber is that which will make the open
sentence true.

1. r---; 4. 3 = 7

2. + 3 - 1 = 6

3. 6 - 4 = L.

4. 4 c] = 4

5. 6 4 = 5

Sa1PLE TRANSPARONCY

6. = 4

5

7. (5 + 3) = 16

8. 6 =

9. 5(0 2) = 5

10. 3 6, =

Direcidons to Student:
iive the number-which 7ill make the open sentence true. /f more'

than one number will make it true, indicate the numbers which may
be inserted to make a true sentence.

euggested Strategies:
Oote that Exercise No. 3 above is an identity. In Exercises 14os.
4 ahd 10, the indicated multiplication may need to be pointed out
to students.
An "xP may be inserted in the sentences instead of the square or
triangle.
Instead of using a transparency, sentences could be listed on cardn.
Students could then copy the sentences, inserting the number which
makes it true. First student to finish his card correctly receives
a point, Students then exchange cards and begin again.

ACTIVITY 2, Secret-ntober-sentence Baseball

Suggested haterials:
Cards on wAch have been written five open sentences. Class or
group is divided into two tealls. 1:;ach participant is given a card

and directed to find the nuiTher or numbers which will make his
open sentences true. The first student to finish his sentences
correctly goes to 1st base. (lases and home plate will be located
at specified places in the classroom.) his team is then automatically

the toam at bat. Litudents exchange cards. If the first student to
finish his card correctly this time is on the team at bat, he goes
to first ba.se, student on 1st Foes to 2nd. However, if first one
finished is on the opposing team, that counts as one out for the team
at bat. Play continues until agreed-upon number of innings have been

completed.



Dil ctions to Student:
105.

nn a separate sheet of paper copy the . sentences on your card.
Insert, in the square or triangle, the number which will make the
sentence true. Raise your hand when you finish.

Suggested Strategies:
All students must stop working when someone raises hand. Teacher
may say aStop t". Checking may be done orally.
This activity may be varied by designating certain cards which
list more difficult sentences as °double° or °triple° or, if
sentences are of great difficulty, "homerune

ACTIVITY 3. Secret-number-sentence baseball (using students as pitchers to
give open_sentences)

Suggested Materials:
Cards on which are written one or mere open sentences. Class or
group is divided into two teams, each of which selects a pitcher.
Open-sentence cards aro divided between the two pitchers. First
student at bat receives an open sentence from the pitcher, i.e.
"2x = 10.° Student must give value for x which makes the sentenbe
true. If he does so correctly, he goes to 1st base. If his reply
is incorrect, a student from the oppoeing team must give the correot
answer. If he does, student at bat is out. If the answer given
by the opposing team member is incorrect, studont at bat goes to
1st base on an error. Play continues until team at bat has three
nuts. Then opposing team comes to bat and play continues as
.j.ndicated above. Teocher, or appointed student, keeps score and
acts as umpire. Game ends after agreed-upon number of innings.

Directions to otudents:
Class will be divided into two teams: girls on one team; boys on
the other. Sach team will choose a pitcher whose task will be to
give open sentences to the opposing team for solution. Students

will come up to bat in the order in which seated. If student gives
correct solution, he will go to 1st base. If his answer is incorrect,
someone from the other team must give the correct solutions
Pitcher will call on someone from his team to do this. If the

answer from the opposing team member is correct, that will count as

an out for the team at bat; if it is incorrect, the student at bat
will go to 1st base on an error. All correct answers are singles
and advance student on base to the next base.

Suggested Strategies:
Teacher may ask stucl.ents to compose the open sentences to be used.
They woad then give their sentences to their pitcher to use against
the opposing team.
I.iore difficult sentences rly be marked as a double, triple or

homerun.
For use with a unit on verbal problems, cards might give such
problems hich would need to be trueelatod into open sentences
by the students and then solved.
Cards A.ght list some open sentences and some verbal problems, with
the verbal problems designated "triple or °homerun..'



COMPETENCY: Solve linear equations through use of the axioms.

411 OBJECTIVE: The student will find an operation which undoes a
given one.

ACTIVITY 1. Doing and Undoing

Suggested Materials:
Prepare a list of operations for which an UNDOIATG
OPERATION can be found. Such a list might be put on a
transparency, on the board, or on individual cards which
could be given students.

SAMPLE LIST

OPERATION UNDOING OPERATION

1. Turning on the TV set

2. Putting on my shoes

3. Walking home from school

4. Earning *5.00

5. Wrapping a package

6. Losing 5 yards in a
football game

7. Adding 10 to a number

8. Walking up the stairs

9. A rise of 100 in
temperature

10. Subtracting 5 from a
number

IMELMI71MINP.M1

.=mon...111.

olorommOs /./warza ..raza mix

Olamemaim

0....1.1.1401

Directions to Student:
Give the operation which undoes the listed one.

Suggested Strategies:
This can be done orally, with operations given by
teacher and responses by students. It can be a
written activity, with students writing the undoing
operation on a sheet of paper.

ACTTVITY 2. Undo this.

Suggested Materials:
Each student receives a card which lists one or more
operations, mathematical or otherwise. Activity 1
above lists some operations which could be used. Rach
student takes a turn to act out the operation on his
card. For example, if his operation is: Adding 5 to a
number, a student might collect five sticks of chalk
and place them, one at a time on the tray with the
rest of the chalk. The first student to raise his hand
and give the undoing operation correctly earns a point.

I I.!)
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Directions to Student:

Each of you will take a turn coming to the front of the
room and acting out one of the operations on your card.
The other students will try to think of an operation
which undoes the one you are illustrating. Raise your
hand when yeal think you know what is being illustrated
and can give tho undoirg operation. Ybu will receive
a point for every correct answer.

Suggested Strategiqs:
In listing operations on cards, be certain they are of
the type that can be acted out easily with articles
available in the clpssroom. Include some involving
addition and subtraction since the purpose of the
activity to reinforce the fact that addition undoes
subtraction nnd v %e versa.
If you wish to avoid the subtraction axiom and use only
the addition axiom, substitute ADD THE OPPOSITE for
SUBTRACT.
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COMPETENCY: Solve linear equations through use of the axiomo.

. OBJECTIVE: Studentl will be able to use the multiplication
axiom in solving equations.

ACTIVITY 1. Suggest a Solution.

Suggested Materials:
Prepare a list of simple verbal problems which will
require use of the multiplication axiom in their
solution. Students will suggest a method of solution.

.;

SAMPLE SENTENCE ACCEPTABLE RESPONSE

1. If 1/2 of a number is 4,
how can I find the numbell?

2. If 3 times a number is 18,
- how can I find the number?

3. If 1/3 of my allowance is
$1.00, how can I find the
allowance?

1. Multiply .4 by 2.

2. Divide 18 by 3.
Take 313 of 18.

3. Multiply $3,00 by 3.

L. If 4 times a number equals 4. Divide 40 by 4.
40, how cah I find the Take 1,e/4 of 40,
number?

5. If 1/2 of my friend's age
is 7, how old is he?

6. If 1/3 of another friend's
age is 5, how old is he?

7. If 2/3 of my sister's age
is 10, how old is she?

8. If 115 of a number is 3,
what is the number?

9. If 1/5 of a number is 15,
how can I find the number?

5. Multiply 7 by 2.

6. Multiply 5 by 3.

7. Multiply 10 by 3/2.
Divide 10 by 2/3.

8. Multiply 3 by 5.

9. Multiply 15 by 5/3.
Divide 15 by 3/5.

10. If 5/6 of a piece of lumber 10. Multiply 15 by 6/5.
Is 15 feet long, how long Divide 15 by 5/6.
is the entire pjece?

Directions to Student:
You will be given a short vcrbal problem. You must
tell what method of Lioluticin you would use. You aro
not to give the solution, but only the method to be
used to find it.

Suggested Strategies:
After the class or group has gone over a number of
such examples, try to get them to generalize. Ask
them if they can find a relationship between the
fractional part of the number glven and the number
they suggested as multiplier. They should find that

1 °J.
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multiplication by the reciprocal of a number will
,undb multiplication by that number. Since the-reciprocal
is the multiplicative inverse, it undoes multtlication
by that number.
If' foil wish to use division as the undoing operation for
muxtiplication, tbls method may be used instead of
reciprocals.

ACTIVITY 2. Win with Reciprocals.

Suggested Materials:
Each student receives a card on which are listed five
open sentences, the solution of which requires use of
reciprocals.

SAMPLE CARD: 1. 2/3 n 18

2. 3n

3 . 3/4 n

4. 5/3 n = 10

= 42
Another group of cards, solution-cards, have written
on thev, a number which will solve one of the sentences
on a student-card. Each solution-card gives one number--
the solution to one of the open sentences. These cards
are shuffled and put on a desk in the front of the room
or on the table around which a small group of students
may be seated. The top card is turned over and the
solution read. The students are given a minute or two
to examine the sentences on their cards. If the solution
fits one of his sentences, student raises his hand.
Solution is chocked. If correct, he receives a point.

Directif,ns to Students:
Ynu will receive a carci on Which are listed sone open
sentenqcs. I have a pacK of cards with the solutions
to the sentences on your cprds. If I turn up a number
wIlich solves one of your s(2ntences, raise your hand.
If correct, you will receive a point.

Sup;gested Strateies:
After two or three solution-cards have been turned up,
student should excharve tlaeir sntence-cards since, by
that time, they wIll have the solutions worked out.
This activity can be used with any tre of linear
equation, not only thDse whose solutIon involves use
of reciprocals.



COMPETENCY:

OBJECTIVE:

ACTIVITY 1:

110
Solve linear equations through use of the'axioms.

Student will be able to solve open sentences
through use of the axioms.

Suggested Materials:
1. Set of cards on Which are listed open sentencesr the

solution of which requires use of one or more of the
axioms. Each card should list.one open sentence.

2. tet of cards on which are listed the symbols: X, 4,
+, - . Each card should list only one. symbol.There
should be more than one cazikl listing each one of the
four symbols.

Directions te Students: \\.

You will receive five eards, each listing an open
sentence. There aro also c,rds on 1.4lich are written
the symbols: N, 4. and - . Each student will have a
turn to pick one of these cTrds. If you can solve your
open sentence with the symbol you picked, you must give
the solution and explain how you used the symbol on the
card to solve that particular open sentence. A correct
US3 of the synbol earns you two points. After you
correctly solve an open sentence place it and the symbol
card you usod to solve it on the desk in front of you.
If you cannot solve any of your open sentences with the
symbol card you picked, return it to the bottom of the
pack. Play passes to the next student. If you need
two symbol cards to solve one of your sentences and
pick one which you can use, keep it in your hand until
your turn comes around again. When you pick the second
symbol required, play them both with the open sentence.
This gives.you three poirts. Play stops when a player
has no more cards in his 4and. Players count points
played. Each card played, sentence cards and symbol
cards, counts one point. You must deduct one point for,
each card remaining in your hand. Points are tabulated
and play begins again, with each student receiving five
cards. Student with highest number of points at end of
game wins.

f',11fT:ested Strategies:
Activity can be used with the entire class or with a
stnall group.
Instead of open sentences, verbal problems could be
typed on cards. This would add to the difficulty
since student would first need to write an open sentence
to fit his verbal problem and then decide what operation
he needs to uce to solve it.

I ')



CMPLTEviCY: Construct a grn.ph indicliing the relationohip of
tv:o variabLo from a given set of data.

OBJECTIVL: Givcn a grid n horizontal ocale and a vertical
!;c:?.10, th Audent should Ut: lbio to locate on thio
grid points corresponding to an ordered pnir.

ACTIVITY I ORDi1t.A.1 PAIRS ON A GZO-BOARD

Suggected materials: I. pog board and golf teeo 2. ordinary
board w.ith nails in place no in the diagram
belwi 3, rubbe'r bands

Directions for the teacher: Place one rubber band dovn the left
r-Jumn lnd one rubber bnnd across the bottom rovi of the geo-
bonrd. Think of the rubber band enclosed nails as being
numbered like the ones p:ctured. Any nail on a goo-board can
now be located using t.:Jo numbers.

(3,)

(.5;3

Nnil (3,5) in rnated by ctarting at nail (0,0).
10 Thc firnt number 3 tells how flr- to count OVER on the bottom row
2. The reeond number 5 tcllo hew far to count UP fr= the

bottom row.

The to numbcrn -.re called in nrdercd pair because the order
in Alich th two numbern ire .:;ritten is import,int. For example,
the niii loc:ited by thc ordered pair (5)3) lc not the name as the
nih locatA by thu ordered pair (3,5).

EXL. C13E: Loct, each of th... fnllo-Ang ordc.red pairn on the
goD-bilrd.

I. (4,2) 2. (9,)) 3. (0,6)

4. (5,3) 5. (1,7) 6.(098)



112.

ACTIVITy 2

Directions: Une the seating chart below to ansver the follotfing
questions.

number

Ben 1 Lem Kay Niog

Lynn I Don I Gail Jane Sue Ed

4 AL I S^411 I Pam 'Greg Gary Ken

Ann Abe 1 Eve Matt Ron Loo

!

Dill Peg I Mike
,

Rick

Fnul Dora Liz

7.nri Jim Loo Pat Jack

'3
4 ..)

r _6
column number

I. citr in the coat in column 4 rov:

The ordered pair for this scat is (4,3). call tvio numbers
in a certain order an ordered paire

ordered pair C 43 )
column rovl

20 '.dhich student is at (5,2)?

3. ',Mich student is at (3:5)?

4, which student is at (503)?___

9.11PLIMIcalmr-0

5. po (5,3) and (35) locate the same 6ent?

6. P1,t.ce a circle ar-lund the n-mcs of the students at these seats.
(50), (5,2), (5,3), (5,4), (5,5), Arc those students sitting
in a straight line? 0

7-10. In table I bels:i list the ordered c7iro that locnte the seats,
If the seats form a straight lin, .;:rite "yos" in thc last box.
If the seats do not form a straight line v:rite "no" in the laot box.

Table I
Classroom sontr,

1column number is the cme
no thc numbQr

icolumn numb,r is 3 more
eithan the ro,:: number

icum of column number and
.row number is 7
[

column numbur io less
than r-m number

4--

)rrlerod pnirs Straight line

!

1



113.
,ACTIVITY 3 GRID FOOTBALL

Object: To hit all of the other player's defensive men.

Rules: I. Locate your 3 sets of defensive men on the defense
grid. The men In each set are placed next to each other
in verticll horizontal, or diagonal straight lines like
those below.

9!Kind of
!

number of each kind label for
defense men locations 71-1--

;

Back 4

2411.1111,,=s=1:1prv.ma.a.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Do not tell the other player where. you placed your defensive men.

2. Player I takes 4 hits at the other player's defensive men by
naming 4 ordered pairs on the gridn He records them on his offense
grid. Player 2 records the hits player 1 has taken on his defense
grid.

3. If player 1 hns hit a defensive man, player 2 tells him the point
and the kind of defensive man hit. Player 1 records this py
placing a Ly By or E over that point.

4. After player 1 hns taken 4 hits, player 2 does the same. Player 2
records the hits on his offensive grid, while player 1 records
them on his defense grid,

5. Plnyers continue taking 4 hits nt each turn until one has fourd
nil of the otherts defensive men.

SCORING: Thi: fir!A pIrtycr to hit r!ll the othcrv dcfcmtvc mun v!ins.



10

9

a

7

6

5

4

3

OFFENSE GRID
.1410promftimP.....

Ipw c.o.

...,.........,

ftm,.1.

,

I

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

0 1

DEFENSE GRID

9 10

Li

.

,=.- -..--.......

--............

ill

i

.

.. .

-=3...-.....-.

........-

7 0 10

Place 3 sets of
defensive men on
defense grid

mall., MorlsiWipopmemS01.1110OMP06010

Record other
player's hits
on defense .

grid

kM -wraaf11--ro ,T..ozar an11601A 11W...-;...1

0'011 other player
lthe defensive men

1.

he hit and their
locations 1,

Take 4 hits at
other player's
defensive men

(Record your
hits on

1 defense grid
1

no ye5

STOP



ACTIVITY 4 GAME; SPIN AND WIN 115.

Rules:
1, One player UGCS Xts. The other uses Ots.

2. Use a pair of dice, one being red and the othpr white.

3. One player throws the dice.

4. The player then writes the ordered pair, (red, white) on his
score card.

5. The player then places X or 0 ( which ever he choose) on the
point named by the ordered pair.

6. If this point is already taken, the player does not make a mark.

7. Each player takes 30 turns.

8. The player with the most points wino,

SCORING:
Three marks next to each other in a line gives 5 poirts.

Four marks next to each other gives 8 points.

Five marks next to each other in a line gives 16 points.

Six marks next to each other in a line gives 25 points.

SCORE CARD

) lly ( 0.) 21* ( )

20 (
. ) 12. 22. ( 0.) 6

3. (.9__) 13. 23. 5

I I_ I

( ) 14* ( y ) 24. ( ) 4

ill I5. (,__) 15. 25. () 3
6. ( ) 16. ( ) 26. ( ,) 2 I

7. 17. (,__) 27. 11-

% ( ) 18. ( y ) 28e ( p ) 0 1 3 5 6

9- ) 19- ( f ) 290 ( 9 )

10.(,) (_ 9 ) 30. ( 1 )



ACTINITY 5 SECRET CODE 116.

Directions: Use the secret code table to answer the following
questions.

4 S .

3 COBY
T L N

1GR VOW
OAMQIK
01234

uecode: r0) (0,3) (04) (1A) (294)
1,3) 102 ;2,4) 77,1) (2,4)' (1,1)

Hint: There are three words

2. Something has been done to make this next message harder to decode.
You will have to think a little before you can spell out this
message.

(302) (112) (-102) (003) (3,3) (-10-1) (0,1) (0,1)

41p (.1,0) (1,3) (.101) (-1,.1) (3,1) (-12-1)

(-1,1) (192) (2,0) (-1,-1) (302)

3, What letter is rot in the table? Think of a pair of coordinates
for this letter.

4. What letter is at the origin in the table?

5. Use the table to code your name.

ANSVIERS

1, You rc clever.

2. Olie has been subtracted fr-im eich coordinate.
Message: You ohn

3. Z

4. "A"

II get A for today.

Suggectiunn ti the tencher: On duer;ti'm 5, 1-1,1ve the ntudonts c1)(1L
their n.q:ic )11 a nlip i)f paper G;Ather them in ;1 tyjx, mix them
and have ntudents draw out the slips. Each ntudent munt try
to figure out ritione paper th::y lmves



ACTIVITY 6 117.

Directions for the student:

1. We named points of the number line by matching a number with
a point.

4

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 ' 4
A

2. Can we name points on a vertical number line in the same way?

a. What is the point matching 3/2i 4

bo What is the point matching ,14? 3

3. How can we locate a point neither dftect!y 2
above or below zero nor directly at the
ight or left of zero? Use the ;1--,aph

below for the following questions.

a. Is point A two units to the right
and.one up? A -1

0

b. Or Is A one unit up and two to the -2
right?

.3
c. Coes either description locate

joint A equally well? -4

4. Where is point B? describe Its location In two ways.

5. If we agree to give the number to
the right or let first and then
the number up or down, description
of the location is simple. Point j

I t!,4 IA is located at (2,1); B at (-3,-1).

6. Such number pairs are called
ordered pairs9 since we always
give them in the same order.

2

-3 .-;.2 0 1 2 3

i I I

EXERCISE: To be done hy the student. Drtw i I

a vertical and horizontzfl
number lines at right angles through
point 0. On your .graph, locate elch
p)int listed belol!.

1. A
20 C 4, -2)
3. -5,-1)

4. D
5. E
C. F

3/2,14)

-5,-3)
,-21-3)

7. G ( 7/2,
H ( 6 -3)
(-1,5)

5/2)



118.

CCMPETENCY: Construct a graph indicating the relationship of
two variables from a given set of data.

OBJECTIVE: Given a point on a grid; the student should be able
to write the ordered pair that describes the location
of this point.

ACTIVITY 1

Suggested materials: Ditto maps, maps of your city or state.

Directions: The letters and the numbers on the state road map
below help you locate towns on the map. For example,
the town of Parsons is a (C .3). Use the map to answer
the following questions.

Use a letter and a number to tell ,...rhere each town is located.

1. Fairfield

2. Graton

3. Kennett

4. Pueblo

Name the town located at each A' thE. points buloci.

5. (H,10)

6. (A,i+)

I

7. (F,8)

8. (F,4)



ACTWITY 2 LOCATING POINTS 119,

0 Suggested materials: An overhead visual like the one on the,next page,

Directions for the teacher:* Place the grid with geometric shapes
on the overhead projector. Ask students what the ordered pairs
aro that locate the: a) cylinder b) cone c) cube
d) square e) triangli f) circle g) parallelogram

Suggested strategy:
1. Students could direct this activity and call on others.
2. Individuals could be called on to give the ordered patrs.
3. The teacher or student could give the gecmetric.figure and

have a student give the ordered pair.
4. If the students are not able to recognize the geometric figures

, the teacher could point out the objects.

4
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121.

MUMMY: Construct a graph indicating the relationship of two variables
from a given set of data.

OBJECTIVE: Civen a grid and a sot of ordered pairs tho student should be able
to draw the deslen formed by the pointa located by the ordered pairs. ,

i.CTIVITY 1

f;uggested materials:

different size craph raper

Directions to student:
Plot the points in the order given. Connect with straight linos
point "a" with polnt "W, point ma" with point °ea eta. until
tha last two points given are conneated. Falai./ this procedure
for the ncxt four vapts.

Suggectod strqtoey Pave stvCants do 1: 2, 3# and/or 4 of these graphs.

1. a* (-22,9)
bo (-210)
cn (-17p-6)
d. (15i-6)
e. (216 6)
f. (11, 6)

10)
he

ie (41/1)
l (-1,t 14)
k. (0010)
lo (.3i 10)

m.; (-4; 14)

na ("19, 14)
OA (.43, 10)

p. (-12, 10)

q; (-14i 8)
r. (-01 8)

The flag is rissing
from the 1-Ae ( see
-22,9 above). Desicn
your own nag and
give coordinates of
its rants.

2, a0
bc
e.
de
e.

fe

CQ
I.
jo
j*
k;
3,0

me

c)

pa
go
r.

3)

to

U0
V0

(-3 1/2: -ao) 30 an
.1521 -15) b.
2/3, -1?) c.

(-5 213, -12) d.
(-3 1/20 -X0)
(-3 1/20 -6)
(-2 3/4, 4)
(.2.1/2 2 1/2)
("44 3 1/2)
(-1 1/2, 12 1/2)
(0, 14.0)
(1 1/2, 12 1/2)
(2, 3 1/2)
( 2 1/22 2 1/2)
( 2 3/4, -5)
( 3 1/2 -6)
( 3 1/2, .1;)
( 5 2,6, ..17)
( 5 2/3 -12)
( 3 1/2, -i0)
( 3 IA -10
( -3 1/21 -14)

(50-20) 4ma,

(-2e45) bp
(-200-42) co
00-32) do

e. .51-30) e;
f: (15,-25) f.
go (M0) g4;

h. (150 30) 'h.

i. (-5,30) ie
3. (-14,20) j;

k, (-6,21) k,
2, (-41 19) 1,
tk, (-6,20) ra.

n. (-1/4420) n0
o. (.1514) 0.
p, (-19,14) pe
(40 (-)4,12) q;

r. (-15411) r.
3, (.450)3) So
t0 (-27,-1) t.
u. (-25,1-2) u*
V. (-13,-1) V.
14. (-114-7) w*
x. (-2,-5)
y, (.44-13)

711 (
z. (0,9-15) s.

(if,. (-2,-25) aa. (
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..CTIVITY 2

Zugzosted caterials Graph pap=

12k,

Directions to studonts
Plot the poinLs in the order given. Connect with straighb
point "a" with pea:. "b", poiat "b" with poink "e" etc. unless
thors is a directive to siaop. A directive to stop means you do
rot connect these t-e points only, but, all others are connected
in order. Foilm thts procedure for the next 3 graphs.

Suggested strategy:
tcachor czn have the students do 10 24 and/cP Coa 3 of these

gnphso

5. a, (-5.; -12)
b. (-4p -13)

d, (-3: 4)
ea (1:9 4)
i; (1p0
Ca (-1, 2)
ho (-3, 4)
STOF

1.0 (14 2)

j, (1) .42)
:STOP

(.1:9 2)

1. (-1, -12)
mt; (0;2 -J3)

n. (14 -12)
oo

po (-14 -12)
$ 6TOP

go (34) 7)
(5.?.5)

st (5, 42)
t, (4: -13)
110 (30 -12)
vo (0 -11)

(5: -12)

x4 (-3p -12)
Y4 (-40 -11)
7 (.5 -12)

aa. (-5, 7)
bb. (3,7)
e.co (31 -12)

Flo,
(l c60)a-a

d; (-Ci, -2)
00 (10,

g, -7)
o

(C.g: ;))
1.0 (es 2)

Jo Op 41)
I.

(-6.(1)

2 1/2)
: L.TOP

m. (-6:, 0)

no (.4, -2)
TOi

o, (64 0)
po gt)172 1/2)

go 5)
ro
so (10, 4)
to (10, -5)

TOi

7v a. (10 11 1/3)
h0 (3 1/2. 11)
Cn (4: 10)
do (3 2/3, 9 2/3)
e. (2 1/23 10)
fo ...a/2, 10)

e- (-3/4, 12)
h. (.1,12 0)
L. (-1 )./2, 14 1/2)

J. (-2 1/3, 15)
ko (.3.2, 15 1/2)

10 (-3, 15 lb)
Lit, (-2 2/3, 15)

(-3, 15)
O (-41. 3)4)

po (-3 1P4 12 1/2)
q. (-34 12)

EiTOP

ro (80 10)

130 (9 1/2: 10)
ta (11 1/2j .3/2)
'tto (8 1/24 -1) oo. (0412)
vo 312, -q) PP, (-3/44 12,
vio (-6 1/29 -7) qq(-1/2910)
x9 (-6 1/2, -1) rr. (-1 3/4,
yo (-9 1120 -1/2) 10)
no (-7 1/2, :1.0) ss. (-2 //3,

aa. (-3 1/24 10) 7 1/2)
tbo (-4 1/3: 11)

(-3 1/24 12 1/2)
STU- tt. (-2 1,44

dd.., (44 10) 7)
ee. (8, 20) U1140 (-3,
ff. (7 3/4, 12 3A) 7 1/4
pg. (6 3/4, 13 1/2) vvo (-3410)
hho (6, 12 2h) w ( 3 ),4_,

iio (6 3/4, 11)
jj, (5 1/3 11)
kk. (4 2/3, 11 3/4)
11. (3 2/3, 13)
mo (2 )/:31, 1) 2/3)
nn. (1 1/2 13 1/2)
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COMPETENCY: Describe parallel lines, perpendicular lines and intersecting
linos using drawings or intuitive concepts.

OBJECTIVEr. The student can recognize a line segment from drawings and
objects in his surroundings.

ACTIVITY 1:

Suggested materials:

Geoboard, rubber bands, straight edge and pencil,
copy of student directions.

Directions to student:
1. Hook a rubber band around any two nails on the gooboard:

The rubber band now represents a line segment. The
nails represent points. A line segment begins and ends
at two po±nts. A line segment is part of a line. .00k
at the example.

A

Capital letters are used to mark points. Tho part of
thn line betNead point A and peint B is the line segment
AB. The arrows show thot the line has no end points and
is straiht.
Practice making line segments on the geoboare

2. On the goo board show four line segmonts. With
straight edge and pencil9 show the four line segments
you have on the geoboard on -the picture of the geoboard
be Low.

e

4006404
0 PO 6.
004 0040
4660600

)0 t!:" T.011r ro-

VeCnirli t.:;

. ! %).: I : ' I

.:;!
rt.!

126.



127.
Sumested strategieu:

Use irldividualLy ix in groups of two.
If this is the first time students are exposed to the geoboard,
an exidanation'will be needed to establish the idea that the
nails re;resent :oints in a ;lane and the rubber bands
re:Tesent line seffants. 4.110W a little time for them to experiment.
Each student should have a co!y of the directions to the student.
If students are working individually each student needs a
geoboard. If working in groui.s each grow: needs a geoboard.

I.CTIVITY 2:

3uecestvd raterials:

;. sheet uf unlined ;a:er and ,ensil, copy of student
directions.

Directions to L.tudent:
1. Take the sheet of unlined ',.:a0er. aart in one corner

and letter the corners in a clonWise direction 4., B.
Cs and D.

2. Fold the :a,er so that the corner lettered C touches the
side AD.

3, Unfold the The crease that you Lade reiTesents
a line segment,.

;. line seument is lart of a line. Look at the examje.
A

Caiital letters are
of the line between
line sefent -B.
The arrows inziicate

used to identify 1 oints. The par
the loint and the ,oint B is the

that the line has no end and is
stk'aicht. Label the line segr.ont you Lade 114

4, F()ld the ,a-er and Lake two Lre line serents. Identify
these line tlefents leters not already used.

5. There -ther exu., los f Line seur.lents on this
:al-or "Line :.-eientr3," and lirit at least six

line F.ent,-;,
iA;(4:- c: line so- ent

u. De.icrito ]t.

!,.

-f !,:j.(.iits in thi!;

U. ',4.!,t,t( I

e inI1v Iduz.1.1 t,l.!

Le rt t- ur tchcr.



COlailaTe;i\CY: Describe parallel lines, perpendicular lines and intersecting
lines using drawings or intuitive concepts.

OBJECTIVL: The student can recognize and describe parallel lines from
drawings and objects in his surroundings.

4,CTIVITY 1:

3uggested materials:
Geoboard, rubber bands, straight edge, and pencil, copy of
student directions, worksheet

Directions to student:
1. If you hook a rubber band around any two nails on the

geoboard, the rubber band will reresent a line segment.
Fractice reivesenting seveml line segments in this way.
Clear the geoboard of rubber bands.

2. On the geoboard make a line segmnt by hoeking a rubber
band around the second and the last nails in the second
row of nails. Leave this rubber band on the board.

3. ,-sa,o another line segleent by hooking another rubber band
around the first and sixth nails in the third Ivow. Nith
these two line segments you have an exare,:le of parallel
line segri.ents. Line segL:ents are parallel if they are
always the sena distance aeart and these are the settle
dianee a,art. Leave these on the board.

4. flake two Lore iairs of parallel line segiaents on the
re.hoard.

5. Use the straight edge and ..encil and show the three
larallol lines you hore on the re(board on

the :dcture oZ the geobard.

. a

.. . . .

. .

1 r .;:rHkA C in

r Lt.:10

'I

128.



129.
7. en the morksheet you mill see pictures of line segments.

Decide mhich pictures show parallel line segments, and write
"parallel lines" in the baank following the number of the
picture. Tell why they are parallel.

8. You have finished this activity. Report to yaur teacher.

Suggested Strategies;
If this is the first time students are exposed to the geoboard
an explanation mill be needed to establish the idea that the
nails represent points in a plane and the rubber band represents
line segments. Allow a little time for them to experiment.
Use individually or in small groups.
If students are working individually each student needs a
geoboard. If in small groups each group mill need a gedboard.

W.,ITY 2;

Suggested materials:
A sheet of unlined paper approximately 80 x 11" and pencil;
copy of Werksheet A; copy of student directions.

DirecLions to student:
1, Take the sheet of unlined paper, start in one corner and

letter the corners in a clockWise direction A, 139 Co and D.

2, Fold the paper so corner D falls on corner A and corner C
falls on corner B.

3. Unfold the paper. This crease represents a line segment.
Use thA letters EP at the ends so as to identify it,

4, Now fold the pqpvn. so the line segment D C falls on the
line segment E F.

5. Unfold the paper. Use the lettos G Ii to identify this crease
as a 1:1ne segment. These two creases or line.segments E F
and G H represent parallel :1.as. Parallel lines are always
the same distance apart.

6. More are other examples on this paper of parallel line
sejmont. Titie thls papor "1-aralifil Line 3rTments." 3tato

what lino segmcints are parilloi.
Txr.mple: Line sef7mont A P is parallel to lino sormont G

/ Descrlbo five exarlTims of l'ar:,,11,!1 line:; in rt,om 111(1 tntl

why they 3re pirrIAlol.



8. en the workshhet A you will see pictures of line segments.
Decide which pictures show parallel line segments and write
uparallel lines', in the blank following the number of the
picture and toll why they are parallel.

You havo finished this activity, report to your teacher.

Suggested Strategies:
Use individually or in small groups.



131.
COMPETENCY: Describe parallel lines, perpendicular lines and intersecting

lines using drawings or intuitive concepts.

OBJECTIVE: The student will be able to recognize intersecting lines.

ACTIVITY I:

Suggested materials:
unlined paper and pencil, copy of worksheet A9 copy of studnnt
directions

Directions to student:
1. Take a shoot of paper and letter the four cprners A9 139 C,

'and D in a clockwise direction.

2. Fold the paper so that A falls on C. Letter this crease E F.

3. Now fold so that B falls on D. Letter this crease R S.

These two creases, E F and R 2 represent intersecting line

segments. If they continued on and on, they would represent
intersecting lines. Intersecting lines mean that they cut

across or meet one another at one point (which is their only

common point) and we call this point the point of intersection.

Illustration:

Wi-ittea in symbols:

t F R S is point T.

4. Fold three more examples of intersecting lines and letter them.
Men write what happened using symbols.

5. Describe 5 examples of intersecting line sements in this

room.

Cn 11Orkshoet A you will find pictures of line segments.

Decide which represant intersectirp: ldne segments and wrdie

it in the blank folloylng the numier.

jurTest,-.d Strato6es:
3tudents w1,11 need to work eil.er
the work on perpendicular llnes preneded

it should he called to the attenton of the
re) fomod 1:y a unimm ini,rsoctIn.

ly or ln pAlr,7, 1r

intorsectinr Enos,
student that tlicy



ACTIVITY 2:

Suggested materials:
Geobpard, rubber bands, straight edge, ponoil

132.

Lirections'to student:
1. Cn the gooboard represent a line segment by hooking the rubber

band around nail 1 row 4 and nail 4, row 1.

2. Hook another band around nail 1 row 1 and mail 2 rowr6. If
each band continued, it would represent a line. These are
interseoting linos meaning that thoy cut one another at a
point.

3. Hook a band around nail 6 row 2 and nail 6 row 6.

4. Hook a band around nail 4 row 4 and another around
nail 7 row 4. Are these intnrseeting line segments? De yau
notice any difference in the way these two sets interdoot?

5. Use the straight edge and pencil to dhow the intersecting
lino segments on your gedboard using these dots as tho nails.

6. Clear your geoboard. Represent 2 more pairs of intersecting
line segments on it.

7. Describe 5 examples of intersecting line segments in this room.

8. Cn worksheet A you will find pictures of line segments. Decide
which represent intersecting line segments and write it in
the blank following the number.

Suggested Strategies:
If this is the first time students have used the geoboard, an
explanation will be needed to establish the idea that nails
represent points in a plane (the board).
It is better for each student to have a geoboard but if that many
are not available, they can work in groups as mall as possible.

1



133.
COMPETENCY:: Describe parallel lines, perpendicular linos and intersecting

lines using drawings or intuitive concepts.

OBJECTIVE: The student will be able to recnE,nize perpendicular lines.

ACTIVITY 1:

Suggested materials:

unlined paper, pencil, copy of student irections, workshhet A

Directions to student:
L. Take a sheet of paper and letter the fqu.r corners A, Bp C,

and D in a clockwise direction.

2. Fold the paper so that D falls on A and C ells on B. Letter
this 'crease E F.

3. Then fold so that A falls B and D on C. ,Tilfold and letter

this crease G H. These tue croaeoa E F ard.G\H represent
perpendicular line segmants. If they continued on and on,
they.would represent perpendicular lines. Notice that they
intersect in sunh a ray that pqw:1.o corners are formed. Wb
call these right angles. Whon right angles are formed, wo
have perpendicular lines. We say one line is porpendioular
to another,

Illustrated as followss

Ni-itten in syMbols as follows

(-; 4 -; 4:."

EFI.GH or GH EF

F

4, Tarn your paper to several positions. Did E F remain
Nrpendicular to G

5. Using anothru- sheet of paper, fold an example of perpendicular
lines, naming them line A B and line C D.

6. Describe five examples of perpondiculm- line segments in this
room.

7. en worksheet A you will V_nd piltures of line segments'.
Decido which represent perpendicular line segments and write
it in the blank following the number.

Nggested Strategies:
Students will need to work individu-Illy or in pairs. The number of
illustrations needed so that each student can recognize
perpendicular lines may be varied according to the group.



ACTIVITY 2.

Suggested materials?
Gedboard, rubber bands, pencil, straight edge

134.

Directions to student:
1. By hooking a rubber band around any two nails on the geoboard,

the rubber band represents a line segment. Practice representing
several line segments in this way and then clear the geoboard.

2. On the geoboard make a line segment by hooking a rubber band
around nail 2 row 1 and nail 2 row 7.

3. Hook another band around nail 1 row 6 and nail 6 row 6. If

each band continued, it would represent a line. These are
perpendicular linos. They make square angles which are called
right angles. Lines which moot at right angles are called
perpendicular lines.

NW hook a band around nail 4 ro!? 1 and nail 7 row 4.

5. Hook another hand around nail 7 row 1 t4nd nail 3 row 3. Do

these represent perpendicular lines?

6. Use the straight edge and pencil to show the two pairs of
perpendicular lines yau have on your geoboard using these
dAs to reprecont the nails,

S

S

5 5

.

.

7. Clear your geoboard. Represent t'Jo more pairs of perpendicular
line segments on it.

Describe five exampies of p-rpendicular line segments in this
room.

On worksheet A you will find pict,Ires of line segments. Decide
which represent perpendicular line se,Tents and write it in
the blank followirT the nuncr.

Suvgcsted Strategies
If this is the first time students have used a peoboard, nn
explanation will be need(0 to establish the idea that nails
represent points in a piano. Me number of nails used ds
inmlterial as far as the understancnng of perpendicular line7;
is concerned. Each student should have a geoboard but if that
many are not available, they can work in groups.

1 `7
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Worksheet B
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eimpE1=1.1101111011
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OBJECTIVE:

137.
Describe parallel lines, perpendicular lines and
intersecting lines using drawings or intuitive concepts..

.To demonstrate the definition of parallel lines, perpendicular
lines and intersecting lines by drawings, paper folding
and observable relationships.

ACTIVITY 1: Demonstrating parallel lines by paper folding, and the
use of a ruler and pencil and paper.

Suggested materials:
1. foot ruler
2. yard stick
3. lined paper

Directions to student:
1. Measure the distance between the top and bottom of the

chalkboard at eacn end ahd record these distances.
Are they different? If so, how much difference?

2. Measure the width of the top and the bottom of the door
and record these measurements. Are they different?
If so, how-much difference?

3. Visualize railroad tracks. Do you think they are the
same distance apart in town as they are a mile out of
town? Explaine why or why not.

4. Observe the printed lines on your paper. If they were
extended both directions would:they meet?

5. Lay your foot ruler on your paper and without moving
the ruler, draw lines along both edges. Will those
lines meet if they were extended ....ndefinitely in
both directions.

6. The answers to parts 1'4" and "5" should have been
NO. It means that tho lines are PARALLEL to each
other. PARALLEL means they would hever meet no matter
how far they were extended in either direction.

7. From the right side of your paper measure in 2 inches
at the top and the bottom and then draw a line
between these two points.
Follow the same procedure as in part 117 except now
measure in 3 inches instead of 2 inches.

9. Are these two lines parallel to each other? How far
are they apart at all points along the lines? Are
these lines parallel to the edge of the paper?

+.1estecl strategies; (for teacher)
1. A teacher may demonstrate parallel lines by folding a

sheet of paper in half and then folding again in the
same directio.i. :Len the paper is opened the creases
will represent parallel lines. You might want to teacl,
the symbol (//) for parallel lines at this podnt.

. Have available models of plane geometric figures with
each vertice designated by a letter and have stwdent.r.
determine how many p:Iirs of parallel sidos each has.
iake use observable examples of parallel linos in
the clnssroom.

I t)



708.
itaiVITi 2: Demonstrating intersecting lines by paper folding# ahd

the use of ruler and paper and pencil.

Suggested materials:
1, foot ruler
2. yard stick
3. lined paper

Directions to student:
1. tang your ruler draw two lines on your paper that

cross each other. Those are called INTERSECTING lines.
Do these lines intersect any of the printed lines on
your paper?

2. Do you think the intersecting lines you drew in part
11111 will intersect at any other point if extended?

Supgested strategies; (for tencher)
1. A teacher may demonstrate intersecting linos by fold-

ing a sheet of paper in two intersecting creases. It

is suggested that the creases not be at right angles
to each other for this part.

2. Have students draw 3, 4, or 5 lines that are all
parallel to each other and another line that
intersects each of them.

3. Make use of observable examples of intersecting
lines in the classroom.

ACTIVITY 3g DemonStrating perpendicular linos by paper folding, and
the use of a ruler, pencil and paper.

Suggested materials:
1. foot ruler
2. yard stick
3, lined paper

Directions to student:
1. Draw a line parallel to the top of your paper and

another line parallel to the left side of your paper.
Are these lines parallel to each other?

2. Place the corner of another sheet of paper at tho
intersection of these lines. Does the corner of the
plper fit into any of the angles that are formed by tl,e
intersecting lines? Youl answer should be YES. '.ihon

this condition is true, then the two lAnes are
perperdicular to each other. It is nlso sad thlt
the angles forned are called ri&t. mn-lt-i ari th,

measures are each W dr:p7rees.

strategies: (for teach(r)
1. A teacher may dunonstrato rerren,Ilcul:lrity

shet of paper half foltinr IL :N
so that the crense 1 3 alorr, itscLr. Y(11 mirIA

to teach the symbol. c'

Nke use cf nbservThle ox-irr.los r,t' ,!

Linos In tl.t4

1



CC! Classify simple plane figures by distinguishing some of
their properties.

OBJEOTIVN.:,

.139,

Thn student is able to group,tho triangles from a elven
sot of triangles int subsets of equilateral, isosceles,
and scalene triangle and he is able to name the respectivo
cubsets.

ACTIVITY 1: A set of cardboard models of triangles is used to make
cut-outs whiCh are used for measurment of sides and aro
identified according to length of sides.

e nested materials
An assortment of cardboard or plastic models of triangles--
at least two each of isosceleo, equilateral, and scalene.
Construct them in such a way that the sides are readily
measured to the nearest ine'e. Label the models with
different capital letters tnd each side of a triangle with
a small letter.
Scissors, unlined papers pencil, ruler.

Directions to student:
1. Trace around each of the models of triangles on your

paper.
2. Label the trianFles on your paper exactly like the card-

'eard models.

3. Cut out each of the triangles.
4. Nith your ruler measure each side of the triangles

in whole number of inches. Check each measurement.

5. Write the number of inches next to theletters for the
sides of each triangle.

6. Do you have a triangle with ell three sides the seele?
If you do, write the name "EQUfLidERAIP on it.

7. Do you have a triangle with exactly two sides the snno?
Tf you do, 'write the name HISOSCELES" on it.

). On the triangles that have all the sides a different
length, write the name leCALEN1 ."

9. You shld have all th cr ian7les named. study and Lelrn
the thrne nqmns which tell ow many equal sides eael,
ir3run--1 t:onta]ns.

I. 1(e-y.!e'd lilenr-,remont to t. nerost if nec1r.f:nr.7.
!Allicrits to prnneun,- 1 ,:brroc!Av. Yr I.

.n.. 119 rivo ctl-r:t(tt.
LI-!o urn r(!ff-r-, :.,
;:12 10 ro t,
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ACTIVITY 2: Drawings of a set of triangles are named with respect to

length of sides.

;Juggested matherials:
Worksheet VI, pencil, ruler

Directions to student:
1. Cn Worksheet W, measure the lenRth of bach side of

triangle A with your ruler. C' Ac each measurement.
2. !kite the nth-fiber of inches for each side near.the center

of the side. Each number should be one of the sot:

(12 9 2$ 2 3: 3 4$ 4 1$ 5)

3. Do the same thing with each of the other triangles,
B. through G.

4. Do any of the trianglos have OA three sides the sprfin
length? If they do, write the wol7CY, ITEQUILATERAIT
on them.

5. Do any of the triangles have m:Ly two sides the same
length? If they do, write the word "ISOSCELES" on
then.

6. Cn the triangles that hnvo three sides with different.
lengths write the word "SCALENE."

7. Study and learn the names which tell haw inany equal
sides each triangle contains.

aiggested strategies
1. Review measurement to the nearest half-inch if

necessary.
2. Have students practice correct pronunciation of tie,

ramos of the triangles. Give them pronunciations.
3. If students have access to geohoard, have them illustrate

tr,es of trdangles on it ir they can.
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CONFETENCY: Classify simple, plane figures by distingushing some of
their properties.

OBJECTIVES:

ACTIVITY 1;

142.

The student is able to seloct the triangles and quadrilaterals
from a sot of models of polygons.

Selectin'g the set of all triangles and the unt of all
quadrilaterals from a sot of cardboard models of polygons,
and becoming familiar with names "triangleo and,
"quadrilateral."

Suggested matorials
paper, pencil, and cardboard or plastic models of polygons

including scalene, ieueceles, equilateral, aoute, obtuse, and
right triangles; quadrilaterals including square, rectangle,
rhombus, parallelogram, trapezoid, and several with no
congruent sides; and an assolatment of other polygons. A

label (capital letter) is written on each of the models.

Directions to student;
a. Select all the models with ye:aotly lleree vides, and

put them into one group.
:11. en your paper next to the krember 39 write the letter

of the models with throe sides.
c. Select all the models with ometly foul!, sides, and put

them into a single group.
d. en your paper next to the number 4, write the letter of

the models with four sidoe.
e. If you think you know the name given to all figures with

three sides, write it next to them on your paper.
f. If you think you know the name given to all figures with

four sides9 write it next to them on your paper.
g. Hold nany three sided medels did yau find?
h. Dow many four sided models did you find?

311grestFld strater7los

a. 3tudent3 are likely to know the name "triangle."
Me word "quadrilateral" is like]y to 1-e, new.
After their attempts at naring, such as "square,"
"box," -rectangle," etc., have them try to find the

name on their own--or uee the rtell" method.
Indloate to stu:Ionte mlch names as "square," "rectnrrLo"
Aro spRejal Tandrilai.orals. 6urfrest the i(Ina of ;7111,olf:

if t1,0:: knOw Elmo
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ACTIVITY 2: Write in the word "triangle" or "quadrilateral's on the
proper diagram on a given worksheet.

Suggested materials,

Worksheot X, pencil, paper, straight edce

Directions to student
a. 1.frite the name "triangle" in each figure with throe sides.
b. *ite the name "quadrilateral" in each figure with faur

sides.
c. Do you have more than one name in any of the figures?
et. On yOur paper list all th b tri=gles. Use capital letters

for their names.
e. en your paper list all the quadrilaterals. Use capital

letters for their names.
f. F,rom any one corner in figure C, connect all the other

corners in the figure with line segments. (Use straight
edge.)

.. How many triangles are in the figure?'
g. From any one corner in fiauro J9 connect all the other

corners in The figure with line scoents. (Use
straight edge.)

How many triangles aro in the figure?
h. Do the same thing in figures W9 K, Ng and 1 that

you did in (f) and (g).

Suggested strategies
a. Have the students note that both pairs of triangles

V and G,as well as S and T9 form a quadrilateral.
b. It may be desirable to use the word "vertex!, instead of

glcorner" in items (f) and (g).
c. Attempt to have students note the relation betweeu

number of sides and number of triangles in any polygon.

ACTIVITY 3% aoose the triangles and quadrilaterals from a set of polygons
projected on a screen.

aagrested materials:

One or more transparencies wltli models of polygons including
a variety cr triangles and quadrilaterals1 wnll. as other
polyFons.

Overhead projector, screell, pencil, paper

Direons to studnt!
. Bst by iettor all th,7- ouldriIatornls that yt-1) sc.°

tho screen.
1'. List by letfr !,1) the trilnirles that vou sne on thc.

if' e stuilf,nin 1.)ve hnd provious csyperience in sc--inf..t In-
t nnd ciwidri 1 atr.,1.s, t prly 1:c Wo I tO

in choosAnr the:1 thin ti!nc.
Introdurn n rmre corrIc r.rect9 ol!oc're

trianqles nnd quadrilaierals,

I
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COMPETENCY: Classify simple plane figures by distinguishing some of

their properties

OBJECTIVE:

The student will be 4th1e to find the measure of the third
angle of a triangle When the measure of two of the angles
are known.

ACTIVITY 1;

2uggested materials:

protractor, ruler, paper, pencil

Directions for student:

Draw any triangle on your papal.. Make it large enough so that
you can easily measure two of its angles withoyour protractor.
Subtract the sum of those two angles from 180 . This will
be the measure of the thir(J ang4. Check by measuring with
your protractor.

Suggested strategies:

Have the students make different sizes and shapes of
triangles.

ACTIVITY 2:

Suggested materials:
scissors, paper, pencil

Directions for the student:
Cut 'mit any size triangle. Fold one angle over to the
opposite siAe. Men fold each of the other angles in to
this one looking like this:

..4 L'en

/

A
4111.111...

1



ACTIVITY 3:

Suggested materials:

paper, pencil

Directions to studont:
The flow chart is:

Start, Eeasure two
angles and add

-------f73:7;;ct sum
from 180°

9

Difference
is measure of
third angle

146.

Using the flaw chart, find the missing angle measures for these trianglos.

1.

I.

3.

/\

23'3 88'

900

5. ra A = 65 and ra L B &-t 1+2

2.

4 .

\
4 5 c ()

. 45\.mmorrrvabx.. .amt .

6. In 3 22 and m4 T 52e.
ni i-C = rn V =
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COMPETENCY: Compute the perimeter of a given polyvn

OBJECTIVE: By use of measuring instruments the student should oAhibit
the ability to determine the perimeter of plane geometric
pcaygons.

ACTIVITY: Leasuring to find the porimoter of plane geometric polygons

Suggested materials:
1, foot ruler
2. yard stick
3. tape measure
4, -geoboard
5. graph paper
6. several models of'plane geometric figures such as

triangles, parallelograms, ,tagapezoids, pentagons, etc.

Directions to student
1. Measure and record the lengths of the edges 'of the

followinv
1. The surface of the door
2. Ihe floor of the clqssroom

3. The chalkboard
4. Athletic fields

5. Any plane polygon your teacher may indicate
2. Find Ahe sum of the lengths of each dbject.you have

measured.
3. This sum represents the total dista nce around the

object measured and is called the PERIMETER,

Suggested strategiesg (for teacher)
1. As an added benefit, where possible, have the student

develop formulas for findinr perimeters of various
simple plane geometric figures.

2. Indicate to students that this maybe an individual or
small group project in or outside the classroom.

3. The geoboard may be used to great advantage in
demonstrating the perimeter of plane polygons.

I , Jj



COMPETENCY: Goometry.-Compute the perimelter of given polygons.

OBJECTIVE:

1148.

The student demonstrates his ability to compute the perimeter
of polygons through estimation and the use of standard units
and by formula.

ACTIVITY 1: Uoing a string to find a perimeter

,Itiggosted materialsg pen, pencil, unrulcd paper, pieces of string
(marked in "even" units), plam, figures aut from plastic
cloth (naugaheid) or cardboard.-two rectangles, two squares,
two triangles of different sizes or shapes.

Directions to student?
(Part A)
1. Study the word pol'imetor with your instructor and/or

clasumates.
2. Make a list on tha board, c:r on a trnnsparancy, of

other words containingnotey, e.g. speedomer. TAhat

comnon thing do all these Eadgots do?
Then what is a 1:,,W,noter?

---------
3. Fut one of your snoes, or your foot, on a piece of

unruled paper and trace its outline in pencil, and
then go over it with ink.

4. Study the outline and think of a way to find how long
it is all around. Nake a list on the board, or on a

transparency, of the ways suggested by the class and
disausa those suggestions.

5. If you decide to use a piece of string, notice that
it has been marked off inLo equal units.
How many units does it take to go around the outline?

units.
6. When you measure the length of the string on a ruler,

how long is the outline or your shoeY
inches.

7. Ilhat is the) mathemptical name for this length as it
relates to the outline?

8. Conclusion: The perimeTer of your shoe is inches.
Keep this paper to use in the next unit.

(Part P)
1. Make a drawing .(7,37 tracing each of five different

plane figures on a piece of unruled paper. Place
them apart from each other nrd neatly so,

d. irr a strAng, measure the v,.ri.meter of eaoh rf
f-irres.

3. Un er each figure Ir-ite fte word pnr;rnotnr nnd I.

its length in inches as is done in this oxar9p1(,.
lenr!th or enr., cn fte Ec,:r (io

to*11 loniqh f(W 1;,r. p.ri!,-cfcrY

1
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Perimeter is 4 i inches

Suggested strategies:
1, Keep these papers to compare them with the results

obtained in Activity 2 vnd Activity 3.
2, If the gec-lotz.ic pla.lo figures are vat from naugahoid

they will not bond or break, and when soiled, can be
put in a mesh bag and run through with a regular washing.

ACTIVITY 2: Using coordinate or graph paper to find perimeter

aaggested materials:

Duplicated copies of the two rectangles, and the two squares
used in Activity 1, which are now on coordinate or graph
papor. (II; inch squares preferred.)

Directions to qtudent:

1. r;In ynu rind t!'e 1),-rir:otpr or this figure without uTing
A striYw9 or a ruler aplain.

Jhat is the rerimeter of this rectangle in t.e units Iii;cd
on this paper? units.
!r unit rf.:111,-,-.; luct liqt the Fr!rir, 4.tr in
lurthos? Anc'ies.

-''771rA

a
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Above each figure write its name. Below the figure
write "perimeter" and state the length in units and in
inches.

5. Is the procedure you used to find the perimeter accurate?
Why or why not? racplain.,

6. In the rectangle used as an evample, identify the
width units, the length units.

7. How many times did you use the measure uf the width?

moimoINIIONIMY
the measure of length

in the total perimeteT.
8. Then x width plus x length equals10M. la,

the perimeter or 2 widths + 2 lengths = perimeter.
9. If we substitute VI for the width, L for the length,

and p for the perimeter we have 2 w + 2 1 = p or
p = 2 w + 2 1

10. 2(w + 1) is celled the formula for finding the perimeter
of a rectangle.

U. Now study tho 2 square figures. What do you notice
about the width and the length?

,=,.romos. Miussia........rawrmiraNwalMs waw, 410
12. :.)0 if wo call the siof the squa.ce wLiat would

represent the ram of all the sides? s +.s + s s

13. What special name do we have for the eum of th(T.langns
of the sides of a figure?

14. lernat can we use for the f;rmula for the peLmaer of
a square?

15. In the case of the triangle, measure the length of eac
side with a ruler. If you call the sides a, b, and c
then p = a + b + u.
This is the formula for a triangle.

16. Find (or compute) the length W.' the perimeters in the
following problems after stating the formula for each
problem.
a. A square that measures 2 inches in every direction.

Formulag perimeter:

b. A triangle whose sides are '3p 4, and 5 inches.
Formula; perimeter. inches

c. A rectangle that j.s 5 inches wide rid 7 inches long.
Formula: perimet, incher!

.,
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COMPETENCY: Compute the area of a rectangle and of a triangle

0 OBJECTIVE: Given a rectangle mad t triangle, the student will be
able to compute the area of each figuro.

ACTIVITY 1: Using small geometric figures as square units to
determine area..

Suggested Material: Unruled paper, pen, pencil and small
plastic squares, rectangles, and triangles

Directions to Student:
(Part A)
1. Use the outline of your shoe which you drew in the

Activity on Perimeter. If you do not have this,
draw anothar outline in ink on unrulea paper.

2. Cover tha port inside the qutline of the shoe with
geometric figUros one size and shape without over-
lapping them, but still put them close enough to
touch each othez,. (In case there are not' enough
figures for all the students, take only 1 to 3 of
the figures). As you lay them in place, trace
c.arefully around each piece using pencil. See
figure at left.

3. How many whole figuren do you have inside the
outline?

4. Call the 'Epace occupied by each figure ono square
unit. The number of square units is ..-

5. Think of all the little spaces not covered by a
figure; if you could not get them together, how many
more units do you think could be covered?

6. Now add this number to your answer in numb7777-
1.1int is the total number of square units?

7. When you were computing the space occupied by the
ficul,e, you were using a square unit. -This square
unit is a unit of area. So when we speak of area
we have in mInd the spAce occupied by the figure.

8. Yhrat is tho area of your font in those square units?

(Part .T-)

1. Lraw the outlines of twe rc,YLInnlet:, two scimpes,
two triangles, different rP(.211 each other ciLher in
size or in shape, 'n unrult,d pppor. Po not put th(',1
close to each
Above eriTh hs nmo--"rcotpcle"
whatever :it in.

36 Cover theee -nfb y;th
unit figures :nd unticv th,* (q.dlihs, the ntir:Hp

vqu'ire units that' at'e in :t.
,VC)11 11.`..11,ri: 1*C. !' I :trc

1._

I h," i'i"nif 1 0:



WgKestod'strategies:
1. Drawing the outline of all the figures in ink will

them permanent, and if the square units are traced
pencil the student is able to orase and ro-arrango
unit.figures if he needs to.

2. The instructor may have to explain tho)noaning of
approximate,. and this activity offors a very good
illustration of it.

152.

wlko
in
the

3. If the instructor allows the students to chooso from
different size figures, the concept of napproximate"
will be emphasized in Part a.

ACTIVITY 2: Using coordinate or graph paper to determine area

auggestsd material:
Duplicated copies
the two triangles'
individual grids.

of the two rectangles, two sTuares, and
en coordinate or graph paper or

inch is preferred), SOM3 scissors.

Di.rections to the student:
1, Can you find the area of this rectangle

a square unit figure or a ruler?
"ectangle

;

.

1 I. I '/";

/ /

01101.1.0

without using

Area is 16 sq. units

is tlae arca of this rectanglo An terms of the
:fluaro units used on this paper?

square units.

If each unit is';; Annh in lonAh, ho mqn7 !r:quare
aro there in c1.1:! square inch.

71nit on the par,r is 1/16 f,-Tilre in.

r;lunre -units --Iro in ti.0

at-un : :1:i,'
. -

In



7. Above each figuro on .your paper mrite its name, as
"RuctanGle" in the example.

8. Under the figure urite "Aroa
fill.in the information.

" and

153.

Suggeste;d'otrategios
If the student, has Ifficulty in computing tho area of the

trianglos
l. Have him cut gut a rectangle of graph paper.

2. Draw an Ials2.1bed triangle and then cut out the trianbLQ.

3. Place -IN' piece, or pieces, of the rectangle left ovor9
on top of the triangle.

4. This should lead to the conclusion that the area of the
triangle is 1 the area of the recLangle.



COMPETENCY: Geomtrybiseeting a line segment and an angle

0 OBJECTIVE: Given an angle, the student will be able to divide
the angle into two equal parts.

ACTIVITY 1: Measuring with ruler

Suggested Materials: ruler, pencil, paper.

1514.

Directions to Students:
1. With ruler and pencil, draw any angle-on your paper

with sides longer than 2 inches. Call it angle A.
(figure 1)

figure 1

2. Place the
2 inches
point B.

3. Using the
A on the
Note: AC

A

2

figure 2

end of the ruler at A an,Vmark a point
from A on one side of tht angle. Call it
(figure 2)
same process ma'rk a point 2 inches from

remaining side. LCall it point C. (figure 3)
and AB are the same length.

;

A,

C
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4. Draw segment BC. (figure 4)
5. With your ruler find the length of segment BC.
6. Find 0 of the number found in step 5 and locate

the point on segment O. This is the midpoint of'
segment BC. Call it point D. (figura 5)

figure 5 figure 6

7. With your ruler, connect points A and D. This is
the bisector of the angle and divides the angle into
two TEITarTaits. (figure 6)

8. Using the same procedure, draw a different size
angle and find its bisector.

SugElsted Strategies:
1. Student must be able to find 112 of a given number.
2. Ruler should be graduated to 1/16 inch.
3. Encourage students to draw several angles and find the

bisector of each.

.ACT2VITY 2: DIperfolding,

Sumol.,;Lod tip ivrker, pnio, 1/:*Ax. piper

Dirtions to Students:
1. Tnke a pioc(-) or waY. irwr N1T! uith

ruler drnw nn nnlr (.1. any
!..tb,,,1 it nr: in the fir-:1
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3. Fold the paper so that side AB falls exactly on

side AC and crease the paper.
4. This line is the angle bisoaor and dividos tho

angle into 2 parts.

Suggested ntrategies:
1. Wax paper works nicely because creaser show clearly,

but other kinds of paper will vjqrk effpqivoly.
2. Make sure that (Ancients match AB with AC and not

point B with point C.

ACTIVITY 3: Use of Protoactor

Suggested Material: paper, pencil, protractor

Directions to Students:
1. With straight side of protractor draw an angle of

any size. Nene it angle 0. (figure 1)

fure 1

-.

Center mnrk o 0 degrees

figure

Jith protractor, measure the angle to the nearest
oegree. (flgure 2) Note: locate the center mark
of the protractor and place 1.t on the vertex. Pitic
the zero mark of one of the scales on one side of tlle
ant7,1e and, read the merirure of the Pngle from the
retvldninu:sidc.
Pind 1/2' of thiLl rritt rrk it iL1 pon('11.
Nr1r:e it pf,'T-t (!':_re

1

tir

3. 4
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4. Draw line OF. This is the anpp.e bisector aad it

Aivides the angle into 2 equal part4s. {tigure 4)
5. Draw several angles of different sizes and locate

the angle bisectors.

Suggested Strategios:
1. Tho student should have some knowledge of how to

use the protractor.
2. Encourage atudonts to try several examples on their

own using different sized angles.

ACTIVITY Li.: Use of compass and ruler

Suggested MatePial: pencil, ruler, compass

Directions to Students:
1. With ruler and pencil, draw an angib of any size

on your paper. Name it angle W. (figure 1)

figure 1 figure 2

2. Opr:r your onmrasa to ary convenient radius and
pTheo tho tip (metul flint) at point W. ntke an
arc that cro ssoc! bet.h sidos of angle W. Name
Lhose wints X nnd Y. (figure 2)

3. You may now change y3ur compass radius or leave
it nn Yhce tho tip at po::nt X and rake an

inf100 tho mgle. (figuro 3)

ly

z,

:k
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4. Using the same compass radius as in step 3, place
the tip at point Y mad make an arc that crosses tio4
other arc. Name it point Z. (figure,4)

5. Draw line M. This is tho anfsle bisector and
divldeo the angle into 2 equal pareY7TFIgure 5)

figure 5

6. Draw several angles of different sizes and locate
the angle bisectors.

Sugcested Strategies:
1. Student should have some knowledge of how to use

a compass.
2. Use a compasc that doesn't slip once the radius has

been fixed.
3. Encourage students o try several examples.
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COMPETENCY: Geometry--bisecting a line segment and an angle

!II OBJECTIVE: Given a line secment, the student will be able to
locate the midpoint.

ACTIVITY 1: Measuring to find the midpoint

Suggested Materials: pencil, ruler, nimeographed sheet
(worksheet accompanying activity)

Directions to Students: Use worksheet A and follow instructions.

Suggested Strategies:
1. Rulers should be graduated to 1116 inch.
2. Students should be able to work with fractions.
3. Encourage students to draw segments of their own

and locate the midpoint of each.
4. Answers to worksheet: (2) 3, 1 10/2 (3) 6 1/2, 3 W4

(4) 3 .3/4, 1 7/8 (5) 4 1/8, 2 V16- (6) 2 1/4; 1 V8
(7) 2 5/d, 1 V16.

ACTIVITY 2: Paperfolding to find the midpoint

Suggested Materials: felt tip marker, ruler, wax paper

Directions to Students:
1. Take a piece of wax paper and with ruler and marker

draw a line segment of any length on it.
2. Label one end point A and the other end point B.
3. Fold the paper so that endpoint A falls exactly on

endpoint B and crease paper.
4. The point where the cpease crosses segment AB is the

midpoint.

Sugc,ested Strategies:
1. Wax paper works nicely because it is transparent,

and upon creasing will show lines very clearly.
2. Other kinds of paper will also work effectively.
3. Instead of using a felt tip marker to draw a segment

on the wax paper, the student may make a crease in
the piper to ootan the initial segment.

ACTIVITY 3: Use of compass and ruler to locate mi,lpoint

Sup.zested Materials: piper, 1-nncil, comp

Directions to 1-Audents:
1. Take a sheet, of riilinPd an.i with rule)r and

pennil draw a line a(rr. ( lit or anyw}wpf.: from 1 t()

inchos (fi,:',11re 1)
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figure I figure 2

2. Label one endpoint P and tho other endpoint Q. (fig.
3. Place the tip of the compass (metal point) on P.
14. Open the compass over half way to point Q.
5. With the lead (pencil point) make a large arc on

both sides of the segment. (figure 3)

figure 3 figure L.

6. Without changing the compass, place the tip on Q
and draw an arc that crosses the first arc both
abc-re and below the segment. (figure 4)

7. Label these points X and Y. (figure 5)

ch7,11,0

Y.

.rz,

2)
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8. With ruler and pencil draw segment XY. (figure 6)
9. Point Z where segment XY crosses segment PQ Is the

midpoint of segment rcL
767dTTE1 segment XY is also called a perpendicular
bisector of segment M.

11. Try this procedure on other line segpents.
12. Explore these possibilities:

a. What happens if you don't open the compass wide
enough? (At least half the length of the segment)

b. What happens if the arcs don't cross in two
places?

c. What happens if your segment is over 15 inches
long?

d. What happens if your segment is very small
(less than 314 inch)?

Suggested stratogies:
1. Be ready to assist students if the following problems

occur:
a. Arcs do not intersect
b. Student has changed the compass radius
c. The segment is too short or too long to be

practical
d. The arcs intersect in one point but not two,

either at the midpoint or only aboxe the
segment or only below the segment

2. Encourage studencs to try several examples.
3. Use a compass that doeL,n't slip once the radius has

bPen fixed.
4. This is the construction for a perpendicular bisector

and any line through the midpoint of 7.-1 would serve
as a bisector of 171.,.

5. Stildents should have some knowlede of how to use a
compass.
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On this sheet you see 7 line segments.
1. With your ruler, measure tlie lnnth of ouch se81eni, unCi

record it in the 2nd column of the chart.
2. Next, calculate 2/2 oi each of those numbers and record

each in the 3rd column.
3. With your ruler, use the 3rd column number and locate a

point on each segment equal to that measure.
14. For example: segment AB has length Li 1/2. 1/2 of 4 1/'2'

is 2 3/4". Place the end of the rulor at point A and
nark a point on segment AB 2 1,41" from A. This is the
midpoint of AB.

1

A

,

11 21 3T 4

co 'er!:01 11,?:,1.11 ()£

I 1 I
J: 1

. It

t

n-th

2 1/4



MIPETEMY: Identify the'conditions of similarity of triangles and use
the properties of similarity to solve problems.

03JECTIVE
The student will :)e. able to recolnize similar trianclea and
solve proLlems vulatik; to similar triancles.

PUIVITY l; Triancles which have the same shape care called similar

Example

triatOes.

in A , rn B L. 13-, in C m C

and ID = JC = C.
B'C' C'A'

c-

163.

meaftinr the correspondinf; ar.rjes have the same measure and the
correspondin,, sides have the same ratio.

Exaralle 2!

.Y3C 2TTC

mirab tccaul. cal. 1".

-

"hich of the follotwin:- nro ciri.1m trirurslos?

.

b K



ACTIVITY II:

164.

Suggested materials: unlined paper, scissors) tracing paper

Directions for StuJent: Those trianhAes are similar. Find tl.-Z'
corresponding angle:3. Read entire activity before startinis to
answer questions.

L A L

B L
L C

/.H1=111110......

- I J=4=111

Iv

01".

1/4..

.0.

T'

Trace one trs.angle of each pair. Cut it and mar !c. the letter

on each angle. Low fit tha angles on the other one of the
prlir and fill in the name of the angle.
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ACTIVITY III: IT the lengthi of the sides of two trianglos are known) tbe
flow chart below dexeribes a way of determining whethbr or
nut the triangles are similar.

1) A..
4... ea... .... ,.-K AM M , ............r.

Pair lengths ofl
shortest sicles__

Pair lengths of]
------

loncYest sides

1737277E3rgai7-61
I third sides

"

01)A10 tt

4e

I Write ersql pairing]
I in fractdon form

Find cross prf)1.).cts

1 of first two ftactionol

\Trufaes ari -P NO ..-

/.7-.\klot r,imilav
/ -./ 'Oross priductS>

/
.....

I yEs_
I find cross products of 1

1 second and third fractio:Isi

x Stop

st.

NO ,----Are

product.
\

YvS
Triangles are /1

-___ similar ./

1

t trt

' I hi

.,.11111.1.
11.()

15 44 211 50 0) 101 4o 56.

15 50 4o
Trd

15 50 21 x 50 = 1050
21' :aa 0 15 x 70 = 1050

YES

RO .)-1.0, ..,(4._

70'5(..)

70 x 40
50 x 56

.

.
2800
2800

'YES

Use your flow chArt o d,ptermine which of the following pair.;
of uriangles are similar. Circle the correct answer.

:I.
I

il .11 \

','-..,._ I- I t , I,
. , \ ---',...,...s.

:....

`.

. i /I I ', I r ...."-..,

'

I ,'

AEC is similar to 4=
-ABC i not similar coisZr

' CPI tc ,I.Lni..1.1r to
4_0

n -..)R

:7,jmil!tx



at 4

tt.

,Y,,,,

\ -..''''.',11:"in' A
......, ,1

.-.1 ' 40` ..,..
STU Is similar to VU-,4.

-
,,ti \

.1(I\
----...........,-...

166.

\
NM 4,414 4,3% A. 4 4= -.OM. 41. -14 NO I / 0.111,,4 4.14 4441 4,44 7

r4. )
4k-

i- \
V -9 irt i1 - A

In NM) NO = 48 m) MN.= 36 m and OM = 52 m MNO is similai' to RST
In EST) ES = 45 m) ST = 60 m and TR = 65 m WO is not similar to EST

AC T
: Your father has drawn a sketch of a flower bed around which he plans

Lo put; a fence. This is his drawing.

2 / / err

//' /
:;.nt:!h on this sketch :renreet:.-,:., 2 fe,2t f:lowcr. be-1.
;;1,2 len,fc,h of each side of tine flower bed ch..fd how riy
of l'ence he ill

John's house hou!...1e
q

..""`
se"

From the 31ovp
fi.1.3 in tho
statements.

t.

l'.,!!:
, ,

'7 )01 '4'4 :4.;

. " 1:1C).4';'

L.:, t.I t.

!l I .
i( .1,. f.' v ) .

: Lt. ! (..;
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COMPMDICY: Using mathomatios as a tool in performance of his duties.

Goometry--Classify simple plane (end solid) figures by distinguishing
sono of their properta.es.

OFJECTIVE3:

1, The studont will be able to select a cube frog a set of
geometric solids.

2. The student will be able to identify the six congruent
faces, the twelve straight-line edges and the eight vertices
of a cube.

ACTIVITY :U qelognizinp: cubes

S.....rgeste,1 materials:

SA of geonet.-..ic solids, including cubes, square prisms,
plrallelopipods and otherj. Examples of cubes, e.g., children's
blocks, dice, commercial cullo-11 1;lockc, 5V:A blocks,i etc.
Irojectuals for overit.d.

D'retionn to ctudent
1, A sluare han four equal side:i and four right ang1:-.

Find v. rolid that has some n,luare faces.

Tej,nd a solid that 1-15 six faces, all of whlch are
squcires. This is clllecl a cube.

3. Are there any other cubon in the collecthn of nolids

4, T,,:o faces meet at an '.edg,--.)." LocaLe the ndres of your
cuLe. How manv are there.'

`") 7hroto orlf,nr: ,r,ont at a ;:vrT,otcx,"

yovir You marlr fl.ro

riritnnlpst
I. :7-.- Icloc!:.:- or -;C:IA

! ;`101. -:'t and rrie;yrci -'i : c!,' 0

1 rt ri '

; .



OLIAJLCTIVE8r The studont 1411.1 ho able to dote:mine the two-dimensional
patterns that can be used to consti'uct a cube 9 and vri1,1 construct one

or more cubes from these patterns.

ACTIVITY 1: Constrlicting cube

Suggested materia1s:
Tagbord scissors; ruler, compass 9 transpapnt tape,
projectuals for figures 2 anr1 3.

Directions tr.) student:

1. Construct or draw six congruent squares from taghoard.
Tape together td form a cube.

2. Cut enough edges to allow pattern to lie flat,
How many cuts must be made? What restrictions are there
on the cuts

3. Draw patterns of figures 2 anJ 3. Cat out, fold along

narked edges, tape together to attempt to form cul..,os.

strategics:
Try to detorrine the conditions on tho patterns tha t
ro!:nit In utiles. Are there some rules that fuvorn Ui
piLttorns

Use fI ?lure 4 r,:ir a riu:',(:1,;

rih,3 re are elevc,n pa tt,w- thn will ijvu
Can you find all of thcr: (soo Figure 5)

1,:ote A :dmiiar r ;iv _Ity bo doveloped around seli,is wift

rectanular frcos, or with square an0 zoctinruinr faces
!wt:Lvits nr a r Otro mir!ht rairt



I.

a

Figure

v..
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172
COTTETENCY: (In addition to the first part of the 11.11t) -. Measurement

Usu 8tandard meautwing devious of lsngth, area and volume to maka
measuremonts.

013JECTIVES:

The student will be able to find thu length of the edges,
the areas of tne faces, and the volumes of selected cubes.

ACTIVITY 1: Neasuring cubes

4,5-,e:;tc,1 materials:

Sot of cubes of various sines, ruler, materials for computation

nirsetic-,s to studLnt:
1, Use the ruler to find the length of odgeo of cube.

/All be the total lengLh of all the edges?
(See the first section of tho unit.)

:hat is t1.1,- iroa of (-Ile of tha squaro faces?
( A = e2 )

Vfl.:a -Is the toLal surface arcv: of the cube?

volline of tho cube?
(

1 e) )

Comi,are areas and volur.., ,7(I a socen,11 cube has an edge
tInco f Lu . eful,04 three -times the-It or a

firnt, c*cl, eLc.



Tm 3-otrips

7

1

UMMINalilmaill10411,711Prta

One 3-strip

One 2-strip

One 1-2trip

9

173.

Three 2-2trips



CCPETENCYti
weight

CDJECTivE,-;

ACTIVITY 11

174,

Apply the common L4Iglish measures of length, aroa, volume,
and tomporature.

Given an Objeot to bo moaztive0. Ihe student, ean givo it
length.accurato to the nearest unit of measure.

Give each student some drawino and obj:-.cts to be reasured
using the "rule of thumb". That is, uuing the last joint
of the thumb as the unit of measure.

Suggested materialv
6uggested objects for measurements are books, denks, the
teacher's desk, or papers with drawings such as

or

Drawn in any scale the teacher desires.

104-r.ect'ions tr) studont

Today we are going to answer
ls this lino?" To tell 'how
yoar thumb. You can use the

1 thumb

the question, "Ilow lonc;

long," you can count with
crd of yr,ur thumb like this.

1.0nr" 1 .1 no A T pia ce :Trim t10 Ir.!)

- _



175,

lifiatY long" ar,o the linos on the paper?

"How long" are the sides of the objects on ytur desk?
When you have finished, chock your answers mith your
friends.

uggested strategies:
Teachers, use this last cbecku and the variance it shows
to bring up the idea of an inch as the same. ginit for us.
The above activity can be varl.ed mith tho use of dried
beans, paper clips, or other objects as tlie standard of
masuro. Ihe teacher need only vary the illustratiens
acuordingly.

4



COMPETENCY
(dry or

oBjgCTIW!

ACTIVITY 2.:

176.

Apply 'the connon Xnglizth meamres of 1..enth, area, voluvle

liquid), uoight 9 timo 9 money and temperatura.

Given au 6bject to he mighed the student can give an
answer avmurate to tho noarost unit of measure.

Give each stadent a halt:nee and a box of paper clips
to use AS his standard measure. Ask him.to find the

weight in p.c. (papal: clips) of the objocts provided.

alirgested materials:

Box of paper clips, balance, objects to be neasured--
ink eraser. chalk, five piecez of paper, 25 index cards,
wooden cubes, etc.

Directions to student%
Today we are going to ant-,Jer the quection, "how hoasy is
this?" To begin our work ve z*.ra goin2; to use the paper

caips to answer "how heavy." All we need do is put tiv.4

ol-)jeo'c we are checking on one :;!.de of our balance and p-at

cynough papor clips on the othcr side to got both trays
to be the same height.

c!Tty

,. 3.

Psnl 1)eavy IF; our box It is heavier than 2 paper
clis.

- -5 I 2, ( ,r

r roLls.i.1,1c.: I .'rt.'tzs

and :
1. if:

cms*!1.7 Lo a - cr nqrurn
int.ro!1:0...' I.... t

it! rr-t., r
1'

:



COMPETENCr:

(dry or

ACTIV1T1 L:

177.

Apply the comwn English measures of length, volume
weight, tirtle money and temperature,

Given a surface to be meaoured, the student can give its
area to the nearest unit of moasuro.

Each student will measure the area of the drawings given
him by using trading stamps as his standard unit,

2aggested materials:
Envelope enclosing at least 100 trading stamps (To avoid
problems with the stamps sticking on everything they could
be stuck to paper then cut to shape.)
Ditto sheets on'which aro drawn rectangles and other shapes
whose area can be measured.

Directions to studont:
Today us will see how man' pieces will fill the inside of
a drawlng. Since NO will need pieces that are tho came
size, we will count with trad.ing stamps. In the envelope
yau have been givan, you will find the trading staws you
will need. Uca them to fill in the drawings on your
sl.:;.oet of paper. W'rite down each answer as soon as :you
find it,

1,
7.....!
1,.. . ...,.- :

'

1. will hold 9 stamps, but
since there is some of the inside
which is not covered, we can say
that our answer is 9 or 10 trading
stamps.

Licgosted stratoies;
If possible try to have your students use different brands
of stamps. The variation in size will lead to a
discussion of a need for a s'candard unit and the introduction
of square
ahe above aciLivity can be also presented with the use of dry:
lima beans as your standard meqsure or canceled

cLan:ps,

I
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ACTIVITY 2; Thu studtint will measure object in two units and attempt
to detect tho patterhs.

.t'it;gested materials !

yardsticks, rulers, ditto with list of Objects .0 be measured
(A suggostod list is included in the'student's directions.)

Directions to student!
Today we will bo using the yard stick and ruler.
anco wo now know how to masure with these+ guides we
will try to find a way to change an answer in feet into
an answer in inches etnd so on. Use the yard stick and ruler
Lo fill in the following table. Try'to find ho':: the foot

answers change into inches; tild yard answers change into
foot, If yo,). thini f. you how the nunbers are chant-Arg
ask your touel.er to sae i: you have the right answers.

Measure
lvls.th of textbock

width of t.sN.tbook

lzngth of your desk
width of youl' desk
height of a window
width of a
Jength of tha room
width of the room

yd.

Yd.

Yd.
yr-4

Feet
ft.

ft.

ft.

ft.

ft.

ft.
AMMFAMOIM

X

X

X

0.1m7ested strateges:
Ihe above list may be lengthened to best fit the needs of yol.r
pupils for a variety of Objects. It is the author's

th.,ct no object should be measured in all three

urlts blcause of the confusion created. Of course, this

opinion is relative to the previous exporiences and abilities
or your sto,lk.s.

15;EVITY 3:

att.co1 noldoo csr 1. olLow3.

to

lonrmr e%ol,

t

f'(:c t
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182.
Cqgeosted strategies:

This activity is described as it would be used on an
intuitive approach under which the pupil need not be
Ale to demonstrate his mei:bed for selecting his choice,
,if the activity follows a previous discussion of
changing units..the pupil would be e4ected to domonstratc
his method of,selection.

The ten problems are by no means all inclusive and
should be lengthened if your student shows any hesitation
on an intuitive choice,

fr,



18).

COMPETENCY: CcnVert, uttng tables, English to Metric measures.and
conversely.

OBJECTIVE: Given a measurement of lmt_rth in the English or Metric
systems, the student will be able to convert to the
other system.,

ACTIVITY 1: The student will use his ability in moasuring in the
different systems to fill in a conversion table of the
standard units.

Suggested materials:
ruler, yard stick, motor stick

Directions 'c,o student:

Having studied how to moasure by inches, feet, yards and
by millimeters, contimeters, and meters,'we will use this
skill to fill in the following table. Be sure to go slow
and make your measurements au carefully as you can.

2nglish
1 inch
1 foot
1 yard

inch
inch
yard

Metric
cm

Ole1111111110=

om
CI 11 in

1 am
1 meter
1 meter

.1111

Now fill in these blanks with what,you have just discovered:

3 inches
2 yards

inch
inch
yard

6 inches
inch

Suggested strategies:
As accuracy is the esse:Itial point
be wise to have each student check
soon as the first six measurements

cm
m

3 cm
2 m
2 m

cm
10 cm

of this activity it may
his work with you ta:;
are completed.
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C0MPETWCY1 Convert, using tables, 1g1 i th tn Metric mensvres and
conversely.

ONECTIVE: Civen a measurement of weight in the English or Metri(;
system the student will be able to covert to the other system,

ACTIVITY 1: The student will r,easure standard units of one system in
the units of the other systeA. (English and Metric)

Suggested materials:
scale, weieht6 (ounces, pounds) , Weights (grams, kilograms)

Directi4ns to studentrm
Today wa will- disbover how ounces, pounds,
kilograms are related. To do this we will
scale to measure the different weights and
these measurements are a little tricky, wo
answers.
To begin, fill in this table.

English
1 oz.

oz.

grams and
use the
then, shace
will compare our

Metric
gm (cram)
kilogram

Nou ask five of your neighbors for their answors.

Add those and divide by 5. This,1411 give you an average
answer. Chock with the toackor te'see how close you have
acme to the sot answer, then finikh this table.

Eng LI sh

6

1+=

ez,
oz.

oz.

1.

Metric
pm
gm
kilogram

10 kilogram

NINION

7.17

Suggested strategiest
The above activity must be preceded with a discussion of
the need for slow work and accuracy.
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.185.
COMPETENM R000gnize that no meacanmont is preoise.

OBJECTIVE; Given a compass the stvdont will determine Which lAnes
are longer than a givon linoL

ACTIVITY l Comparing lengths of lines,

awested witerials;
Compass, handout sheets and pencils

Directions to student:

Bob wants to be sure that all the fish ho hau caught aro
above the legal minimum length. Using onlv comp:1st:1;

compare the lengths of his fish tilno AB, cos %Ao.)
against th(;) legal minimum length (L.L )

1.01 1M:" = L



186.
COir!i:TVCV: Recognize that no measurement is precise.

OBJECTIVE: Given seven line cements, a group of students will each
measure the items, ancut'ate to the nearest 1/16 of an
inch and aearest millimeter, record this information and
then compare the results.

ACTIVITY 1:

Measuring and eomparing thu lengths of lino segments

aaggeAed materials:
Handout sheet including the line segments and table;
rulers (Daglish and Metric)

MrecUons to stildont:
Today you. are to work in three steps.
1. Measure the line segments on your paper using inches

accurate to the nearest 1/16.
Write your results in the table which is also on
your papsr.

2. Measure the same lino segments using the metric ruler
and writing your answer accurate to the nearest millimeter.

3. Compare your results Iith three other students.

41. rms. evaymm

Line jognont

1'

I!

Inches

1

V

Contimeter, 9 lallimet,T

Su7r7e:710d stratogies!

After the students have fini-hod their measurements an,i
comparisons, develop their ideas on why their answors aro not,
all identical into a discussion of the concept of being
"precise.'"

(1'"
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CO: '2TL7CY: Uso metric units of length, mass And volume in making
measurements.

OBJECTIVE: Given a set of dbjects, or drawings of same, the student
will measure, calculate and report on volume expressed in
metric units.

.ACT1VIM Use of measure to find volume.

1.

2.

3.

auggested materials:

Give each student some rectangular solids, drawings and a
meter stick to be used in this activity.

Directions to student:
As you know,
by the width
height. For
10 cm.

18 cm length

180 cm2 x 10

Ooject

volume is calcuated by multiplying the lengith
and by multiplying that product by the
example the bo x. below measures 18 cin x 10 cm x

times 10 cm width = 180 cm2
180 square centimeters

cm height 1800 cm3 or
1800 cubic centimeters

On the next page you will find a box, moasure the box
yourself, to be sure you can use the metor stick.

Now measure the objects available and record the results
below.

Length Iddth Height

()

Volume
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189.
COMPETENCY: Use metric units of length, mass, and volume in. making

measure.

OBJECTIVE: Given a graduated millimiter measuring cup, the student
will f111 a liter container with water and compare his
results with the following conversion tables.

milliliter (ml) = 1/1000 liter
centiliter (c1) = 1/100 llter
deciliter (dl) = 1/10 liter

ACTIVITYg Each studont will have to fill a one liter container with
water from a graduated milliliter cup and record his rosults

Jugrested materials:

recording sheets water, a one liter container, and a
graduated measuring cup

Directions to student:

Fill tho graduated milliliter to the tenth line. You now
have a centiliter of water. Pour this water into the
container and repeat this process 9 more times. Yau now
have 10 centiliters of wator in the container. Now pour
all the water in the graduated measuring cup. The 10
centiliters w equal one deciliter. Mark this line .on
the measuring cup. Now how many of those deciliters do
yoa need to fill the liter contoiner?

Pill in the table below

Deciliters = 1 liter
10 Centiliters = 1 Deciliter

Centiliters = 1 liter
10 Milliliters = 1 Centiliter

Milliliters = 1 liter

)



190.
camirm Use standard measuring devices of length, area, volume,

time and temperature to make measurements.

OBJECTIVE: Glven a group of line segments the students will measure
them accuratq,to the nearest inch, 1/2 inch, 1/4 Inch, and
1/8 inch.

ACTIVITY: Measuring lentth in the anglish system.

Suggested materials:
rulers and handaat with the line segment drawings

Directions to student:
Uhat is the length of lino segment

A 13
C 1)
E F 160

1.°k ;4.."
+

1 2 3
. mr ammo,- vmor.......am B

41111. a-

Have someone check your three measurements then go on to
tho drawings which follow:



A

191.

I. Measure the following lino
segments to the nearost wholo
inch.

A D
C D
E F
G il

VIMMEN10.1111001

2, Measure the following lino
segments to the nearest half
inch.

A C
C E
E G
B D
D F
F

41,,

5. 1.easure folloming line sements to the noarez;t quirter inoh.

AD CF 9 EH CB nT
Li G P



4. Mersure all line segments to the nearest eighth of an iboh.

A B
A C
C D

MaNINIORMIEMsldrar
E

E F
F G

i

1- .
/

.,. /......._
,

------..... ,

/ ....._

L.

ti

+e.

H

H I
I J
K L
N N

P

' /

) 4

....411.=11.111n
1111.1OWMINI.inialsINE01.1.

INIIIMMOM11.1101

192.
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COldPETENCYt Use standard measuring devices of length, areal:volume,

time, and temperature to. make measarements.

OBJECTIVE:

ACTIVITY:

Given various.scales the student will-umigh Objects, record
their results, and answer the' three questions stated below.

Weight by various scales

Suggested materials:

bathrooth scales (pound)
scales for ounces .(postal scales)
scales for grams (science lab equipment)
bjects for weighing (books, ersers, etc.)

Directions to student:

On the recording sheet write down the weights of at least
six Objects and try to answer the questions at the
bottom of the page.

Object

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Recording Sheet

Bathroon Scale (ib) Ounces Grnms
OIM.A.M110.

Question 1? Nhich scale is the least accurate one on which to weich
small objects?

Question 2° Cn which scale(s) can you read Lhe results directly?

Question 3: Can you estimate9 from the data in your table above, ho:r mqny
grams would be equal to 10 ounces?



194,
j

CQMPETENCY: Use standard measuring devices of lengthrareascvolume,
tiMe and temperature to make measurements.

OBJECTIVE: ,Criven thermometers of Fahrenheit and Celsius (Centigrade)
scales, the student will take the temperature of six water
samples and record the data in the given table.

ACTIVITY: :Using standard thetometers

Suggested materials:

thermometers (Fahrenheit and Celsius Scales)
containers for water, ice and water

Directions to student:
Today you should have some fun by uslmg two different
kinds of thermometers to measure the temperature ef
different glasses of water. Be sure to ask your teacher
how long you should leave the thermOmeters in the water to
get an acaurate reading.
Fill in yaur results in the table below.

Water Samples

ice water

sample x

room temperature water

samrl.e y.

boiling water

Fahrenheit Celsius

Suggested strategies?
Teachers sat your own limitations on how long the students
should keep the thermometers in the water to be accurate
without taking too much time,

4
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COMPETENCY', Measurement

OBJECTIVES: Ihe student vill be able'to measure and draw a line
segment using a ruler.
The 4udent-will be able to draW and meazure an angle
of 90 using a protractor.
The student uill be'able to construct a rectangle and
know properties of a rectangle.

ACTIVITY 1:

Suggested maierials:

Protractor, 12 inch ruler, pencil, paper

Eirections to the student:
1. Use the ruler and draw a straight line 6 inChes long

at the bottom ol 7.our 'paper. Label the left ond point
1 and the right end point 2.

2. Use the protractor mid draw a line through end point
2 at an angle of 90°.

3. Nark a dot on this line at a distance of 9 inches
from point number 2. (See diagram 1) Label this
dot number 3.

Diagram 1?.

Ddacram 2;

4. Uno the protractor and draw
num'oor 3 at an of 900.

50 Use the protractor and drau
number 1 at an angle of 90
th:Is line moots the line in
diaiTam 2.)

a ldne through point

a line through point
Label the point where

(4) as nurber 4. (See

the mniguro of tho nnrle the:;(3

two 1;nen? t)(1



Diagram 3:

196.

6. Use ytur ruler to find the point halfway between
points 2 slid 3. 'label this point 5. Use your ruler

. to find the point halfyay between points 1 and:4.
Label this point 6. (See diagram 3.)

.1111.1001!.
1 di dur

6.1

,L ansas

What is tlie dist-moo btwoon (a) points 2 and 5,?
(b) points 4 and 6?
(c) points I and 3?
(d) points 2 and 4?
() points 1 and 4?
(f) points 3 and 4?
Are any of these distances tha same?
If so, which cncs?

4111PONOLAXMMIAM...1.W.471RMil,MIOw.

INIMI.Leme

Suggested strategiesz
The teacher may now ask the students to construct
rectangles of ether dimensions. Ask the same questions.
The student Should keep the rectangles he has constructed
for use in the next unit.

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONJ:

(a) 4 inches
(b) 4 * inches
(c) 10 7/8 inches
(d) 10 7/8 inches
(e) 9 inches
(0 6 inches

yes, (a,h) (c,d) (e)f)
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COMPETENCY: Measurement

OBJECTIVES: The student will bo able to draw and measure angles
using a protractor.

ACTIVITY 1: Drawing and measuring angles.

Suggested materials:

Protractor, 12 inch ruler, pencil, 6 x 9 inch rectangles
drawn on paper

Directions to student:
1. Label the rectangles as in diagram 1. Five it the

middle (midpoint) of the segment with endpoints 2
and 3. Six:is the middle (midpoint) of the segment
with endpoints 1 and 4.

Diagram 1:

COMMENTDiagram 1 is a model of a pool table.
Pretend that the dots on the corners and the sides
are the "pockets" of the pool table.
Por our game, we will only use the cue ball and
will try to determine the path that it will follow
when hit.

You are to measure the angle with your protractor
and draw the path the ball travels with your ruler.
Continue drawing the path of the ball and mearzuring
the angle the ball bounces ofj: the side until the
path loads to a pocket.

Rules:

1. The cue ball must always hit a side before it
hits a pocket.

2. The ball will always bounce off a side at fhn
angle it hits. (See diagram 2)

i
1.::i cram ::.'.; . , .

..

41110

f

1

1

,

i

i
1

I -

i
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2. Starting from coriliv pocket nuMber 1, hit the ball

at an angle of 45u with a side. Use the 2rotraptor.
to mqAsure thiF angle and use the ruler to artimIgie'

path.the ball travels, -*

Answer the following questions:
1. How many sides will the ball hit before it hits

a pocket?
2. Will the same thing happen if you start from the

same place but at a different angle? Explain

your answer.
3. Will the same thing happen if you start at a

different position but at the same angle? Explain

your answer.

ACTIVITY 2: Drawing and measurinr angles

Diggested materialv
Same as Activity 1.

Dimetions to the student:
1. Move the ball one inch along either :Ade fa'om the

corner pocket number 1.
2. Hit the ball at a 45° angle from the side and draw

the path the ball travels.
3. Answer the following questionsg

1. How many sides will the ball hit before it
hits a pocket?

2. Uhat happens if you move the ball one inch
from the corner pocket number 1 but along the
other side and then hit it at a 450 angle?

ACTIVITY 3: Drawing and treasuring angles and distance between
two points.

Suggested materAals:
Same as Activity 1,

DirpctAons to the student:
1. Fl-tce the ball at corner pocket nurber 1.

hit the ball so tLat it will bounce off one rtie
and hit slde peol,et number 6.
Answor the folici,inF,, questions:
1, jeil,r1t in thn measure ef thu nlyle

bail Wits the sidort
tlo.-= dir:tance from ournor 111:0,0

to +1(.1 point. on the 51110 nit. tv tilt) in Lt



ACTIVITY 4: Drawing and measurinc angles and distance between
two points.

Suggested materialv
Same as Activity 1.

Directions to the student:
1. Place the ball ono inch from corner

along either side. Repeat activity
Lame questions.

2. Place tho ball one inch from corner
but along the other side not used.
and answer the same questions.

199.

pocket number 1
3 and answer the

pocket number 1
Repeat Activity 3

ACTIVITY 5: 1:easurement of angles° Inductive reasoning.

Suggested materials:

Same as Activity 1.

Directions to the student:
#

1, Place the ball at corner pocket number. 1. Determine
the path of the ball if you hit two sides and then
hit side pocket number 6.

2. Answer the following questions:
1. What are the measures of the angles with which

the ball hits the sides?
2. what is the distance from corner pocket number 3

to the point where the ball hits the first side?

6uggosted strategies:

Vary the size of the "rool table." Use 6 x 109
5 x 8, 4 x 7, etc. Allow the student to make up more
complex "shots" but still answering the same vype of
questions.

.11N, 3..1117I-Z 3

Activlty 1:
1 throo sA0os

A,.!1-Avity 2:

1. It w1 11 nevor h'it a pocket
Ihe 11111 folloml tho same path E.It An the Gpl'osito
directjon.

Ac'.iv;ty 3:
. ,

11101-P'

A(AlvIty 4:

73" , 1-2. 3/4 inches
2-1. 6() , 2-2. 2 1/6 inches

:.!tvAty 5:

1. 41' an6 47° 2 incnes
2 1
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COPETENCY: Round off measurements to the nearest given unit of the
measuring device used such as rulers, protractors, and thermometers.

OBJECTIVE; Given various angles and geometric shapes the student
will use a protractor to measure the angle to the nearest
degree.

ACTIVITY 1: Each student is to use a protractor and measure all the ang1es
on the following pages and answer two relevant questions.

Urections to student:
Using your protractor measure the four angles labeled
below.

1.1

900 0/4°
A /:4411.1.V alms,monosiou. vas..

Write the number of degrees for angle C A B here.
Have your teacher check this before you proceed to measure the angles
L;iven

fl
/ B C

0
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1. L DEF =

2. L DEG =
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6. L IEF =
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TUS =

L UST =
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Hew many degrees do the three intsrior
angles of a triangle equal.

111..111111111111 '.111.11MMOII

1, Use a protractor to find the measure of each angle.

A. B.

2. Use a protractor

A. 38o

,
r *remora err wrorrrrrirrrrer**..

to construct caaRles with the indlcated

B.
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OBJECTIVE: Given a map with a list of cities and their respective
population the students will round off this figura to
the nearest hundred.

ACTIVITY: Rounding off given measures and answer two questions.

Suggested materials:
Give each student a work sheet, map and pencil.

Directions to student:
Cn the worksheet you will fird 40 towns and cities listed.
Round off the population of each town to the nearest
hundred. You see that the population of Le Mars has been
rounded for you. 1800
Please continue.
Which town is the largest in population?
Which town is the smallest in population?

OBJECTIVE: Given a printed centigrade and fahrenheit thermometer
scales the student will fill it in.

ACTIVITY 2: Ihe student will fill in the attached table.

Saggested materials:
Worksheet and pencil

Directions to student:
Look °It the attached printed scales. Five various levels
B through F are designated by arrows. The answer for level
A has been tabled for yon. Round off the measures B
through F and complete the table.

CENTIGRADE

agotoe. 6.0

75°

25'"

0

al

MRENET,TT
-----.7707

Iboiling roint

\i

c

A

Complete the chart.

..1111102.M.Iir

Centigrade Fahrenheil;

32

F

freezing poirt
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Suggested strategies: 9
The teacher could develop the formula F = 5 C + 32
by finding the ratio betren the distance of 1800 on the
Fahrenheit scale iud 100 on the centigrade ( 180 ) .

100
There is a corresponding ratio for the intervals shown in
the illustration on page 161.

180 . 45= 9
100 -23 5

45.

The ratio of centigrade to Fahrenheit is 100 for the
71.F5

entire distance from freezing to boiling points and 25 or

for the intervals shown which gives the formula:
5

C = 9 (F - 32)

9
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COMPETENCY: Predict the possibility of simple events occurring.
-

OBJECTIVE: Through the use of simple devices the student should
demonstrate and predict the probability of simple events
occurring.

ACTIVITY 1: Uiing coins to determine probability

Suggested materials:
1. Pennies or other coins to be differentiated from one

another (enough for evezy 2 students).
2. Transparencies for teacher to show direction of

activities. (For this activity see worksheet A.)
3, Small baby food jars rith lids or other containers

that can bo used for a shaker.

Directions to student:
1. Shake 2 coins in

(heads or tails)
100 times.

2. Shake 3 coins in
(heads or tails)
100 times.

3. Find probability

centner and read and record results
of coins in container. Do this

container and road and record resulte

of coins in container. Do this

of results of 1 and 2 above.

Suggested strategies: (for teacher)
1. Suggest that the 'teacher should define probability as

PROBABILITY = Successful tries = S.T.
Total Tries T.T.

2. Stress that the collection of , this statistical data
is necessary to predict probability.

3. Direct students in analyzing data from their
experimentation and determine probability.

4. Direct students to analyze the statistical data obtained
, from their experimonts. Also stress the mathematical

aspect and de-emphasize the idea of gallfbling.
5. Have students work in pairs.

ACTIVITY 2 Using dice to determine prehahility

ILIggested ma,erials:

1. dice (psir for ev,iry 2 students)
2. A set of large dice for teacher visua1 aid
3. Transparenciee: for teacher to show 'directLon of

activities. (Tor thAs ar!tivity see worksheets 13 and C)

;2 s
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Direction's to student:
1. Roll single die fifty times on op of the desk and

record results.
2. Find the probabi1ity of results.

3. Rell a pair of dice 100 times on top of desk and
*

record the results.
4. Find the probability of results.

Suggested strategies: (for teacher)
1. Suggest that the teacher should define probability as:

FRODABILITY= Succese-Pul tries = S.T.
faal tries T.T.

2. Stress that the collection of this statistical data
is necessary topredict probability.

3. Direct students in analyzing data from their
experimentation and determine probability.

4. Direct students to analyze the statistioal data
obtained from their wtpsriments. Also stress the
mathematical aspect and de-emphasize the idea of
gambling.

5. Teach students how to analyze the-gano of &ice
(large dice and transparencies suggested for this
instruction).
Have the students work in pairs.

ACTIVITY 3: Using a deck of playing cards to determine probability

Suggested materials:
1. Decks of playing cards (enough for a deck for

every 2 students.)
2. Transparencies for the teacher to show direction of

activities.

Directions to student:
1. Nith a deck of pluing cnrds9 pred:Ict the prob4biliy

of drawing:
1. a spade
2. an ace
3. nn eight og hearts
4. a black card
5. a black ten

Surp.esLed strategies: (for teacher)
1. Suggest that the tcachor should dofine probability as:

PROBABILITY = SuccessPul tries -,-, S.T.

Total tries T.T.

Stress that the collection of lthis statistien1
data As necessary to predict probability.
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3. Direct the students in analyzing data from their
experimentation and determine probability

4.. Direct the students to analyze the statistical data
Obtained from their waperiments. Also stress the
mathematical aspect and dep9hphasiz6.the:idea,of
gambling.

5. Consider the above procedures as a pattern for
further experimentation with the deck of playing
cards.

6. Have students work in pairs

ACTIVITY 4: Using a set of colored objects to determine probability

2aggested materials:,

1. Three sets of different colored balls or different
colored objects and containers to be used for random
selection (enouqh for every 2 students). The contai:w
should be opaque and capable of handling the sample
objects.

2. Transparencies for the teacher to show direction of
activities,

Directions to student:
1. Nith a:container of 4 black Objects, 5 white ebjects,

and 3 red objects, predict the probability of
drawing; (considering replacement of each object
after it is drawn)
1. One red object
2. Cne white object

3. One black object
4. Cne white and olio red object
5. One white, one black, and one red object

Suggested'strategies: (for teacher)
1. Suggest that the teacher should define probability as:

MOBADILITY= Seceeorful tries = S.T

2. Stress that the collection of this statistical data
is necessary to predlet probability.

3. Direct the'students in analyzing data from their
experimentation and determine the probability

4. Direct the students to analyze the statistical data
obtained from their experiments. Also stress the
mathematical aspect and de-emphasize the idea of
gambling.

5. Consider the above procedures as a pattern for
further experimentation with the colored objects.

6. ve the students work in pairs.
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Worksheet A

Possible outcomes when shaking two coins in a container:

HHTT
HTHT

Question that may be asked:

1. What is the probability that two tails will occur?

2. What is the probability that one head will occur?

3. What is the probability that at least one tail will occur?

4.. What is the probability that one or more heads will occur?

Possible outcomes when shaking throe coins in a container:

HHHTTTHT
HHTTHTTH

THHHT
Questions that may be asked;

/
1. Whet is the probability that two heads will occur?

2. What is the probability that at least two tails will occur?

3. What is the probability that two or more heads will occur?

4. TAhat is the probability that at least three tails will occu._-?
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The Possible arrargements coming up in one roll of two dice

1 2 3

1 (1,1) (1,2) (1,3) (1,4) (1,5) (1,6) .

2 (2,1) (2,2) (2,3) (2,4) (2,5) (2,6)

3 (3,1) (3,2) (3,3) (3,4) (3,5) (3,0.

4 (4,1) (4,2) (4,3) (4,4) (4,5) (4,6)

5 (5,1) (5,2) (5,3) (5,4) (5,5) (5;6)

6 (6,1) (6,2) (6,3) (6,4) (6,5) (6,6)

The sum of the faces of the two dice

+ 1 2 3 4 5 6
7arlie* aps .1.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

3 4 5 6 7 e 9

4 5 6 7 8 9 10

5 6 7 6 9 10 11

7 10 11

210.



Worksheet C

The sum of the faces of the two dice

1

2

3

4

5

6

1 2 3 5 6

3 Li. 5 . 6 7

3 4 5

4 5 6

5 6 7

6 7 8

7 8 9

6 7 8

7 8 9

8 9 10

9 10 11

10 11 12.

Tho probability of outcome

4

213,

Number 2

(outcome
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

:requelley 1 2 3 4 5 6 5 4 3 2 1

P (N)
Probability- 1/36 1/18 1/12 1 9 5/36 1/6 5/36 1/9 1 12 1/18 1136

In the game of dice----on the first roll, if you get a 7 or 11
you win; if you roll a 2, 3, or 12 you loose. Should you roll
any other number (4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10) on the first roll, that
number is known as your "point."
You then continue to roll the dice until yoll come up with your
"point" or the number 7. If you roll your "point" before you
roll a 7, you win, however, if the 7 comes up before your "point,"
you loose.
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COMPETENCY: First steps in business arithmetic. Determining
the weekly and biweekly wages.

OBJECTIVES: Given the,hourly rate and the number of hours worked
during a week, the student should be able to determine the
weekly and biweekly wages.

ACTIVITY 1:

Suggested Materials:
1. Multiplication tables
2. ililank "Payroll Checks°
3. Play Money
4. Teacher created problems
5. Student workbook Page 1
6. Student homework sheet

Directions to Students:
1. Discuss with your classn.ates the job opportunities

around: your area.
2. Talk about government (civil service) and non-government

(private firms) jobs.
Suggestions: A. Payroll periods B. Minimum wage
Note: When you earn an hourly wage, you are paid only for

the hours you worked. A salary is a fixed amount,
usually yearly, that is paid a person to do a job
to the best of his ability. A teacher is paid a
salary.

3. To find the weekly earnings, multiply the hourly rate by
the number of hours.of work during one week.
Look at this example:

Anvorak worked 15 hours in one week. Her hourly
rate is .:4.25. Find her weekly earnings.
Observe: (e4.23) hourly rate x (15) hours worked.

Solve:
x 15

625
125

Thus: Ueekly earnings: .,18.75
4. ),00k at this example:

the 1)111:lekly earrin.: of a person who works 30
hours a week using, the following hourly rates.
a. h. ..3.05

mt.ans two. ,!::o biweely means hx)pnin:;
once evcry two weeks. To Cind the biweekly earnings,
Ile find the weekly ear.ninpss i'irst. Then we multiply
the weekly earninL;s by 2 ( wek:;) Lc) find the bioRly
ear ri;

:

( \ hourly rate x ("50 ) hours of' unrk i 011-
I vo : (houcly rate)

x 3 (hour:4 of work ciuri nc; )

(weekly eal'Hluf.--,:)
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Now we take 85.20 (weekly earnings) and multiply
it by 2 to find the biweekly earnings.

85.20
x 2

.)170.40 (biweekly earnings)

5. By following the above example, find the biweekly
earnings for Part DI Example 4.

6. Take workbook pages 1 and 2 and follow instructions.

7. Check your answers by exchanging paper with your
neighboring classmate or a friend.

8. If you have difficulty, raise your hand and ask your
teacher or any student who understands the concept.

9. When you finish and have your answers corrected, them
start working on your homework.

Suggested Strategies:
1. Solve a problem on the chalkboard and explain how to

compute the weekly and biweekly earnings.
2. Hake up problems at a different level of difficulty

for the students to further reinforce the learning
concept.

3. Try to get to each student and to help each one
individually.

4. Check the students' answers by sending volunteers
to solve problems on the chalkboard. Let the class
correct the student at the chalkboard.

5. cr"se students will be more interested in what they
are doing if they understand why they are doing it.
Discussion Questjons: a. Why do people work?
b. Is it interesting to compute your own weekly and
biweekly earninpss?

!'



. Student Uorkbook, Page 1

NAME

,aN

10011411101111111Mi.r.

4
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Go over the sample problem with your teacher.

SAMPLE PROBLEM: Find the weekly earnings.
Hours worked --- 28
Hourly wage ---- A.80

To find the weekly wages, we multiply the hourly rate
by the number of hours of work. So, we multiply (41.80),
the hourly rate by (28) hours of work. Thus:

41.80
x 28

1440
360

)50.40 Weekly earnings

Now solve these problems. Find the weekly earnings of a
person who works:

1. 35 hours at 2.30 an hour.

2. 31 hours at 3.05 an hour.

3. 39 hours at .:$4.10 an hour.

4. 331/3 hours a0,?2.84 an hour.

5. 37 1/2 hours at 3.00 an hour.

6. If a peron works 40 hours per week, what is his weekly
pay at each of the following hourly ratos:

a. 42.50 a. b. b.

C. 03.80 C. d. d.

e. A.75 e.

7. If a person works 30 hours weekly, what are his biweekly
earnings at nach of the following hourly rates.

a. . 80 a.

b . 3.5O b.

c . )2. 65 c .

a. '4.20 a.

e. f,2.45 e.



Student Homeword Sheet 167
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1. List several occupations around your area in which wages
are paid on an hourly basis

a.

b.

C.

d.

2. How often do government employe:es get paid?

3. Write a paragraph explaining ez.,ch of these terms: Overtime,
time-and-a-half, double time.

I
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COMPETENCN1 Use adders and/or calculators to solve addition,

subtraction, multiplication, and division problems.

OBJECTIVE: To be able to add a series of one, two, three, or more
digit numbers with an adding machine.

ACTIVITY 1:

Suggested materials:
Monroe-Victor adding machine for each student or group.

Directions to the student:
Adding:

1. Beginning to add a series of nuMbers with nn
adding machine, always clear the machine first
by pressing the T (total) key.

2. Now in adding a series of numbers, press the
appropriate keys for the first addend and upon
completion of this task, you then must press the
key on the adding machine which represents the
operation you are doing, which is addition.
Therefore, press the + (plus) key. One will
continue to repeat the same operation with the
machine until you have recorded all addends in the
given problem.

3. After recording all addends_ your next task is to
find the sum. Therefore after recording the
last addend and pressing + (plus) key, you then
press T (total key) and the result will be the
sum of the series of numbers you recorded in the
machine.

Exampleg Addition
7 5 4- 13 =

Cater [Press' 7 prints
7

]
on

rress
+ j

pEhter 5 rints Prese]
13 on

tape

13 prints
on

tlpe

Rress Sum of 7 + 5
4. 13 prints

on tape

tape



Suggested strategies:

A worksheet could be given to otudonts on adding vholo
numbers.

OBJECTIVE: To be able to add decim4 numorals.

Directions to the studont:
Remember to find the decimal numoral with the greatost
amount of digits to the right of decimal point to
determine how to position your numbers on adding
machino.

Example: 5.02 + 6.3851 + 82.041 =
The greatest amount of digits to the right of tho &anal
point in tho example is four (appearing in the numeral
6.3851). lhoreforee ono must always maintain four digitE,
in each numeral one entors to the right of tho decimal.
For example, the first numeral 502 nust be entered as 5D200.
Please take noLe that you do not enter a decimal point
on an adding machine; you must do this upon totaling
ymr answer.

------,
(St ftrt 'Pr ( ter

I T t \ 50200 .1

)1Pres;1

1 '1'

I Press alter k_ 63851
. 4- 820410 IN prints on

\ tapo

iPress
1 4

570206---7

prints on/
\ tape

rErTtor
63851 di

820 2k10 'Press --) Sum of 50200 + Locate ----3
pri T 51 + 820410 / ;decimal

AApil
prints on/ ! pointon

2iirqostc1 strategies

Give doclm:a nii,.!1:; to ndri, n1:10 arr-Inr'o
mmerals vc,rtIcn11-: aryl horni1117J.
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OBJECTIVE: To be able to subtract whole numbers and decimal numerals.

Directions to the student:
865.3 . 72.08527 =

Pleasa refer to Activity 2 for directions on handling
decimals for addition as same principles apply in
mabtraction.

i'ress farntor,
86530000

\St

Differenuo
f 86530000
ad 7203527
lorints on
\ tape

Press I 7203577
\ Prints /

on i

*
/PT7a77\______ (End )

( Decinal ?

point /
410'

),)

iTes7s71-7C157g0
1 + Prints

on
tape

/_---_--

Press ( Enter )
' 7208527



Example 2: Series of combined addition and subtraction

25 16 + 8 - 7 5 + =

IPross

8
prints

on
tape

Press
T

1.111110-10.0)11,

--___-----
4

prints
on

.tapo
---.--

\\
16

prints
on

tape

Znter
2$

219.
.

I Later Press
7 r

4 ) <

Answer of
25 - 16 + 8 . 7

+ 4

Prints on
tape

End )

SugRested strategies:

Worksheets could be made up on the followdng:
1. spending money
2. maintaining a chacking account
3. budget
4. verbal problems which the student wdl

determine whether to press the + or -
entering number.

5. units of meaF,ure (Diglish as w(,11 as

0 fl I

I read an'
key aftor

wetric)
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OBJECTIM: To be hble to multiply, where multiplier is a one digit

numeral with the adding machine.

Directions to the students

) Product of
8 x 6

Prints on
tape

8 x 6 =

ss

1 Key

Press
Repeat °

gess

Y
Press 4-; remain depressu. AS

< ---- thi s key until machine 11:,.5
printed the number 8 on

tape 6 times.
..111111

Suggested strategiew
1. Multiplier should always be one digit
2. Work with costs of items. Make a 'chart where

the students multiply then add totals.
3. Work with invoices

OBJECTIVE: To be able to multiply two, three, or more digit nuMbers
with adding machine

tirections to the student:

Example: 45 x 6 =

One could enter 45 in the machine, then press the rope-:!
koy and then depress the key until 86 "45us" appoar
on the tape. This, however, would i-oviro too much time,
so letss analyze how one can ml)ltiply with the maehino
with fewer operati.ons.

45 x 86
45 x (BO + 6)
(45 x 'd0) (45 x 6)
(45 x 10 x + (45 x 6)
(45 x 10) x 8 + (45 x 6)
(450 x 8) + (45 x 6)
45 x 86 is the s,:..me as (450 x 8) (45 x ()

C) f .



..)"tart
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Operation A: 45 x 6 =

alter 45, preSs the repeat koy;'then press the + koy,
remain depressing this key until 6 "45's" print on
the tape.

Operation B: 450 x 8 =
How can I enter 450 in the machine? 'Your machine
still has a memory "45", so enter a zero and now the
machine has 450 in memory. I then press the + key
(you still have to repeat key depress) and remain
depressing this key until 8 "450's" print on the tape.
Then p-.ess the total key; tho product of 45 x 86 print.:
on the tape.

45 x 86 =

!Press

Press +0 remain depressing
this key until machine has
printed the number 450 on

tr.pe 8 times.

P'17.ess

T

Froduct of 45 x t,
\ prints on tapl

tell
"Zor o

'Press repontl
0,0

key

Press +4 remain
pressing this key
until vachine has

'printed the number
45 on tape 6 times

( End )

, t,



Multiply 578 x 378 =

( Start I Press
T

Enter
Zero

Press 4-9 rxmain depressing Enter
this key untft.1 machine haL7 Zero //

prfolted the number 5780 oti
tlpe 7 timesc

222.

Press
epeat
Key

Press "I', remain dopresslng
this key until machine hai:

, I printed the nuMber 578 on
tape 8 times

111.illomprojralr".....=-.--,../E1.

Pn,auct of
576 378

prints on
tars

End ,

wilsagai0

,,.1=74.1110,31101...7"XPIOW. Tir./MP/MMINEVINIVENCY*--.NalMa.....

Press +2 remain depressinc
this key until machine hp.
printed the number 57800

on tape 3 times,



Example 2:
. 46% of 1253 is

Rewrite into arithmetic sentence; it becomes
1253 x .46 =

PressTI

Enter
Zero

=111110=mme.

Press 4°, remain depressing
this key until machine has
printed the riumber 12530 on

tape 4 times.

22.3.

IPress +, remain dopressfvag
this key until machine has
printed the nuMber 1253 on

tape 6 'imes.

End /Locate
1 decimal '

point

Product of
1253 x 46

\Prints on
taDe

iestod stratogies:
WUrksheets could be mado IT of the foljo.wing

1, whole nunbers
decimal numberslayrolls

3. percentar,es-t.nlc tax, retircli44 soolll
interest; in7osments.

4. payrolls--ccvnring thc 11,evn



COMPETENCY: Wi-ite simple sentences showing the relations =, >9

for two given numbers.

OBJECTIVES:

ACTIVITY 1:

224c

The student who successfully completes this unit should
be able tog
1. Supply the missing relations to make given number

sentences truo.
2. Supply the missing element or number to make given

number sentences containing the relations true.
3. Supply the missing operation to make given number ..

sentences true.
4. Determine whether sentences containg =, <, >, or

their negations are true or false.

To achieve the above objectives, the following activities
are proposed:

Suggeeted materials:
One beam balance per studont, washers.

Directi on s to the student:
1-A. Fill in the blanks below with <, >, =, er

Place washers on the hooks on the left side of the
balance beam for the numbers cn the left side of the
blanks and washers on the hooks on the right side
for those on the right.

mEMICIp.11.1r

10 9 7 6 .5 4 3 2 .- 2 3145 7 3

(.3

' 1)1:1' I,(



If the balance tips You may place tho
like this following in the blank

Example: 3 + 4

4t_

225.

Uhich meant.:

is less than

is not great,D7

than or equal to

is groator t'!vn-

is not less 4-11an

or equal to

is coual tr

9 Balsno ti ps ko thA s:

Therefore: Nelnq:

or

3

3

+ 4

/1.

loss than

s n(rt, 1-7.,(l tor

)

thnn r t'?
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Problem Means

1. 7 5 1.

8 2._
3. 5 + 4 7 3.

ft 1111,.

.1111.

4. 6 + 3 9 + 2 4.

5. 2 + 5
8 5. 4.01

6. 2 + 3 + 4 10 6.

7. 9 + 3 + 2 8 + 4 + 5 7,
"or=

8. 3 x 4 2 x 5 8.

9. 2 x 7 + 5 4 x 4 + 2 9.

10. 1 + 2 + 3 x 4 3 x 5 10,

ACTIVITY 1-B:

Directions to the student:
Fill in tIie blanks belowwith whole numbers.
Place washers on the hooks on the left side of the beam
balance for the numbers on the left side of the relation
( <9 >9 =9 )9 ) and washers on the right side for those
on the right. Use the .7mpllest p=.210.2. niimbor."\

\
Example 3 + 4 L: 2 4- 6

,/

te, 2 / / , 9

Balance must look like:

Note: 3, 4, etr.:. also work,
1.111, 2 1. s the r.rallont nurthDi



7

L. 2 + 3 < 1 +

2. 7 + 3 = + 4

3. 9 + 3 t. 5 +

, Note: < means loss than or equal to.

L. 7 + 5

5. 5 x 3

Fill in the
will make the

< + 6

x 8

blanks below with the laruest p=ible
sentence true.

6. 5 + 7 > + 2

7. 3 + 10 5 +

Notes means greater than or equAl to.

8. 6 + 5 3 +

9. 5 4° 3 7 x

10. 5 x 2 + 4 > 3 x + 6

227 .

whole number that;

Fill in the blanks below with an operation symbol ( +9
will make the sentence true.

11. 3 4 Z9

12. 7 5 6

13. L 5

14. 7 3 > 9 2

15. 4 5 '3

9 ÷ 9 x) which

J11ted strats.7ies:
This activity js designed for dndependent study and 0:,1111
be used for review or roinforcement. Problems can bo
made much more diff5oult. Frior work vtth a beam balco
is desirable. 7.011', Imlances can be easily :r.nde

rulers with mdls plir.ed at the numbers. Do not 1:.nkc
then too sensitive. If the beam balnneo now to t! ;

student, allow hi.m -hvie to "moss around': till
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ACTIVITY 2: Possession

A game involving inequalities

Suggested materials:
Two decks of cards aro used. One deck consists of
four sets of numbers from 1 to 10. For this deck, a
regular bridge deck with the jacks, queens, ard kings
removed may be used with the aces counting as 1. The
second deck consists of 10 cards on which are printed
the relations: =9 09 <9 <9 >9 >9 f'", /), respectively.
Sixty toothpicks, buttons, beans, or some such dbjects.

Object of the game:

The first player to !lessees thirty toothpicks is the
winner. Other ways for determining a .winner might be:
1. a definite number of toothpicks other than thirty
2. a time llmit where the player possessing the most

toothpicks at tue end of the time is the winner
3. a specific nuriber of hands (the player possessing

the most toothpicks at the end of these hands wins.)
4. when one person has all the toothpicks

Number of players: 3, 4, 5, or 6.

Rules of the Game: Version 1.
1. Evenly divide the toothpicks among the players.
2. Each player draws a playing card to determine the

dealer. High card wins the deal.
3. Shuffle the 40 playing cards and 10 relation cards.
4. Place the relation cards face down in the center of

the table.
5. Deal out one playing card to each of the players

including the dealer.
6. Turn over a relatlon card.
7. The dealer then goes to each player in turn and

using his own playing card as the left side of a
relation, the upturned relation card, and the othor
players° cards as the right sides determines if ti,e

sentence is true or false.
3, if the sentence is true, the player must give the

d3alor one tooi.hpirlk. If it is falsn, the dealer
gives up a teGthpic.k to the player.

9. If the dealer makes a mistake in deerninng whenel
the statemont is true or false and is caught 1-:y the
playo- he is conpardng with, he must forfeit two
tooi.hpicks to that player.

10. After four deals, the deal is then passed to the
player on tI.JJ lef, who shuffles both the
and relation cards and continues play.

II. lhe relatic.n cardr may be shuffld anyti:me a :d.nycw
requests it and !':ust bo resurf1ed eirerytii,e n

dealer starts.
If you are out of toofhpHks, (-It of iLe

4.1411
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Rules of the Game' Version 2.

`.9hange only nuniber 5 as follows:
5. Deal out two playina cards to each of the players

including the dealer.

Rules of the Game: Version ).

Works well for older students and creates a lot of excitement:

Eirections to the student:
1 . 6 as in V3rsion 1.
7. After seeing his playing card, the dealergs playing

card and the relation card, each player decides
how many toothpicks he is willing to risk (from
one to five). These he places on top of his playing
card.

8. Each player including the dealer is dealt one
more card, face up.

9. The dealer now proceeds from player to player as in
iTersion 1, using the sum of the two cards.

10. If the sentence is true, the dealer picks r.p the
toothpicks placed on the card. If it is false, he
must match the number of toothpicks on the card
from his own pile.
Numbers 9 - 11 in Version 1 conclude this version.

Suggested strategies.

This card game is designed to be used to review and
reinforce an understanding of the equality and inequality
relations. It has a lot of versatility and can be
quickly adjusted to the ability of the students by
adding new rolations to the first deck or by replacing
the natural number cards with rational numbers,
irrational numbers, etc. Instead of toothpicks, points
may be kept on paper foc each trick won.

Hint: rhis game works very well with pennies.


